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abazaj besa 20.08.'85—04.05.'99
abazibra jasmine 10.03.'85—05.05.'99
abdullahu mirsad 03.01.'81—24.12.'98
abdylmexhiti behar 03.05.'82—26.05.'99
ademaj kreshnik 16.11.'82—11.05.'99
ademaj bekim 06.05.'81—27.04.'99
ademi raba 01.01.'99—25.03.'99
ademi esat 15.07.'85—30.04.'99
ademi besnik 15.11.84—09.01.'99
ademi jetullah 10.06.'84—01.05.'99
ademi ragip 12.10.'82—25.03.'99
ademi mazllam 01.08.'82—27.04.'99
ademi bujar 25.05.'82—31.03.'99
ademi gani 15.09.'83—24.09.98'
ademi burim 18.11.'81—24.09.'98
ademi fatmir 01.11.'81—24.09.'98
agaj leutrim 22.02.'96—05.06.'98
agushi ramiz 27.03.'85—28.05.'00
agushi urim 01.01.'83—13.04.'99
agushi xhemajl 17.10.'81—18.09.'98
ahmetaj ardor 26.10.'98—13.05.'99
ahmetaj rinor 15.03.'97—13.05.'99
ahmetaj florentina 20.10.'97—13.05.'99
ahmetaj leotrim 05.09.'92—13.05.'99
ahmetaj arbesa 18.12.'95—13.05.'99
ahmetaj arbëresha 18.04.'92—13.05.'99
ahmetaj arbnor 05.12.'94—13.05.'99
ahmetaj arbnore 18.08.'83—13.05.'99
ahmetaj saranda 01.11.'85—13.05.'99
ahmetaj valon 12.10.'83—13.05.'99
ahmetaj vlora 17.09.'86—13.05.'99
ahmetaj arben 01.01.'92—13.05.'99
ahmetaj egzon 10.10.'91—13.05.'99
ahmetaj agon 22.10.89—13.05.'99
ahmetaj liridon 01.05.'82—27.04.'99
ahmeti abedin 09.09.'81—30.03.'99
ahmeti alban 12.12.'81—25.07.'98
ahmeti besim 10.07.'81—30.03.'99
ahmeti safet 10.07.'83—30.03.'99
ahmeti tafil 01.07.'81—30.03.'99
ahmeti elfije 20.02.'88—11.09.'98
ahmeti xufë 28.09.'90—11.09.'98
ahmeti leotrim 26.02.'91—11.09.'98
ahmeti vjollca 05.09.'93—11.09.'98
ahmeti elhami 20.01.'82—28.02.'98
ahmeti jeton 06.08.'88—22.05.'99
ahmeti xhevdet 10.05.'82—02.05.'99
ajeti nderim 20.10.'86—03.02.'00
ajeti feim 21.05.'83—15.04.'99
ajupi hashim 17.09.'81—17.07.'98
alijaj agron 20.10.'82—27.04.'99 
alijaj filloreta 14.04.'84—14.04.'99
alijaj hatmane 05.11.'82—14.04.'99
alijaj ali 27.03.'87—26.03.'99 *
alijaj arben 27.05.'84—26.03.'99
alimehaj leonard 17.06.'93—07.04.'99 *
aliu lavdim 30.07.'88—28.04.'99
aliu burim 12.06.'82—01.05.'99
aliuka avdyl 01.01.'82—05.04.'99
asllanaj liridon 15.11.'96—23.09.'98
asllani vlora 04.12.'98—03.04.'99
asllani albiona 01.01.'98—26.08.'98
asllani antigona 01.01.'97—26.08.'98
asllani xhafer 01.01.'95—26.08.'98
asllani shpend 01.01.'93—26.08.'98
asllani luljeta 01.01.'91—26.08.'98
asllani ejup 11.07.'88—26.08.'98
asllani lumnije 01.01.'86—26.08.'98
asllani burim 23.06.'85—26.08.'98
avdija kenan 21.03.'82—27.03.'99
avdiu zejnete 16.02.'88—29.04.'99
avdullahaj gëzim 24.04.'84—01.04.'99
avdullahu ymer 04.06.'82—27.04.'99
avdyli vjollca 09.06.'85—16.07.'98
avdyli bajrush 01.02.'83—27.04.'99
avdyli sherife 15.07.'82—17.06.'99
aza syl 08.02.'84—17.06.'99
azemi kujtim 03.06.'85—16.06.'99
baftiu kastriot 24.11.'83—16.04.'99
bajraktari kreshnik 22.05.'83—14.05.'99
bajrami blerina 01.12.'95—14.04.'99
bajrami kaltrina 06.05.'88—06.05.'99
bajrami naser 27.03.'84—19.09.'98
bajrami islam 26.10.'84—30.04.'99
bajrami driton 01.01.'83—30.04.'99
bajrami lulëzim 16.03.'82—27.05.'99
bajrami ramadan 01.01.'82—27.04.'99
bajrami shpresa 07.10.'81—17.04.'99
bajselmanaj besart 25.11.'88—03.05.'99
bala nita 01.01.'94—12.06.'99
bala rina 01.01.'92—12.06.'99
bala agon 25.01.'93—12.06.'99
bala dardane 14.09.'88—12.06.'99
bala hajri 06.08.'86—12.06.'99
batusha lirim 24.03.'84—26.03.'99 *
batusha burim 15.08.'82—26.03.'99 *
batusha visar 19.07.'83—26.03.'99 *
batusha bekim 31.03.'81—26.03.'99 *
bazaj sokol 01.04.'85—15.05.'99
bazaj smajl 30.03.'80—05.03.'98
begu fitim 27.07.81—15.04.'99
behrami edona 28.11.'93—28.03.'99
behrami ardita 10.10.'85—28.03.'99
behrami gadaf 24.06.'88—11.03.'00
behrami jeton 23.11.'82—18.04.'99
behrami burim 27.10.'82—22.05.'99
bejta burim 15.04.'82—19.05.'98 *
beka pajtim 20.12.'90—05.06.'99
bekaj fidan 01.01.'82—24.09.'98
beqaj kujtim 05.08.'83—27.04.'99
beqaj armend 06.06.'82—27.04.'99
beqaj dritan 13.02.'82—27.04.'99
beqiraj arlinda 11.09.'92—11.06.'98
beqiraj arsim 09.07.'82—27.04.'99
beqiri shkëlzen 21.01.'99—28.04.'99
beqiri çlirimtar 02.06.'98—23.09.'98
beqiri halim 24.07.'85—15.01.'99
beqiri ibadete 07.09.'84—30.05.'99

beqiri hasan 01.07.'83—12.05.'99
beqiri ilir 22.09.'82—01.05.'99
beqiri bukurije 13.01.'82—10.05.'99
berisha besmile 01.01.'82—01.05.'99
berisha zejnije 01.01.'82—01.05.'99
berisha elhame 02.10.'98—02.04.'99
berisha lezie 17.07.'97—02.04.'99
berisha shkurtesa 30.03.'95—02.04.'99
berisha njomëza 05.01.'93—02.04.'99
berisha adelina 30.10.'90—02.04.'99
berisha valmire 18.12.91—02.04.'99
berisha dafina 05.06.'90—02.04.'99
berisha shqipron 09.09.'87—02.04.'99
berisha atdhetar 02.07.'98—02.04.'99
berisha albulena 05.03.'98—02.04.'99
berisha sahime 19.01.'98—02.04.'99
berisha valon 31.12.'86—02.04.'99
berisha eron 01.05.'98—26.03.'99 *
berisha ismet 09.09.'96—26.03.'99
berisha redon 23.05.'97—26.03.'99
berisha altin 06.01.'89—26.03.'99 *
berisha herolinda 26.11.'85—26.03.'99
berisha majlinda 26.05.'83—26.03.'99
berisha dorentina 03.02.'96—26.03.'99 *
berisha edon 01.10.'86—26.03.'99 *
berisha vlorian 01.01.'82—26.03.'99 *
berisha granit 01.01.'96—26.03.'99
berisha genc 09.01.'95—26.03.'99
berisha mirat 22.09.'89—26.03.'99 *
berisha hanumshahe 28.12.'87—26.03.'99
berisha merita 18.11.'86—26.03.'99 *
berisha zana 11.05.'85—26.03.99
berisha arta 14.07.'81—26.03.'99
berisha drilon 20.02.'86—26.03.'99
berisha dafina 27.03.'83—26.03.'99 *
berisha kushtrim 20.05.'87—26.03.'99 *
berisha sherine 05.02.'82—26.03.'99 *
berisha besnik 04.12.'87—18.04.'99 *
berisha flamur 21.12.'86—18.04.'99
berisha lavdije 29.03.'84—18.04.'99
berisha fehmi 11.12.'82—18.06.'99 *
berisha shpejtim 20.09.'98—16.01.'99
berisha berat 16.09.'89—04.06.'99
berisha esad 01.01.'87—01.05.'99
berisha elvis 01.01.'82—01.05.'99
berisha xhevat 01.01.'86—01.07.'98
berisha kreshnik 18.07.'86—02.05.'99 *
berisha besnik 01.01.'86—20.04.'99
berisha shkëlzen 15.04.'84—14.08.'98
berisha elbasan 28.11.'83—27.03.'99
berisha amir 23.09.'83—30.03.'99
berisha blerim 14.02.'83—08.10.'98
berisha agron 16.06.'82—19.05.'98 *
berisha patriot 16.11.'82—01.06.'99
berisha ilir 27.11.'81—10.05.'99
berisha faton 08.11.'81—16.05.'99
berisha agron 12.06.'83—02.07.'99
berisha maksut 17.09.'81—13.07.'99
bezeraj sylë 25.11.'81—15.04.'99
bilalli avni 12.04.'82—30.04.'99
bilalli sefedin 01.12.'81—30.04.'99
bislimi luljeta 01.11.'83—27.03.'99
blagojevic srecko 22.05.'85—22.09.'98 *
blakçori labinot 02.09.'84—06.05.'99
bogujevci nora 02.04.'84—28.03.'99
bogujevci shpend 08.09.'86—28.03.'99
bogujevci shpëtim 13.04.'89—28.03.'99
bojaj egzon 12.07.'89—04.04.'99
bojaj kreshnik 12.07.'85—11.05.'99
bojaj elbasan 06.06.'82—11.05.'99
boletini besart 01.03.'86—06.04.'99
borincaj valon 16.01.'84—04.04.'99
bo�anic nemanja 05.05.'82—18.07.'98
brahaj faik 26.11.'82—25.09.'98
brahimaj fidan 01.01.'83—14.04.'00
brahimi arsim 15.02.'85—23.09.'98
brava suad 11.03.'83—22.05.'99
brudar julija 05.10.'89—30.04.'99
bujupi emine 20.08.'98—28.08.'98
bunjaku bekim 13.05.'83—31.03.'99
buzhala bujar 16.10.'80—18.07.'98
bylykbashi nehat 27.08.'84—21.04.'99
bytyqi altion 02.01.'97—25.03.'99 *
bytyqi kujtesa 14.12.'92—08.01.'99
bytyqi bahrije 02.11.'86—04.09.'98
bytyqi faton 12.01.'85—01.04.'99 *
bytyqi kujtim 01.01.'83—15.10.'98
bytyqi elmaze 24.10.'82—04.09.'98
bytyqi enver 17.10.'82—15.10.'98
bytyqi hasan 09.05.'81—16.04.'99
caka diona 01.04.'97—02.04.'99
caka delvina 05.10.'91—02.04.'99
caka dalina 13.09.'85—02.04.'99
caka ilir 12.04.'82—13.04.'99
cakiqi arbër 01.07.'87—09.06.'99
caraku hasan 15.11.'87—17.04.'99
caraku besart 09.09.'86—17.04.'99
coli beat 04.03.'82—10.04.'99
çabrati faik 01.01.'82—21.05.'99
çallakaj xyfe 01.01.'82—28.08.'98
çitaku jahja 13.04.'82—15.04.'99
dacic senad 01.01.'83—25.03.'99
dakaj përparim 13.06.'86—13.05.'99
dakaj teuta 16.09.'83—13.05.'99
dana labinot 12.02.'82—10.05.'99
dani shqiponje 02.12.'98—11.04.'99
dautaj besart 10.09.'85—29.05.'98
dauti sinan 17.06.'90—12.04.'99 *
dauti fidan 28.01.'83—25.03.'99 *
dedaj linton 28.08.'83—27.04.'99
dedaj nikollë 27.12.'81—27.04.'99
delijaj gani 01.01.'82—10.08.'98
deliu jeton 20.09.'88—26.09.'98
deliu menduhije 16.05.'94—26.09.'98
deliu diturije 17.08.'98—19.11.'98
deliu antigona 02.06.'84—26.09.'98
deliu mihane 05.02.'82—26.09.'98
deliu donjeta 12.08.'91—26.09.'98

deliu gentiana 07.05.'90—26.09.'98
deliu valmir 21.09.'96—26.09.'98
deliu bleart 17.07.'93—03.04.'99
deliu lulver 25.02.'87—03.04.'99
deliu selim 16.11.'83—20.04.'99 *
deliu pakize 20.04.'83—23.04.'99
deliu bastri 30.05.'81—30.04.'99
demaj ermal 01.05.'98—25.04.'99
demaku driton 03.05.'82—17.05.'99
demirovic d�emila 15.03.'83—01.07.'99 *
demjaha argjend 04.07.'93—02.04.'99
dervishaj enver 01.01.'82—15.03.'99 *
dervishaj burhan 21.12.'80—14.10.'98
dibrani fitim 21.10.'98—22.02.'99
dibrani sherife 23.03.'83—15.05.'99
dallaveraj burim 04.12.'82—25.03.'99 *
dimic dragana 01.09.'95—11.05.'99
dina naim 01.07.'83—26.03.'99 *
dinaj besmir 26.05.'91—02.04.'99
dobra liridon 03.01.'84—28.03.'99 *
domi yllka 18.08.'82—07.05.'99
duraj lulëzim 20.11.'82—11.04.'99 *
duraku ajet 01.01.'83—26.03.'99
duraku berat 18.03.'82—26.03.'99
duraku jeton 17.11.'81—26.03.'99
duraku jehona 15.10.'91—06.05.'99
duriqi agron 01.10.'86—12.08.'99
duriqi albion 11.11.'96—28.03.'99
duriqi mimoza 25.08.'94—28.03.'99
duriqi arbër 01.10.'91—28.03.'99
duriqi dafina 11.11.'89—28.03.'99
duzhmani agron 20.04.'82—27.04.'99
dvorani hazir 01.07.'83—01.05.'99
dvorani nuredin 28.09.'82—01.05.'99 *
elezaj nuhi 27.04.'81—29.03.'99
elezaj genc 25.05.'83—04.04.'99 *
elmazi mensur 29.06.'81—27.03.'99
elshani nderim 01.01.'88—17.04.'99
elshani kujtim 01.01.'84—17.04.'99
elshani donjeta 11.07.'90—17.05.'99
elshani shemsi 03.12.'87—24.10.'98
elshani burim 28.08.'81—29.03.'99
elshani shehrije 25.08.'81—05.06.'99
elshani arben 20.04.'81—14.04.'99
emërllahu uran 27.11.'89—01.06.'99
emrullahu muhamet 20.11.'88—17.10.'99
fazliu fazli 06.05.'82—14.04.'99
feka refki 01.01.'89—05.07.'99
feka hajdin 07.09.'82—12.04.'99
feka sami 20.12.'81—20.04.'99 *
ferati masar 22.06.'81—30.03.'99 *
ferizi nazif 08.09.'84—30.04.'99
ferizi rrahim 28.09.'81—30.04.'99
ferizi gëzim 12.09.'82—28.05.'99
fetahu blerim 01.05.'84—31.03.'99
fetahu remzi 01.01.'83—03.04.'99 *
fetoshi ardian 24.05.'83—25.03.'99
fondaj ramadan 01.01.'87—21.10.'99
fondaj arben 28.11.'85—21.10.'99
franca sheqir 22.06.'83—12.04.'99
frroku marjan 13.03.'84—08.07.'99
gallopeni burim 25.09.'84—28.03.'99 *
gallopeni nuhi 19.03.'82—28.03.'99 *
gashani fatmir 09.01.'82—30.04.'99
gashi safet 11.05.'89—01.03.'99
gashi jeton 11.04.'82—31.03.'99
gashi lulëzim 03.01.'81—23.09.'98
gashi salih 14.02.'82—05.07.'98
gashi gazmend 01.01.'82—06.03.'98
gashi makfirete 01.01.'85—06.03.'98
gashi serbeze 08.06.'81—12.04.'99
gashi agron 01.01.'82—07.05.'99
gashi arben 10.10.'82—15.04.'99
gashi afrim 01.10.'81—26.03.'99
gashi bashkim 27.11.'82—15.04.'99
gashi ilir 31.08.'97—08.06.'99
gashi agron 10.11.'82—14.03.'99
gashi kushtrim 24.04.'81—22.03.'99
gashi bekim 04.06.'82—12.04.'99
gashi emir 01.09.'95—25.03.'99 *
gashi fisnik 05.01.'89—25.03.'99 *
gashi natyra 04.08.'91—25.03.'99 *
gashi lumturije 14.07.'81—25.03.'99 *
gashi blerta 23.01.'84—25.03.'99 *
gashi votim 27.09.'91—25.03.'99
gashi vlora 28.12.'89—25.03.'99
gashi arben 22.02.'83—25.03.'99
gashi sedat 12.06.'86—25.03.'99 *
gashi besarta 02.01.'86—25.03.'99
gashi binak 15.08.'82—31.03.'99
gashi dea 03.05.'90—07.04.'99
gashi deniza 16.07.'94—07.04.'99
gashi rea 25.11.'92—07.04.'99
gashi bledar 07.04.'99—07.04.'99
gashi mirget 07.06.'95—07.04.'99
gashi servete 01.09.'81—07.04.'99
gashi naim 17.03.'82—15.04.'99
gashi arif 05.05.'84—07.04.'99
gashi mentor 26.04.'83—18.04.'99
gashi fanol 28.05.'94—28.04.'99
gashi sutrije 28.12.'92—31.03.'99
gashi shkëlqim 31.05.'92—26.04.'99
gashi salih 10.02.'87—05.05.'99
gashi ibush 21.06.'82—30.04.'99
gashi armend 20.06.'83—03.05.'99
gashi fatmir 01.01.'83—21.10.'99
gavranaj sefedin 29.03.'83—01.04.'99 *
gaxhiqi gentiana 04.04.'95—15.05.'99
gaxhiqi ardian 06.09.'91—15.05.'99
geci arbesa 13.11.'98—20.04.'99
gegaj sokol 07.03.'83—26.05.'99
gegaj skënder 06.08.'81—13.05.'99
gërguri zejnepe 23.04.'83—23.05.'99
gërxhaliu sabahudin 09.09.'92—31.05.'99
gërxhaliu mybera 07.08.'91—31.05.'99
gërxhaliu abdurrahman 09.08.'89—31.05.'99
gërxhaliu mexhit 14.02.'88—31.05.'99
gërxhaliu muharrem 13.09.'85—31.05.'99

gërxhaliu shahin 28.05.'84—27.03.'99
gërxhaliu shaban 01.06.'83—31.05.'99
gërxhaliu safer 04.09.'91—31.05.'99
gigollaj arben 24.10.'83—10.04.'99
gigollaj ylber 09.12.'82—26.04.'99
gjikolli qazim 05.05.'81—28.03.'99 *
gjinovci arton 20.11.'83—31.03.'99
gjinovci xhavit 04.08.'83—01.05.'99
gjinovci arton 01.10.'81—02.04.'99
gllareva avdyl 22.06.'85—30.04.'99
gllareva urim 22.11.'84—30.04.'99
gllareva dëfrim 16.06.'86—30.04.'99
gllareva arton 11.03.'82—30.04.'99
gllareva lulzim 30.08.'82—07.05.'99
gojnovci behar 17.04.'89—26.06.'98
govedari demlush 29.01.'83—08.05.'99
gucati afrim 14.05.'99—20.05.'99
guci ndriçesa 27.09.'97—28.03.'99
gudaqi fitim 11.06.'92—21.05.'99
guri nerimane 16.07.'89—08.04.'99
gvozdenovic vukota 11.04.'82—14.12.'98
hadërgjonaj skënder 01.06.'82—27.04.'99
hajdaraj shkelzen 28.04.'84—04.04.'99 *
hajdari albana 30.03.'93—24.12.'98
hajdari miftar 15.12.'88—06.04.'99
hajdari ganimete 06.07.'84—06.04.'99
hajdari mursel 30.03.'85—26.03.'99
hajdari vesel 02.01.'82—26.03.'99 *
hajdari abedin 20.04.'83—26.03.'99
hajdari gazmend 10.04.'83—28.03.'99
hajra gani 14.05.'82—08.06.'99
hajrizi ilir 01.01.'88—25.03.'99
hajrizi leonora 25.06.'85—02.04.'99
halilaj drilon 21.09.'95—05.04.'99
halilaj diana 20.03.'90—05.04.'99
halilaj valmire 28.07.'86—05.04.'99
halili albert 26.06.'89—01.06.'99
halili blerim 22.12.'83—30.04.'99
halili bujar 13.11.'81—24.09.'98
halili nexhat 13.07.'81—24.09.'98
halimi behar 13.02.'99—15.05.'99
halitaj halime 01.01.'81—27.08.'98
haliti jetëlira 01.02.'99—28.04.'99
hamza burim 18.05.'81—03.07.'98
haradinaj myrvete 25.03.'83—28.04.'99
haradinaj himë 10.08.'81—24.03.'98
hasanaj luan 16.07.'82—27.04.'99
hasani elizabeta 15.02.'94—13.03.'99
hasani besart 01.01.'90—09.07.'99
hasani fitim 21.10.'88—04.04.'99
hasani rifadije 01.01.'92—04.04.'99
hasani lumturije 01.01.'87—04.04.'99
hasani emrah 06.06.'87—11.11.'00
hasani bedrush 03.02.'84—25.03.'99
hasani hasan 15.07.'83—08.06.'99 *
hasani besim 08.10.'81—04.04.'99
haxha rafet 24.03.'89—15.05.'99
haxha nexhat 15.08.'87—15.05.'99
haxha armend 10.04.'84—22.04.'99
haxhiavdija rina 02.04.'95—02.04.'99
haxhiavdija egzon 20.02.'94—02.04.'99
haxhiavdija doruntina 03.07.'91—02.04.'99
haxhidema gazmend 23.12.'85—30.05.'99
haxhiu arbnesh 04.06.'84—30.04.'99
haxhiu bedri 01.01.'84—28.05.'99
haxhiu berat 27.05.'82—02.04.'99
haziraj sazan 10.08.'81—20.04.'99
hereqi arben 15.09.'81—17.05.'99
heta aziz 25.12.'81—01.05.'99
hoti arianit 15.02.'99—06.06.'99
hoti driton 03.12.'96—04.09.'98
hoti armend 30.06.'94—27.04.'99
hoti samir 04.01.'87—14.04.'99
hoti sutki 01.06.'85—03.09.'98
hoti kreshnik 20.06.'84—26.03.'99
hoti përparim 01.01.'83—05.04.'99
hoti valon 03.05.'82—26.03.'99
hoti petrit 09.08.'81—26.03.'99
hoti ilir 14.05.'81—26.03.'99 *
hoti bekim 10.05.'81—26.03.'99
hoxhaj elvana 20.05.'90—17.05.'99
hoxha flamur 07.11.'86—27.04.'99
hoxha jonuz 05.10.'84—13.06.'99
hoxha shukri 16.05.'84—02.04.'99
hoxha flaka 25.09.'83—02.04.'99
hoxha ardian 14.04.'83—27.04.'99
hoxha blendian 21.06.'81—27.04.'99
hoxha blerim 18.04.'82—01.06.'99
huskaj tafil 10.06.'81—01.04.'99
hysaj kreshnik 15.09.'83—08.05.'99
hysenaj mejreme 26.09.'96—10.08.'98
hysenaj nazim 26.06.'84—10.08.'98
hysenaj driton 03.06.'81—27.09.'98
hyseni ganimete 01.01.'85—26.03.'99
hyseni ramadan 15.06.'83—02.05.'99
hyseni ali 01.01.'82—02.05.'99
hyseni binak 12.03.'82—27.04.'99
hyseni driton 13.02.'82—30.04.'99
hyseni behxhet 25.06.'81—25.05.'99
ibrahimi gezim 08.03.'88—28.06.'99
ibrahimi rajmond 21.12.'83—25.03.'99
ibrahimi shpend 07.05.'82—08.04.'99
ibrahimi arsim 11.10.'81—14.04.'99
ibraj dafina 07.07.'90—12.05.'99
idrizi antigona 07.05.'97—08.05.'99
ilazaj muhamet 02.11.'82—21.04.'99
ilazaj hysen 07.11.'81—21.04.'99
ilmic predrag 27.09.'85—22.04.'99
imeraj afrim 04.06.'97—26.03.'99
imeraj arjeta 09.10.'88—26.03.'99
imeraj ardiana 11.05.'86—26.03.'99
imeraj violeta 03.11.'83—26.03.'99
imeraj gjylfidane 15.10.'84—26.03.'99
imeraj florije 16.07.'81—26.03.'99
imeri hashim 01.01.'82—25.03.'99
isaj faik 05.04.'82—02.04.'99
ismajli mehmet 01.01.'85—15.04.'99
ismajli naser 28.12.'81—16.04.'99

istrefaj merdijana 04.10.'88—31.03.'99
istrefaj albulena 01.09.'88—31.03.'99
isufi vezire 13.11.'84—12.04.'99
isufi valjeta 21.08.'92—14.04.'99
isufi lavdim 17.02.'88—14.04.'99
isufi kujtim 05.05.'81—14.04.'99
isufi bajram 30.09.'83—27.04.'99
isufi besnik 11.04.'82—30.04.'99
isufi sami 23.03.'82—30.04.'99
ivan�evic miodrag 01.01.'92—22.04.'99
jahaj naser 16.02.'86—28.03.'99 *
jakupi muhamet 01.01.'83—23.05.'99
jakupi xheladin 05.04.'82—15.01.'99
jakupi faton 01.01.'82—22.04.'99
jakupi arijan 15.11.'81—22.04.'99
janicijevic novica 26.07.'81—27.07.'99
jankovic zoran 20.03.'86—15.07.'99
jashari fitim 09.05.'80—07.03.'98
jashari kushtrim 26.03.'85—07.03.'98
jashari afete 16.08.'80—07.03.'98
jashari besim 01.12.'81—07.03.'98
jashari blerim 08.10.'85—07.03.'98
jashari blerina 21.11.'91—07.03.'98
jashari fatime 27.04.'89—06.03.'98
jashari lirije 13.10.'83—07.03.'98
jashari igball 25.02.'85—07.03.'98
jashari igballe 02.09.'81—07.03.'98
jashari valdete 27.07.'83—07.03.'98
jashari avdullah 27.05.'82—05.03.'98
jashari blerim 12.12.'92—05.03.'98
jashari bujar 10.10.'87—05.03.'98
jashari hanife 01.01.'81—05.03.'98 *
jashari ajvaz 02.07.'80—05.03.'98
jashari fanol 02.03.'90—06.06.'99
jashari fazli 26.04.'82—30.04.'99
kabashi florent 01.01.'98—26.03.'99
kabashi minire 17.02.'90—26.03.'99
kabashi zemire 26.09.'82—26.03.'99
kabashi mevlyde 19.12.'82—21.04.'99
kabashi nehat 07.08.'82—07.04.'99
kabashi urim 18.02.'82—20.04.'99
kabashi jeton 28.01.'82—27.05.'99
kadrija fatime 10.04.'98—21.09.'98
kadriu muhadin 12.12.'82—31.05.'99
kadriu haki 06.11.'82—22.05.'99
kadriu ali 07.11.'92—26.05.'99
kahrimani mustafë 01.01.'85—01.05.'99
kajdomçaj afrim 12.09.'81—26.04.'99
kajdomçaj avdush 21.01.'85—26.04.'99
karaqica sinan 11.10.'82—12.04.'99 *
kastrati alban 01.01.'82—28.05.'99
kastrati granit 18.02.'89—01.06.'99
kastrati kujtim 16.05.'88—26.05.'99
kastrati islam 17.03.'88—03.04.'99
kastrati labinot 02.05.'85—18.04.'99
kastrati shpejtim 07.04.'85—28.03.'99
kastrati arsim 25.02.'85—30.04.'99
kastrati afrim 22.12.'82—30.04.'99
kastrati ylber 08.06.'85—30.04.'99
kastrati samira 01.01.'99—01.08.'99 *
kastrati marijeta 01.01.'82—01.08.'99 *
kecaj agron 21.03.'83—01.04.'99 *
kelmendi haxhi 05.03.'88—24.01.'99
kelmendi besim 04.06.'86—24.01.'99
kelmendi bledar 01.09.'91—06.05.'99 *
kelmendi albulena 13.03.'89—06.05.'99 *
kelmendi rinor 22.10.'97—06.05.'99 *
kelmendi rexhep 21.06.'82—08.05.'98
kelmendi valon 28.09.'82—04.04.'99
kelmendi shehide 23.01.'83—15.04.'99
kelmendi kushtrim 18.09.'82—25.03.'99
kelmendi gëzim 11.07.'82—01.04.'99
kermeni salih 24.09.'83—30.03.'99
klinaku ardiana 27.03.'98—23.09.'98
klinaku fikrije 08.01.'98—23.09.'98
kne�evic miroslav 06.12.'85—30.04.'99
koca jeton 03.05.'84—27.03.'99
koca fetije 15.01.'83—07.08.'98
koca sefedin 19.10.'82—30.03.'99
kodra lavdim 27.07.'85—18.04.'99
kolgeci shpend 15.05.'83—03.05.'99
kolgeci arben 01.01.'82—03.05.'99
kolgeci rasim 04.10.'82—27.09.'98
komoni hysen 15.10.'80—06.07.'98
kopalla mirjeta 05.04.'97—01.05.'99
kopalla arjeta 03.07.'85—01.05.'99
kopalla xhavit 05.01.'84—01.05.'99
kopalla florinda 22.10.'81—01.05.'99
kostic saša 02.11.'81—04.07.'99
kosumi fevzi 17.10.'82—19.05.'99
kovaçi artan 03.04.'81—28.01.'99
koxha edon 02.01.'96—24.04.'99
koxha osman 14.10.'86—24.04.'99 
koxha fisnik 28.08.'90—24.04.'99
koxha valdet 01.06.'84—24.04.'99
koxha burim 13.10.'85—24.04.'99
krasnici neđmedin 01.01.'98—26.06.'99
krasniqi arta 01.01.'90—14.04.'99
krasniqi drenushë 01.01.'94—14.04.'99
krasniqi jehona 30.12.'88—14.04.'99
krasniqi mentor 01.01.'98—14.04.'99
krasniqi shkurte 01.01.'93—14.04.'99
krasniqi jeton 01.01.'83—14.04.'99
krasniqi blerta 01.01.'88—14.04.'99
krasniqi fitim 01.01.'91—14.04.'99
krasniqi lavdim 01.01.'87—14.04.'99
krasniqi veton 01.01.'85—14.04.'99
krasniqi bashkim 25.05.'85—14.04.'99
krasniqi liridon 06.04.'85—14.04.'99
krasniqi blend 01.02.'87—14.04.'99
krasniqi sabrije 18.05.'82—14.04.'99
krasniqi ilir 12.04.'99—12.04.'99
krasniqi lirije 03.05.'90—26.03.'99
krasniqi ramiz 28.11'82—13.04.'99
krasniqi burim 30.03.'99—30.03.'99
krasniqi fatmire 30.06.'82—30.03.'99
krasniqi arian 29.03.'95—02.04.'99
krasniqi valon 28.03.'83—02.04.'99
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krasniqi hajriz 20.06.'83—10.10.'99
krasniqi avni 05.09.'84—19.04.'99
krasniqi ismet 23.07.'83—19.04.'99
krasniqi esat 10.03.'86—29.09.'99
krasniqi dashamir 18.04.'82—09.05.'99
krasniqi qerkin 01.01.'84—30.04.'99
krasniqi agron 15.05.'81—30.04.'99
krasniqi doruntina 10.06.'97—24.07.'98
krasniqi ernest 01.01.'96—01.05.'99
krasniqi përparim 27.08.'94—30.03.'99
krasniqi donjeta 10.10.'92—04.05.'99
krasniqi hashim 01.01.'87—19.09.'98
krasniqi haxhi 03.07.'87—31.05.'99
krasniqi idriz 04.06.'85—06.08.'98
krasniqi nazmije 01.03.'86—23.05.'99
krasniqi blerta 08.04.'85—01.04.'99
krasniqi kushtrim 28.04.'84—01.05.'99
krasniqi suzane 08.04.'83—10.04.'99
krasniqi valbona 01.01.'83—04.02.'99 *
krasniqi shqipe 08.11.'82—22.04.'99
krasniqi mehdi 18.08.'82—09.04.'99
krasniqi vigan 07.09.'82—30.04.'99
krasniqi sheqir 01.06.'81—22.09.'98
kryeziu drita 17.10.'88—02.04.'99
kryeziu arlind 15.09.'94—01.09.'98
kryeziu fidan 15.05.'83—27.03.'99
kryeziu fitim 06.05.'83—27.03.'99
kryeziu sabedin 15.06.'82—04.04.'99 *
kryeziu sami 29.10.'80—15.10.'98
kuçi danush 04.09.'83—24.03.'99 
kuçi minah 14.05.'82—24.03.'99 
kukaj burim 24.06.'82—13.05.'99 
kukaj sherife 06.01.'88—13.05.'99 
kukaj agron 05.01.'87—13.05.'99 
kukaj ahmet 21.10.'88—13.05.'99 
kukaj nysret 12.04.'91—13.05.'99 
kukaj fitush 16.03.'82—18.05.'99 
kukaj alban 17.10.'85—13.05.'99 
kukaj bledion 04.10.'98—13.05.'99 
kukaj florinde 22.01.'94—13.05.'99 
kuliqi avni 05.05.'82—16.05.'99 
kuqica afrim 03.10.'81—06.05.'99 
kuqishta afërdita 01.01.'83—01.11.'98 
kurtaj faton 14.05.'82—28.03.'99 
kurtaj istref 02.11.82—01.06.'99 *
kurti florian 03.07.'88—19.06.'98
lahu kumrije 01.01.'85—04.09.'99 
lajqi sokol 12.03.'84—18.04.'99 
lama hebib 27.07.'82—13.04.'99 
latifi fetim 15.10.'82—31.03.'00 *
lazarevic dalibor 20.08.82—20.05.'98 
lekaj edmond 01.01.'86—07.04.'99 
lekaj arton 18.11.'83—01.06.'99 
leku gramos 15.06.'98—09.05.'99
lezi saranda 27.06.'87—02.04.'99
limani driton 26.10.'83—22.07.'99 
lipaj qëndresa 20.02.'84—13.04.'99
lipaj mirdonë 18.03.'86—13.04.'99 
lipaj lindihanë 06.08.'86—13.04.'99
lipaj njomzë 12.09.'85—13.04.'99 
llugiqi arta 10.07.'93—24.04.'99 
lokaj arton 07.11.'81—07.04.'99
lokaj burim 16.09.'80—01.07.'98 *
loku naser 04.08.'82—24.03.'99 
luma xhemajl 01.01.'82—23.05.'99 
lushtaku florinda 14.12.'97—19.06.'99
luta rushit 24.09.'81—24.06.'99 
lutolli jetmir 02.05.'96—04.04.'99 
majstorovic ivan 05.09.'81—19.08.'99 *
makolli besnik 02.06.'82—26.03.'99 
maksic miroslav 01.01.'86—06.08.'99 
maksimovic olivera 12.07.'86—30.04.'99 
maksuti qëndresa 01.01.'98—04.04.'99 
maksuti fikmete 10.12.'90—04.04.'99 
maksuti rukije 01.02.'84—04.04.'99
mala valon 27.10.'81—17.12.'98 
mala kllaudie 30.11.'84—27.04.'99 
malaj blerim 29.08.'83—27.04.'99
malaj leonard 01.01.'83—20.06.'99 
malobabic milenko 13.04.'83—31.05.'99 
maloku jeton 05.06.'82—13.04.'99
maloku avni 09.04.'82—13.04.'99
maloku mexhid 03.01.'83—14.04.'99
maloku burim 07.11.'81—27.04.'99
maqani liridonë 15.04.'90—08.04.'99 *
marmullaku fatjona 20.07.'97—13.05.'99 
mataj albesian 03.08.'82—28.02.'99 
mazrekaj hasan 02.05.'82—30.03.'99 *
mazreku bekim 01.01.'83—01.07.'99 
mazreku ersan 30.04.'81—25.03.'99 
meha ramadan 03.06.'84—22.05.'99 
mehmetaj arsim 05.02.'82—22.05.'99 
mehmeti valon 17.03.'87—31.03.'00 *
mehmeti selvije 08.08.'82—29.'03.'99
mehmeti nijazi 11.01.'82—10.05.'99 
mehmeti mehmet 21.10.'81—27.04.'99 *
mehmeti enver 01.09.'81—27.05.'99 
mehmeti agron 01.01.'83—09.11.'00
mekolli fatmir 27.04.'81—19.04.'99
memçaj enver 19.02.'82— 26.04.'99
mërlaku armend 16.12.'82—31.03.'99 *
meta bajram 04.09.'84—27.04.'99 
miftari lumnije 10.01.'85—02.04.'99 
miftari xhenis 31.08.'93—02.04.'99
miftari muzafere 09.03.'88—02.04.'99
miftari nuhi 19.11.'84—27.03.'99 
milenkovic aleksandar 
06.05.'84—16.06.'99 
milenkovic sanja 30.11.'83—30.05.'99 
milic vladimir 29.12.'87—27.04.'99
milic miljana 22.02.'84—27.04.'99
millaku isa 09.08.'85—16.05.'99 
milovanovic miomir 22.05.'82—27.04.'99
miroci brahim 25.05.'81—27.04.'99
mitic irena 28.08.'83—17.04.'99
morina xhemail 18.10.'83—11.04.'99 
morina shkelzen 11.05.'88—30.03.'99 
morina fidaim 24.03.'85—30.03.'99 

morina mensur 01.01.'84—01.05.'99 
morina njomza 01.12.'83—26.03.'99 *
morina afrim 19.11.'89—04.05.'99 
morina festina 20.03.'97—26.03.'99 
morina lumni 18.09.'82—04.05.'99
morina ekrem 15.10.'83—01.05.'99 
morina bukurie 15.09.'83—29.03.'99 
morina kujtim 15.03.'86—28.08.'98 
morina valon 11.04.'83—31.03.'99 
morina nesret 29.09.'81—29.01.'99 
morina florim 27.10.'83—05.04.'99 
morina merdete 01.03.'94—04.09.'98 
muçaj muhamet 20.03.'89—03.05.'99 
muçaj florie 23.11.'83—03.05.'99 
muçaj gëzim 04.07.'85 —14.06.'99 
muçaj nijazi 17.03.'82—26.04.'99
muhadri hysen 12.09.'81—26.03.'99
mujota hanumshahe 
31.03.'83—15.01.'99
mulaj shpёtim 25.10.'95—15.05.'99
mulaj izet 23.04.'93—15.05.'99
mulaj abedin 20.03.'85—26.03.'99
mulaj driton 15.12.'84—26.03.'99
mulaj valdete 06.10.'83—26.03.'99
mulaj zekё 17.06.'83—26.03.'99
mulaj arton 30.05.'82—27.03.'99
muli burim 28.05.'86—18.04.'99
muliqi gani 16.11.'84—30.03.'99
muliqi musa 12.10.'82—30.03.'99
muliqi behram 01.10.'82—30.03.'99
muliqi sefullah 26.11.'81—19.08.'98
mulliqi abaz 25.03.'86—30.03.'99
mulliqi valdete 01.01.'83—28.03.'99
munishi neradin 01.01.'84—12.04.'99 
muqolli fatmira 12.11.'81—17.04.'99 
muqolli rexhep 19.04.'86—17.04.'99 
muqolli agron 04.09.'89—17.04.'99 
muqolli albulena 22.12.'92—17.04.'99 
muqolli egzon 18.05.'95—17.04.'99 
muqolli ylber 07.09.'89—17.04.'99
muqolli naser 10.12.'86—17.04.'99
muqolli shehide 03.02.'85—17.04.'99
muqolli avdullah 19.10.'85—17.04.'99 
muqolli mendohije 01.01.'87—17.04.'99 
muqolli mirsad 13.10.'91—17.04.'99 
muqolli mërgim 01.01.'94—17.04.'99 
muqolli vahide 26.03.'95—17.04.'99 
muqolli kushtrim 01.05.'97—17.04.'99
muqolli qёndrim 12.06.'98—17.04.'99
muqolli florentina 23.04.'96—17.04.'99 
muqolli lirie 13.19.'98—17.04.'99 
muqolli hafije 15.07.'89—17.04.'99
muqolli fatos 09.12.'97—17.04.'99 
muqolli eronitë 07.06.'95—17.04.'99
murati sofi 01.01.'85—27.04.'99
murati arif 07.09.'82—27.04.'99 
murati afrim 16.06.'82—19.04.'99 
murati lulëzim 20.01.'82—09.04.'99
murtezi burim 07.06.'86—20.04.'99 
musa bajram 01.07.'81—02.05.'99 
musaj rinas 21.08.'94—06.04.'99 
musliu qëndrim 05.03.'97—07.05.'99 
musliu lulzim 28.02.'88—13.04.'99 
musliu nexhmi 01.01.'88—25.05.'99 
musliu muhamet 02.07.'83—23.11.'99 
musliu fidaim 01.10.'82—15.04.'99 
musliu man 01.09.'81—15.04.'99 
musolli egzon 01.01.'98—14.05.'99 
mustafa zojë 18.07.'96—18.04.'99 
mustafa mensur 09.05.'88—18.04.'99 
mustafa vjollca 11.01.'87—16.05.'99 
mustafa halime 01.01.'84—16.05.'99 
mustafa miftar 22.11.'81—08.06.'99 
nerjovaj lulёzim 10.10.'82—12.04.'99 
neziri qemajl 31.03.'84—20.03.'99 *
neziri avdi 13.07.'81—27.01.'98 
neziri islam 06.10.'81—11.05.'99 
nikolic nikola 14.05.'93—27.08.'00 
nikolic cvetko 16.04.'81—18.07.'98 
nikolic gordana 16.12.'81—11.05.'99 
ninaj nura 18.11.'85—28.03.'99 *
nuka kujtim 04.06.'84—08.05.'99 *
nuraj mërgim 05.07.'95—14.04.'99 
nuraj qëndrim 08.06.'92—14.04.'99 
obradovic ivan 03.01.'84—14.12.'98 
obrazhda jetmir 16.12.'87—03.07.'99 
osmanaj gentrit 14.08.'98—29.11.'98 
osmani ramadan 25.02.'99—12.04.'99 
osmani edon 23.07.'86—12.04.'99 
osmani qamil 27.02.'84—30.03.'99 
osmani fadil 01.11.'82—30.03.'99 
osmani nexhat 26.06.'82—27.03.'99 
osmani esat 11.06.'82—27.03.'99 
osmani fisnik 16.04.'81—30.03.'99 
paçarizi diton 27.07.'81—02.06.'99
pacolli hasan 11.10.'90—30.03.'99 
pajaziti rijad 29.03.'97—25.03.'99 
pajaziti gentiana 24.04.'94—25.03.'99 
pajaziti kosovare 03.01.'93—25.03.'99 
pajaziti iliriana 27.07.'92—25.03.'99 
pajaziti haxhi 02.04.'84—27.04.'99 
pajaziti violeta 13.08.'82—14.04.'99 
palushi diana 21.11.'94—14.05.'99 
palushi razё 24.04.'85—17.07.'98 
pavlovic dajana 16.06.'94—27.05.'99
pavlovic stefan 16.05.'91—26.05.'99 
pavlovic nenad 19.06.'84—16.06.'99 
peci fidan 25.10.'82—29.04.'99 
pepaj ukë 08.03.'83—27.04.'99 
perçuku kujtim 18.09.'88—30.03.'99
pergega dominik 04.05.'82—17.12.'98 
petrovic miloš 08.02.'96—28.05.'00
petrovic marija 07.06.'84—01.05.'99 
petrovic nikola 07.05.'82—01.05.'99 
petrovic miloš 02.02.'84—17.06.'99 
pjetri hil 04.03.'82—02.09.'99 
podvorica burim 01.01.'86—18.04.'99
popaj agon 31.03.'85—25.03.'99 

popaj behlul 09.02.'83—25.03.'99 
popaj avdullah 24.11.'82—25.03.'99 
popaj kreshnik 24.09.'82—25.03.'99 
popaj shëndet 08.11.'81—25.03.'99 
prenku kosovare 03.05.'92—22.09.'98
prenku sead 09.08.'89—21.04.'99 
prokshi betim 05.09.'85—01.05.'99
prokshi shpejtim 15.10.'84—01.05.'99
pёrteshi flamur 19.03.'81—28.07.'98
qarreti diellza 28.01.'98—26.03.'99
qarreti gëzim 27.09.'90—26.03.'99 
qarreti nazmije 15.02.'84—26.03.'99 *
qava faik 15.06.'83—08.05.'99 
qelaj dafina 12.12.'98—28.03.'99 *
qelaj albert 10.10.'82—18.04.'99
qerimi musa 02.08.'81—25.05.'99
qerkezi edmond 09.02.'85—27.03.'99 
qevani kimete 01.04.'82—30.03.'99 *
qiriqi xhevat 22.06.'82—18.05.'99
qmega venhar 12.05.'92—09.05.'99 
qmega azra 10.06.'88—09.05.'99
qmega visar 29.07.'86—09.05.'99
qoqaj avdyl 26.10.'90—11.04.'99 
qorraj arton 13.10.'80—13.07.'98
qorri fetije 13.01.'90—25.05.'99
qorri arton 24.08.'82—25.05.'99
raci kujtim 01.09.'98—01.11.'98 *
raci kushtrim 07.04.'84—02.04.'99 *
radulovic adam 03.10.'81—09.06.'99
rakic milica 01.01.'96—17.04.'99 
rama mërgim 07.10.'97—29.03.'99
rama arjanit 16.07.'96—23.09.'98
rama behar 24.10.'82—30.03.'99
rama altin 25.02.'93—27.08.'98
rama syzana 27.05.'84—27.03.'99
rama albert 03.03.'83—27.03.'99
ramadani bislim 21.01.'96—01.05.'99 *
ramadani besarta 11.08.'93—01.05.'99
ramadani besime 09.12.'91—01.05.'99 *
ramadani muzafere 09.05.'86—01.05.'99
ramadani besnik 23.10.'83—01.05.'99 *
ramadani fatmir 15.07.'84—30.04.'99 
ramadani feriz 01.08.'83—01.05.'99
ramadani bajram 14.05.'83—26.03.'99 
ramadani bashkim 24.11.'82—15.04.'99
ramadani rrahim 19.02.'82—15.09.98 
ramosaj atdhe 01.01.'82—27.03.'99
rashica behar 27.09.'81—16.04.'99
rashiti meleke 25.01.'84—28.03.'99
rashkaj kadri 10.07.'84—26.03.'99
rashkaj demir 10.08.'82—25.03.'99 
rashkaj refki 22.06.'82—26.03.'99
rexhaj fitim 08.10.'81—06.04.'99 
rexhepi ahmet 14.07.'81—28.03.'99 
rexhepi krenar 01.04.'98—27.09.'98
rexhepi krenare 01.04.'98—27.09.'98 
rexhepi elfije 01.02.'98—23.09.'98
rexhepi lulëzim 28.10.'94—28.04.'99 
rexhepi alban 27.06.'85—26.03.'99
rexhepi osman 01.01.'84—26.03.'99
rexhepi sylejman 01.01.'84—19.04.'99 
rexhepi artan 25.11.'82—28.03.'99 
rexhepi nuhi 15.11.'82—26.03.'99 
rexhepi samed 19.02.'82—15.01.'99 
rexhepi shemsi 14.04.'82—31.03.'99 
rexhepi ahmet 17.11.'81—02.05.'99 
rogljic marko 07.01.'83—31.05.'99
rukolli besim 01.04.'83—05.04.'99
rushiti gazmend 04.10.'82—26.03.'99
rusinofci fortesë 02.09.'91—18.04.'99
rrecaj mihrije 08.06.'86—15.04.'99
rrukiqi rafet 13.12.'83—01.05.'99
rrusta ismet 10.07.'97—25.08.'98 
rrustemi qazim 02.01.'98—29.05.'99
sadiku malsore 11.05.'95—15.04.'99
sadiku shkurte 04.07.'90—15.04.'99
sadiku fidan 28.08.'88—16.06.'99
sadrija flamur 29.08.'86—07.07.99 
salihaj blerina 03.09.'94—14.04.'99
salihaj besmira 09.09.'93—14.04.'99 
salihaj hysni 01.08.'81—29.08.'98
salihaj vllaznim 19.08.'81—14.04.'99 *
salihu ramazan 25.03.'92—26.03.'99 
salihu servete 15.07.'87—26.03.'99 
salihu mejreme 01.08.'84—26.03.'99
salihu gëzim 13.07.'82—26.03.'99
salihu basri 11.06.'90—20.09.'99
salihu lutfi 18.06.'81—01.05.'99
salihu sadri 11.05.'84—20.09.'99 
salihu florid 24.07.'82—18.05.'99
salihu nebih 06.06.'82—01.05.'99
salijaj izahir 30.09.'82—13.04.'99
salltekaj isak 01.02.'84—02.04.'99
samadraxha florim 18.12.'81—08.06.'99 
sefaj asllan 25.10.'83—13.04.'99
sefaj ramë 01.02.'82—28.04.'98 
seferi albina 03.10.'91—06.03.'99
seferi besarta 25.07.'88—14.04.'99
sejdiu valon 18.04.'88—28.04.'99 
sejdiu vehbi 01.01.'83—15.04.'99
sejdiu ilir 12.07.'81—01.05.'99
selimaj kushtrim 07.10.'91—26.03.'99
selimaj kosovare 14.09.'89—26.03.'99 
selimi shkumbim 23.03.'99—24.03.'99 *
selmani meritë 16.09.'85—18.04.'99 
selmani nexhat 24.06.'83—27.04.'99
selmani hazbije 02.05.'82—18.04.'99 
selmani ujkan 27.09.'81—27.04.'99
simic marko 19.05.'97—31.05.'99
smajlaj faruk 21.12.'86—31.03.'99
smajlaj fatmire 21.12.'86—31.03.'99
smajlaj rexhep 09.06.'82—27.03.'99
smajli besarta 24.12.'91—14.04.'99
smakiqi ardion 25.06.'98—04.10.'98
smakiqi albion 18.03.'98—30.04.'99
smakolli rifat 01.04.'81—14.10.'98
sokolaj kreshnik 21.01.'88—14.03.'00
sokoli safet 21.10.'83—01.05.'99

sokoli kastriot 07.09.'81—27.04.'99
sokoli bahri 25.08.'81—01.05.'99
sopa ganimete 01.05.'85—03.04.'99
sopaj malush 10.04.'84—03.04.'99
sopaj hasan 18.09.'81—02.04.'99
sopi elez 05.02.'82—13.04.'99
spahia arif 20.07.'81—03.05.'99
spahiu labinot 22.07.'96—25.03.'99
spahiu lirim 11.04.'95—25.03.'99
spahiu marigona 04.01.'92—25.03.'99 
spahiu ilirina 26.08.'86—25.03.'99
spahiu refki 01.05.'84—04.09.'98 
spahiu artan 24.20.'84—27.06.'99 
spahiu valenton 17.08.'82—10.04.'99
spahiu daut 10.08.'81—26.03.'99 *
stanijajnovic branimir 01.01.'93—12.04.'99
stanojevic zoran 08.10.'81—14.12.'98
stojanovic milica 07.11.'86—14.04.'99
suka fitim 02.03.'99—13.05.'99
suka fatjon 23.09.'95—13.05.'99 
suka avni 01.01.'84—13.05.'99
suka lumnije 01.01.'82—13.05.'99 
surdulli ali 05.12.'82—23.04.'99 *
syla faton 08.07'83—22.09.'98
syla valbona 13.06.'83—01.04.'99 
syla ramë 25.08.'81—07.05.'99 *
sylejmani florent 31.01.'85—07.05.'99 
sylmetaj mazllum 05.11.'96—22.10.'98 
sylmetaj muharrem 20.06.'93—22.10.'98 
sylmetaj leonora 13.05.'85—22.10.'98 
shabani arbesa 01.01.'97—22.09.'98
shabani fisnik 20.12.'96—30.04.'99
shabani lirim 23.03.'89—13.04.'99
shabani elhami 01.09.'83—23.09.'98
shabani ahmet 10.01.'82—26.05.'99
shabiu mehmetali 06.04.'90—20.09.'99
shabiu merita 01.01.'86—12.01.'00
shabiu muharrem 07.03.'84—20.09.'99
shala xhafer 09.12.'97—27.08.'98 *
shala valentinë 25.08.'88—27.08.'98 
shala xhevrije 22.10.'87—10.06.'99
shala laureta 01.04.'84—20.10.'98 *
shala xhevdet 27.11.'83—30.04.'99
shala zymer 13.06.'83—29.03.'99
shala arben 15.04.'83—11.05.'99
shala idriz 10.05.'82—29.07.'98 
shala kujtim—isuf 08.07.'82—11.05.'99
shala përparim 10.05.'82—24.05.'99
shala rifat 01.01.'82—20.04.'99
shala valdet 29.10.'81—07.04.'99 *
shala kasim 10.02.'81—27.01.'99
shaljani xhelal 05.08.'83—19.04.'99
shaqiri vlora 04.11.'94—09.04.'99 
shaqiri ferid 04.06.'83—09.04.'99
shaqiri lavdim 01.01.'84—24.04.'99 
shaqiri islam 06.05.'83—01.05.'99 
shaqiri agim 26.09.'82—22.05.'99
shaqiri besnik 01.01.'82—22.05.'99
sharku egzona 31.12.'91—09.05.'99 
shehu xhelal 24.09.'85—26.03.'99
shehu ajvaz 11.11.'83—26.—03.'99
shehu mentor 16.05.'83—26.03.'99 *
shehu mehmet 20.11.'82—26.03.'99 
shehu kujtim 13.04.'82—26.03.'99
shehu nait 01.09.'81—26.03.'99 *
shehu bujar 13.05.'81—27.04.'99
sheqeri gentrit 24.05.'95—29.03.'99
sheremeti mirdi 01.11.'82—02.06.'99 
shishani blerim 12.10.'82—31.05.'98 *
shishani sami 16.04.'82—01.05.'99 
shkreli bukurie 26.08.'81—22.05.'99 *
shtërbani imihane 29.06.'82—26.03.'99 
shukaj latif 11.09.'81—26.03.'99 
šutakovic radovan 01.01.'89—12.06.'99 *
šutakovic đorđe 01.01.'83—12.06.'99 *
tafa arben 28.10.'82—14.04.'99
tafaj brahim 10.05.'84—14.03.'99
tafaj rizah 09.05.'82 —14.03.'99
tafaleci rexhep 25.05.'81—30.04.'99
tafolli shyhrete 19.01.'82—01.05.'99
tahiraj drilon 06.09.'96—14.04.'99
tahiraj xhemajl 02—15.02.'83—01.05.'99
tahiri agron 18.05.'98—18.04.'99
tahiri nysret 02.09.'83—25.03.'99
tahiri tahir 13.11.'82—07.07.'98
tahiri naim 05.01.'82—16.04.'99
takic ana 01.01.'93—28.08.'99
tarjani fazli 20.03.'92—17.10.'99
tasic jasna 07.05.'83—29.04.'99
tasic dalibor 10.08.'81—22.04.'99 *
temaj naim 04.10.'81—05.04.'99
todorovic petar 08.10.'86—10.07.'98 *
topalli admir 01.01.'90—04.04.'99
toplana blerta 07.09.'98—04.05.'99
tošovic bojana 28.04.'98—10.04.'99
trifovic dragan 10.04.'81—14.12.'98
trolli petrit 01.01.'82—05.05.'99
trstena besim 22.01.90—30.05.'99
trstena bedrie 30.04.'83—30.05.'99
thaçi shpëtim 15.04.'81—06.04.'99
thaçi ibadete 08.08.'84—26.03.'99
thaqi agron 04.05.'81—15.08.'98
ugzmajli lirije 16.04.'99—11.05.'99
ujkani nazmi 14.08.'82—19.04.'99 *
ujkani shkëlzen 27.09.'82—19.04.'99 *
ujkani edona 16.10.'89—16.11.'99
ujkiq xhema 22.09.'83—26.07.'99 *
uka latif 20.01.'99—30.05.'99
ukaj ludovik 29.09.'88—21.06.'99
ukshinaj muhamet 12.09.'97—07.04.'99 *
vejsa dorina 01.04.'88—02.04.'99
vejsa marigona 27.09.'90—02.04.'99
vejsa sihana 23.03.'92—02.04.'99
vejsa arlind 27.09.'93—02.04.'99
vejsa rita 27.07.'97—02.04.'99
veliqi burim 28.10.'81—01.05.'99
veliu gëzim 26.09.'90—27.04.'99
veliu shyqri 05.03.'86—01.05.99

veliu fatmir 28.11.'83—02.08.'98
veselaj valdet 23.05.'81—04.10.'99
veseli pranvera 19.12.'97—22.09.'98
veseli arben 14.09.'83—31.03.'99 
veseli faik 30.12.'81—05.01.'99
vishaj faton 23.07.'82—29.03.'99 *
vishesella dafina 11.07.'92—18.04.'99
vishesella miradije 02.12'83—18.04.'99
vishesella ismet 20.07.'83—18.04.'99
vishesella kreshnik 14.10.'82—18.04.'99 
vishi rrahim 29.07.'81—25.05.'99 
vitia afrim 27.05.'82—21.04.'99 
vojvoda arianit 18.02.'99—23.03.'99 
vojvoda marigona 15.06.'97—27.03.'98
vojvoda shefqet 17.10.'93—26.06.'99
vrellaku avni 26.06.'84—20.05.'99 
vrellaku hysni 21.06.'81—20.05.'99
vrenezi bekim 15.03.'83—01.04.'99 
vrenezi besim 06.09.'81—20.04.'99 
vuniqi irfan 17.07.'83—18.04.'99 
vuniqi tefik 13.03.'82—17.07.'98
vuniqi mirsade 29.11.'81—18.04.'99 
xani shqipidon 03.07.'98—24.09.'98 
xhafa driton 03.08.'82—02.05.'99
xhaferi saranda 17.01.'97—13.05.'99
xhaferi rezarta 20.08.'93—13.05.'99
xhemaj behar 01.01.'86—19.09.'98
xhemaj betimi 01.01.'85—19.09.'98
xhemajlaj selë 10.03.'97—28.04.'99
xhemajlaj lumnije 20.10.'82—15.05.'99
xhemajlaj alban 15.08.'81—27.04.'99
xhemajli fidaim 03.04.'91—20.03.'99
xhemajli zylfie 01.02.'84—20.03.'99 
xhylani faton 01.01.'81—14.12.'98
ymeri shkëlqim 12.05.'82—31.03.'99
zabeli kaltrina 24.04.'98—30.09.'98
zabeli burim 01.01.'85—05.04.'99
zajic oliver 05.11.'80—21.06.'98
zeka faruk 30.09.'83—13.04.'99 *
zeka namik 13.12.'81—12.04.'99
zeka zizë 27.09.'81—13.06.'99
zekaj mehmet 17.01.'81—29.07.'98
zeneli elmie 12.08.'89—12.08.'98
zeneli zade 10.06.'87—12.08.'98
zeneli milaim 16.05.'83—29.03.'99
zeneli nazmi 04.04.'83—29.03.'99
zeqiri alma 16.12.'96—25.03.'99 
zeqiri alban 28.11.'94—25.03.'99
zeqiri albulena 01.08.'88—25.03.'99
zeqiri bledar 15.09.'91—25.03.'99
zeqiri altin 14.05.'89—25.03.'99
zeqiri besart 10.11.'88—25.03.'99
zeqiri nazlije 09.07.'87—25.03.'99
zeqiri burbuqe 10.01.'86—25.03.'99
zeqiri driton 20.08.'88—08.12.'98
zeqiri bajram 10.05.'85—30.04.'99
zeqiri fejzë 10.09.'83— 01.05.'99
zeqiri besim 10.05.'83—02.08.'98
zogaj vlora 11.07.'82—18.07.'98
zogjani fatlon 02.12.'87—18.05.'99
zulfuri beqir 01.01.'85—28.04.'99
zulfuri kasandra 01.01.'97—28.04.'99
zulfuri maksum 01.01.'97—28.04. '99
zyberi arbër 24.04.'82—27.04.'99
zylfiu xhelal 21.01.'82—26.03.'99 *
zymeri besime 18.05.'84—28.03.'99 *
zhabota fetije 01.01.'83—06.05.'99
zhabota fadil 01.01.'87—06.05.'99
zhuniqi dhurata 22.11.'89—25.03.'99
zhuniqi dardane 07.09.'91—25.03.'99
zhuniqi dardan 26.11.'93—25.03.'99
zhushi behar 27.10.'85—29.05.'99
zivanovic radmila 11.03.'93—10.06.'99 *  

forcefully disappeared*
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The Child
9

Rabindranath Tagore

The first flush of dawn glistens on the dew-dripping leaves of the forest.
The man who reads the sky cries:
 "Friends, we have come!"
They stop and look around.
On both sides of the road the corn is ripe to the horizon,
 -- the glad golden answer of the earth to the morning light.
The current of daily life moves slowly
between the village near the hill and the one by the river bank.
The potter's wheel goes round, the woodcutter brings fuel to the market,
the cow-herd takes his cattle to the pasture,
and the woman with the pitcher on her head walks to the well.
But where is the King's castle, the mine of gold,
the secret book of magic,
the sage who knows love's utter wisdom?
"The stars cannot be wrong," assures the reader of the sky.
"Their signal points to that spot."
And reverently he walks to a wayside spring
from which wells up a stream of water, a liquid light, like the morning melting 
into a chorus of tears and laughter
Near it in a palm grove surrounded by a strange hush stands a leaf-thatched 
hut
at whose portal sits the poet of the unknown shore, and sings:
"Mother, open the gate!"
A ray of morning sun strikes aslant at the door.
The assembled crowd feel in their blood the primaeval chant of creation:
"Mother, open the gate!"
The gate opens.
The mother is seated on a straw bed with the babe on her lap,
 Like the dawn with the morning star.
The sun's ray that was waiting at the door outside falls on the head of the child.
The poet strikes his lute and sings out:
"Victory to Man, the new-born, the ever-living!"
They kneel down, -- the king and the beggar, the saint and the sinner,
the wise and the fool, -- and cry:
"Victory to Man, the new-born, the ever-living!"
The old man from the East murmurs to himself:
“I have seen!"
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In the wars of former Yugoslavia during the 1990s, civilians became 
victims of persecution, violence, and murder, carried out by the police, 
military and paramilitary units, and subject to aggravated violations of 
human rights and freedoms as envisaged by international treaties and 
conventions.

In Kosovo, from 1 January 1998 until 31 December 2000, a total of 13,518 
people were killed, among them 10,794 Albanians, 2,197 Serbs, and 527 
from other ethnicities, with 11,661 men and 1,857 women. Of them, 8,662 
were civilian Albanians and 2,132 guerrilla soldiers; and 1,197 civilian 
Serbs and 1,000 soldiers of Yugoslav army, Serbian police, and/or 

1
paramilitaries.  Around 20,000 women and men (of various ages) were 

2raped.

Apart from human harm, the war spread fear and terror, caused mass 
expulsions, looting and demolishing of architecture, material damages 

3amounting to around 22 billion Euros,  hostage-taking, imprisonment and 
mistreatment, theft or alienation of pension funds, cadastral documents, 
archaeological and museum assets, etc., which were applied as means of 
war.

Children too were not spared from the terror of war – they were 
murdered, kidnapped, and forcibly disappeared (individually or in groups); 
they were banished from schools and homes; assaulted with bombs from 
the ground and the sky; beaten, tortured and violated; kidnapped or 
murdered in hospitals; thrown down the wells or waters to hide the 
crimes and/or to poison the waters; inside houses and private buildings; 
they were mutilated and murdered in mined areas during and after the 
war, etc. 

There are 1,024 children of Albanian, Serbian, and other ethnicities who 
4were murdered during the last war in Kosovo,  of whom 239 children 

5
aged between 0 to 5 years old.  Meanwhile, kidnapped or missing children 

HIJACKED CHILDHOODS
Accounts of children's wartime experiences

The War and the Children 

1Kosovo Memory Book 1998 - 2000
2Hikmet Karic, Tanja L. Domi, We Need a Better Way to Prosecute Sexual Assault in Conflict, Foreign Policy, 9 March 
2022
3Nadie Ahmeti, Over 22 billion Euros of war damages, Radio Free Europe, 23 September 2018
4Kosovo Memory Book 1998 - 2000
5Shkëlqim Hysenaj and Lendi Susuri, How many people were murdered in the Kosovo war?, Radio Free Europe, 12 
June 2018
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The United Nations Security Council recognized six degrees of aggravated 
violations against children during wartime: (1) killing and maiming; (2) 
recruitment or use of children in armed forces and armed groups; (3) 
attacks on schools or hospitals; (4) rape or other violations; (5) abduction 

6of children; and (6) denial of humanitarian access for children.  Of those, 
at least 5 violations were applied in Kosovo, except for violation (2), given 
that largely, children were kept outside of military formations.

The United Nations Convention for the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) 
defines the child as a person under the age of 18 years old, with 
fundamental rights to grow, participate, and achieve their potential with 
distinct standards for education, health care, social services, and criminal 

7laws.  

The notion of the child that dominates in the popular discourse and is 
supported by the international conventions (UNCRC) is represented as 
universal but in fact, it is a product of Western philosophical, 
psychological, and sociological thought. In various legal and cultural 
systems, some competencies are recognized before (or even after the age 
of 18) but at a certain moment in time, each society defines when a 

8
person is transferred from childhood to being a responsible adult.  
Childhood may be understood as a circumstance or situation experienced 

9
by all children.  Their 'passivity' or 'incompleteness' justifies and compels 
the provision of protection and care by the family, relevant institutions, 

10
the state, and the international community.  Children are often deemed 
as 'pre-social', which restricts the articulation of the political or social 

11
positions of children in the public discourse.

Violation of Childhood 

are registered 109. According to the Humanitarian Law Centre – Kosovo, 
trials about war crimes against children were conducted for a total of 
three aggravated cases (including charges for war crimes against adults 
and other human rights violations). Fifteen individuals were accused of 
the account of the cruel murder of 36 children, throughout three trials, 
and of them, 10 were sentenced to a total of 158 years of imprisonment, 4 
were acquitted, and 1 indictment was rejected. The trials were mainly 
conducted in the courts of Serbia during 2006-2018, for the cases in 
Podujevo, Trnje, and Suhareka.

6UN Security Council Resolution 1612, 2005
7Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights of the United Nations (OHCHR), 1989.
8Helen Berents, 'This is my story': Children's war memoirs and challenging protectionist discourses, 2020, p. 464
9Tobias Hecht, At Home in the Street: Street Children of Northeast Brazil, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 
1998.
10Olga Nieuwenhuys, 'Growing Up between Places of Work and Non-Places of Childhood: The Uneasy Relationship,' in 
Karen Fog Olwig and Eva Gulløv (eds), Children's Places: Cross-Cultural Perspectives, Routledge, London, 2003, p. 99.
11D. Sears and N. Valentino, 'Politics Matters: Political Events as Catalysts for Pre-Adolescent Socialisation', American 
Political Science Review, Vol. 91, No. 1, 1997.
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There is a 'conceptual division' between the child and the political or the 
public, an 'isolation' of the concept of the child as a particularly non-

12political subject.  This makes it possible for children to be used as a 
motive for political action. By placing them in the passive and the private 
realms versus the public and the political, the children are 'prevented' 
from participation and articulation, while they become delegitimized 
within the multitude of experiences. The concept of the 'child', as seen by 
the adults, distorts the perception of the experiences that children lived 
through during the war. 

These cultural norms limit the agency of children and prevent the 
consideration of children as competent contributors to the narrative, even 
in peaceful conditions. At war, children are characterized in essence as 
passive victims, and therefore, the numerous approaches to dealing with 
the past and the transitional justice relegate children and their 
experiences to the margins: children's wartime experiences are not 
discussed in the local, state, or regional initiatives; children are rarely 
invited to participate in these initiatives; the strategies for dealing with 
the past are designed without dissecting the knowledge or experiences of 
children at war or their needs and demands afterward, etc.

The ethics for scrutinizing children's traumatic-narrative texts, places the 
need on finding suitable methods for reading within various social, 
cultural, and political contexts on the one hand, and disciplinary or 
scientific contexts on the other hand.13 In compiling this volume, added 
attention was given to the methods of how the stories of children can be 
read, understood, reproduced, and contextualized within the bigger frame 
of collective memory, focusing on the potential harm that may be caused. 
Taking into account intersectional inequalities between the power and 
the voices (in their production), the book invites the readers, scholars, 
knowledge producers, and cultural and political operators to reflect on 
their involvement with the stories.

Due to limitations and the format (as this is not about a qualitative 
analysis or scientific research), the book does not delve sufficiently into 
the interpretation of the content of memories presented therein but 
instead, builds a review of experiences that places the focus on children 
and the war. In the center of extracting and presenting stories in the book 

Methodology and Accountability 

12 Helen Brocklehurst, Who's Afraid of Children? Children, Conflict and International Relations, Ashgate, Aldershot, 
2006, p. 140.
13Kate Douglas, 'Ethical Dialogues: Youth, Memoir, and Trauma', a/b: Auto/Biography Studies, Vol. 30, No. 2, 2015, p. 
273.
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lies the ethical principle of 'do no harm' to avoid the reproduction or 
strengthening of victim identities and other forms of generalizations, by 
focusing on the life stories of the subjects.

The interviews were conducted using the 'oral history' research method 
and were audio-recorded with the written consent of the interviewees. 
Further, the material was transcribed and edited, and before each story, a 
short instructional or descriptive text was compiled. The interviews are 
organized as life stories, removing questions, sub-questions, additions, 
affirmations, and out-of-context dialogues. The content of stories in this 
volume is authentic and is showcased in a systemized manner through a 
coherent structure, with preserved language authenticity and the 
dialectal nature of storytelling. The book is illustrated with pictures of the 
interviewees, their family members, and children's surviving belongings, 
such as school bags, clothes, notebooks, pens, coloring pens, rulers, toys, 
journals, etc. 

The interviewees were selected on the premise of ethnic, geographic, 
gender, and circumstantial representation. The book presents 12 
interviews: 8 conducted with Albanian subjects, 2 with Serb subjects 
(displaced from Kosovo), and 2 with Roma subjects (one displaced from 
Kosovo). Of these interviews, 9 are with parents whose children were 
murdered or went missing, 1 is with a brother and 2 with children whose 
parents went missing during the war. A total of 5 interviews were 
conducted with men and 5 with women, whereas 2 with spouses 
together.

Hijacked Childhoods: 
Accounts of children's wartime experiences

Genuine addressing of the dark heritage of the war in Kosovo remains 
highly impaired due to political antagonisms (within and outside of 
borders), populist rhetoric, and isolation. The political architecture and 
power in Kosovo, from the proclamation of independence in 2008, 
remains highly fragile and with a ruptured cohesion. The harsh political 
battle for power and legitimacy drives governments towards their 
frequent consolidations and dissolutions, enabling the democratic 
processes, strengthening the rule of law and accountability, fighting 
crime and corruption, improving the quality of education, healthcare, and 
public services, improving living conditions for citizens, etc., to wander 
around a vicious circle without any bright of success. On the other hand, 
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the lack of political will and sustaining a frozen political-discursive 
conflict between the governments in Prishtina and Belgrade have resulted 
in matters that are closely related to addressing the heritage of the war 
being compromised at a large scale.

This collective climate has installed an extremely exclusive political 
culture and practice of memory, in which, the public history of the last 
war in Kosovo is told through two biased lenses: the glorifying one about 
the histories told by the experience of militarized men, and that of 
maintaining and strengthening victimizing identities through which, in a 
generalized way, the sufferings of the people and the heroic efforts for 
liberation are articulated.

Building the collective memory on the other hand remains an extremely 
marginalized process that is led by decentralized and poorly coordinated 
initiatives, mainly by the civil society and academia, countering the 
political monopoly of history, by introducing numerous civilian voices and 
experiences. This includes stories on experiences of women during the 
war, of the civilian victims, of the family members of the wartime 
missing, of tense historical episodes during the '80s and '90s, and of social 
movements of students and women.

The difficult and violent environment of the last war in Kosovo had and 
continues to have a deep impact on all people who lived and live within 
this space. The children resisted the war actively. 22 years later, the 
surviving children continue to live among the daily consequences of war 
meanwhile, for the murdered and missing children, the wounds remain 
still open for their family members and the broad community.

When talking about the war, children largely lack agency. The 
politicization, alienation, and exploitation of history and historiography 
by different interest groups and stakeholders in the area of reconciliation 
and transitional justice, the mathematization of the narratives, and the 
lack of research initiatives that would shed light upon the experiences of 
the war position children and passive victims. The exclusionary approach 
in documenting grave violations of human rights limits the collective 
capacity to fully understand the difficult past and narrows down the 
responses and possible support for the children affected by the war and 
their family members.

To fully understand the implication of the children's experiences at war, 
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the accounts, and social histories at times of crisis must be first and 
foremost taken into consideration. Since the agency of children is often 
concealed within the formal discussions about preventing or resolving 
conflicts, the stories of their experiences provide a way for recognizing 
their role and capacity in the construction of collective memory and 
legitimize their voices and experiences especially when produced within 
and regarding the repressed mnemonic spaces. 

Memories of children and for children at war provide a space where the 
diversity of wartime experiences becomes visible and tangible for a broad 
popular audience and a source to inform public discussions about the 
institutional architecture for rehabilitation, acknowledgment, 
compensation, and memorialization. Through exploring oral histories, 
this volume seeks at pluralizing official history and the inclusion of 
accounts of children's wartime experiences into the collective memory, as 
a way to facilitate addressing the systemic silence and generalizations in 
the history of the last war in Kosovo.

'Hijacked Childhoods' speaks to us about the sacrifice and human 
resistance for survival and the resilience to keep going with life. Accounts 
showcased in this book help building-up ideas about children and 
childhood, and their experiences in war, and reveal cultural spaces that 
nurture and transfer narratives - placing them at the heart of the spaces 
of 'struggle' to acknowledge individuals and groups affected by the war. 
This is how the complexity of the experiences of children at war is 
unveiled, offering a better understanding of their lives and experiences, 
and is an opportunity to address the violence and trauma of the war as a 
way of engaging in peacebuilding.

Korab Krasniqi 
Project leader

forumZFD program in Kosovo 
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HEALING PAINFUL MEMORIES 
The children and the war

Reading these stories, unlike conducting personal interviews with 
eyewitnesses and the survivors during and immediately after the war of 
1998-1999 in Kosovo, reveals a more thorough dynamic of the war 
narrative and convinces us that the survivors, the family members of the 
war victims and of the missing communicate through the pain in their 
souls and their sufferings and sacrifices they did and continue to do to 
keep on living. They sob because they could not do more to save the 
murdered and the forcefully missing members of families, and they ask 
for nothing more than justice, restoration, and recognition for those who 
no longer are. At the same time, they empathize with the victims of other 
ethnicities, precisely because they share the pain and experiences better 
than those who do not have any family members murdered or gone 
missing at war.

These personal accounts display horrendous facts of cruel murders and 
kidnapping of children, or how mothers sent off their children to pastures 
and they returned dead. In a state of shock, a mother tells: “I had them in 
my hands but I did not know they were my children” after she goes to the 
field where she found her children lying in pools of blood.

The last war in Kosovo did not eschew the civilians: undefended elderly, 
women and children, and persons with disabilities. Many were victims of 
torture, bombing, land mines, and other explosive means, used in 
populated areas, where families were torn to pieces and thousands of 
children died or suffered consequences for the rest of their lives. The war 
did not spare the children with disabilities either, who, apart from their 
families, had no other care or support. “Yes, he had disabilities, he did not 
even know what they were saying to him. As soon as they were let go, 
they headed towards Llausha, but he separated and headed to our houses 
in Polac. He walked by the shepherd's hut by the river, after the bus 
station, where he came across some police officers. I saw it with my own 
eyes when they killed him by the river, because the police went there, 
seized him, he pushed a police officer and threw him on the ground. 
When he fell on the ground, the other one killed him.” This is recounted 
by the elderly brother of one child murdered during the war. You will find 
the full account in this volume.

Many other children were kidnapped and were never found again. The 
wish to at least find their bones and the wish for justice are eternal. This 
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pain has crushed the souls and faded physically many other family 
members, who could not find ways to deal with the suffering and feelings 
of guilt for not having been able to do enough to find serenity, peace, and 
justice. Mother Dragan�e, as her missing son Ivan used to call her, says: 
“When I go to church, I light up a candle for him, as if he were alive, and 
below I light candles for all the kidnapped and the forcefully missing, for 
the murdered I know and I do now know. For me, he is still alive. I wish I 
knew at least where he is, while I am alive, as he appears in my dreams. 
He calls to me, he keeps the phone in his hand and says, 'I left but I do 
now know where to go”. She does not want to die before she knows 
where her son's bones are, even if she learns who the murderer is, “I will 
– she says– forgive him”. 

These stories reveal an unimaginable and unknown world for all those 
who did not live through war and did not experience the same pain as the 
storytellers in this volume. The stories illustrate the sensation of tears and 
laughs, of the love towards a family or community member, the 
compassion for the missing and the murdered, regardless of their ethnic, 
gender, or racial affiliation, and the transformation of the pain for their 
loved ones into a sacrifice to survive with the living. These stories bring 
us a young generation, like Marigona, who is growing up without her 
father but instead lives with his memories and virtues, passed on by her 
mother. She continues to express her pain and grief through poetry, 
prose, and painting. 

After more than two decades since the end of the war, these stories of 
war breathe particles of hope and life although memories may fade while 
pain remains strong. The will to continue life with the living gives these 
survivors strength and to us a message that nonetheless, a human being 
uncovers ways to overcome the suffering, the pain, the sacrifice, and the 
sadness.

Hanumshahe mourns her two sons whom she says the war did not take 
from her but found death in the post-war mines: “These two who died, 
they do not even come in my dreams, because when you are too sad, you 
do not see them. They came into my dream laughing, in the middle of a 
meadow, somehow full of flowers, full of light, and told me 'Mom, we did 
not die, don't you see us among the flowers, we are doing so well'. Light, 
light, light, flowers, meadow, they were laughing, running. When I woke 
up, it somehow felt like I spent time with them as if they had been close 
to me, and I said they are well. I saw them there once, and never again.” 
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Nowadays, two other sons who bear the names of the murdered sons, 
give Hanumshahe and her family the force to go on with life.

These stories serve us as references and sources of information about the 
last war in Kosovo, about certain places and events where murders, 
fights, kidnapping, burials and exhumations, eternal parting, and longing 
took place. These stories will help us understand how individuals and 
communities experienced the forces of history, how they felt while telling 
the stories after a long time, which was the emotion and message that 
these stories gave us, so that future generations learn what happened and 
do not repeat our mistakes. 

What makes this range of stories special is the huge will of the survivors 
to live, and their wish to restore to a certain degree what they lost forever 
- their most loved ones and their dignity. By renewing the names of 
murdered children, parents kept their memories alive. The father of the 
murdered Roma girl, Elizabeta, has only one wish before he dies: to fix up 
a grand grave for her daughter with the other graves of family members 
in Mitrovica. He is happy that the name of his daughter, Elizabeta Hasani, 
was finally included in the memorial plaque in Mitrovica.

These stories of war reveal the cycle of life too, because after each storm, 
just like the sea calms down, so does life continue. As children grow up, 
parents live on with their open wounds among the living, always 
preserving the memories and wishing to one day join their murdered 
children and family members in eternity.

These stories have their social and political importance; stories of war 
carry a great emotional resonation for the readers. In these stories, 
characters often deal with loss: a parent, a brother, a friend, a pet, or 
something less tangible, like a home, a neighborhood, or their past.

Wars always bring sudden and dramatic upheavals. However, when faced 
with the truths, the youth who did not experience the war can facilitate 
change in others – and this makes their pain, and the pain of their 
predecessors, easier.

Nora Ahmetaj
Human Rights and Restorative

 Justice Researcher, Activist and Feminist.
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HIJACKED CHILDHOODS
A foreword by the editor of this volume

There is no greater trauma for a parent than seeing their child die. The 
relationship with the child is for them the most extraordinary of this life: 
they nourish, clothe, clean, educate, encourage to success and comfort 
their child in failures, and so little by little rear that child for the life of 
adulthood.  The child remains a responsibility to the parent even after 
they move out on their own. Furthermore, and quite naturally, the 
parents hope that the child will continue to inhabit this earth even when 
they no longer will be here.

That is why the death of the child is the calamity that cracks an eternal 
rupture through the peacefulness of the parent's soul, thus diving 
everything into two eras – the life before and after it. The premature 
death of the offspring deprives the parent of the opportunity to further 
exercise their parental role. It disrupts what they consider to be a natural 
course of life. It is a pain that persists, piercing at times and numb at 
others, for the rest of their life. It is, in the life of the parent, the greatest 
tragedy.

There is not a single parent in this volume to recount today, two decades 
later, the death or the disappearance of a child during the war or 
immediately after it, without a tear coming down their cheek.

“When I saw the smoke going up, I went out into the yard. I saw their 
uncles and all the other villagers running upwards. They shouted, 'The 
children stepped on mines. All the children are dead.' Rushing, I went 
climbing up the slope, to get to my children. My brothers-in-law, their 
uncles, came in front of me, 'No, you will not see them!' I said, 'I want to 
see them, I want to see my own children! Do not stop me!” – Zoja, whose 
sons stepped on a mine planted during the war by the Yugoslav army, 
says sobbing, although the text, focused on documenting the events 
rather than the emotions, does not reveal it.

Among those parents who, being young, have had other children after the 
war, it is not uncommon to renew the name of their deceased son or 
daughter. In other cases, a sibling did this when they begot a child. In this 
publication, we confirm this fact, which we have already learned by 
words of mouth. Yet, there is another amazing insight we obtain from 
this volume about the renewal of names, which probably none of us had 
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ever thought of: the difficulty of uttering the name, of using it to call 
another child under the same roof.

Fourteen years after the death of his younger brother, Beqir, another 
narrator of this volume, begets a boy, but he just cannot get used to 
calling his son by the renewed name of his brother.

“We renewed Ardian's name. I insisted. Coz, they'd renew them then. But, 
we still don't call him by his name properly. We started calling him Lumi, 
got used to it, coz we just couldn't.  We just renewed our son's name, but 
never could call the other one that,” says Hanumshahe, whose son, whilst 
sheltering in the mountains, was killed by a grenade launcher along with 
his sister, while another daughter was seriously wounded. And this 
mother says this today, although 'Lumi' is now twenty years old. 

The way the narrating parents are managing to cope with that part of 
their being left empty after the loss of a child varies from one to another, 
this being natural, as no two people are the same. Perhaps the most 
desirable for both mental and spiritual health is the hope embraced by 
Ajete—the mother who saw her teenage son's head split in two by the 
bullet—who, holding fast to her faith and having understood the 
unshakable truth about having to live the rest of her life as 'a living 
among the living,' prays: “May God unite us in the afterworld.”

Self-deception? Useless beliefs? Well, the other end of the spectrum is to 
continue living in a vegetative state, simply by existing, to extinguish any 
kind of capacity for interaction, to alienate all pleasures and joys, as has 
happened—we learn from his wife, Dragana—with Ivan's dad, whose 
teenager son went missing a few months after the war, the day he was 
leaving Kosovo for Serbia to continue his education.

Indeed, most parents are somewhat comforted by the knowledge that it 
was a war and that they were neither the first nor the last to be plagued 
by this misfortune. However, the yearning for the offspring is never 
quenched:

“When your mother and father die, it is a great sadness, yet in time, the 
wound closes. But when your child dies, the wound only gets bigger and 
bigger your entire life,” Murseli shares from his sorrow, whose ten-year-
old was killed during the war in a tractor-trailer while escaping the 
village with her grandmother. “The wound grows bigger each time I see 
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her friends who have grown up, are employed, have started 
families—adds his wife Bahria—especially when I see them on the street, 
who run and weep, hug me with both their arms.” 

The theme of murdered children, though predominant, is not the only 
among the oral histories summarized in this volume. There are others, 
narrated by children raised without a murdered parent, by a brother for a 
brother, and by mothers of children gone missing during or just after the 
war. 

We hope that the chaste human pain, embedded in each one of these 
stories, will serve for generations, in Kosovo, in Serbia, in the region and 
elsewhere, as a reminder that no matter what group, society, ethnicity or 
nation we belong to, we are in essence and above all separate individuals, 
temporarily in this world, and it is up to each of us to decide whether, 
during this temporariness, which we call life, we will establish with the 
Other a relationship of understanding, cooperation, love and peace, or 
observe them under the lens of “our gang,” and create hostilities with the 
outsiders that can go as far as to have children for victims. The only way 
in which the entire humanity can advance towards a brighter future is by 
having each and every one of us righteously resolve this dilemma within 
ourselves.

Gazmend Bërlajolli
Editor and proofreader
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***
Warning: 

The book contains a detailed 
and graphic description of 

persecution, fleeing from war, 
violence, murder, torture, 

suffering, famine, etc., caused 
by war, which may be 

disturbing for the readers or 
retraumatizing for subjects 
having experienced similar 

war-related difficulties.
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The language and views expressed in this publication are those of family 
members of children killed or forcibly disappeared, and of children whose 
parents went forcibly disappeared in wartime conditions, interviewed for 
this project, and do not reflect those of organizers, partners, associates, 
or of project supporters. 
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When I dreamt of him the second time, he was 
all grown up, he was an adult. He was bald. 

I asked him, “My son, why did you shave your 
head?” and he said, “Over here where I am, 

they don't allow hair.” I asked him, “Please stay 
with me a little longer.” And he said, “No, I 

stayed enough, I am leaving, it's much better there.”

Accounts of children's 
wartime experiences
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Ajete 
Ahmeti

Ajete's husband joined the KLA in a time 
of war. She was left with four children, 
with the youngest child not even three 
years old and her old father-in-law. 
When the Serb forces approached the 
village, same as elsewhere, the residents 
were forced to flee to the nearby forest.
 
Ajete says that during the war she did 
not see mass killings of civilians, the 
rape of women, the inhuman torture of 
men. But, on the day when they escaped, 
just before she entered the forest with 
her eleven-year-old son, Ajete 
experienced something that would mark 
her entire life - the sniper killed her son, 
split his head in two.

Hijacked Childhoods
Accounts of children's wartime experiences
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My name is Ajete Ahmeti and I am from village Selac. I was born on 
January 20th, 1967. We were four brothers and six sisters. My father was 
not employed anywhere but he had cattle and he dealt with in 
agriculture.

My family was not rich, we were like many other families. We lived a 
happy life together with our parents, brothers, and sisters. I am the eldest 
of all the children. We didn't have much, but we were happy with what 
we had.

My parents had their last say in our family, whatever my parents would 
say that would be final. They assigned everyone with duties, ”You will do 
this, and that task will be done by you, you and you”. Everything was 
done as we were told. We had to deal with corn, wheat, beans, mowing 
the grass, collecting the hay, everything had to be done. We never dared 

I thought 
that he is still breathing
Ajete Ahmeti
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say, “I am lazy to work today, let the others do my tasks.”

We didn't get much education from school. I finished only primary school, 
and I didn't continue my education because of our living conditions. I was 
good at school but the circumstances, the distance, the transport, there 
were many reasons why I couldn't go to school. I wanted to go to school, 
but we had cows, sheep, we had to milk them, to do our chores. I would 
get up early and start cooking at 8 o'clock. Today I have my diploma from 
primary school, where I had all the best grades.

I had many friends. We were 20-25 pupils from the same village, Selac. At 
that time it used to be a big village with many people but now there is no 
one living there. In total there are five, six houses, not more than that. 
Our teachers were good, and they taught us very well. They used to teach 
us the Serbian language and French language as well. The director of all 
schools was a person called Mursaik Ajvazi. Whenever there was a rally 
there, they would ask me to speak because I loved school very much. I 
loved studying very much.

I remembered for a long time many of the lessons I learned in primary 
school, but after the war, I forgot them. When this happened to me, I 
forgot almost everything. But when I think about the past, when you are 
focused on your studies, you never forget them. I will never forget the 
teachers I had in primary school. From all the teachers I had, I only met 
Murat Jusufi after the war, he works in the municipality of Mitrovica.

After the war ended, I was in contact with only two friends. Now I am 
friends only with my cousin with whom I was in the same class until the 
fifth grade. I am friends also with another girl who was from our village. 
Now, I don't know what happened to them. I don't know whether they 
got married or if they went to live abroad. We had a very good time 
together. As a friend, I never wanted to hurt anyone's feelings. I still don't 
want to hurt anyone's feelings. If I would take a piece of paper, I would 
share it with my friends. We would break a pencil into two parts and 
share it with friends because we had a great relationship.

I didn't go to secondary school. The eldest brother and the third brother 
finished secondary school, but none of us, sisters, attended secondary 
school. We just finished primary school. I wanted to continue going to 
secondary school. When I was in the seventh grade, I remember a girl 
called Ferdane who came from Prishtina, I don't remember her last name, 
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and she gathered all the parents at the school. They gathered and after 
the meeting one of the parents said, “By God, I will take my daughter to 
secondary school.” Of all the parents, only one said that he will take his 
daughter to school. Today that girl is a nurse.

And now I am 53 years old and I always dreamt of going to school. Since I 
couldn't do it myself, God fulfilled my wish and blessed me with my 
children. I always dreamt of going to school. I told my children, “It 
doesn't matter if you work or not, you must attend school, you must give 
your best, you must study”. 

When I finished the eighth grade, my father died. I was 15 years old. My 
dad went to get some corn and take it to the mill. As soon as he came 
from the mill, he died at home. He suffered a heart attack.

Our mother struggled to raise us, and she made great sacrifices, all while 
in poverty. But Allah rewarded her efforts, we are now all doing well and 
we have our children. When my father died, we were very sad. At that 
time my youngest brother was only five years old. None of us were 
working and my eldest brother was in the army when dad died. But 
everyone helped us a little. Two years after my brother came back from 
the army, he went to work in Germany and the rest of us siblings (six 
sisters and three brothers) remained here. Our brother helped us a lot.

My mother cried and she was worried so much, “He left me with all these 
children, what am I supposed to do with ten children, without income, 
without anything.” Someone had to go work as a shepherd and take care 
of the sheep and cows. The girls started to grow up and you never know 
how the boys end up; my mother was worried all the time. When my 
brother came from Germany, he would tell her, “I promise you, 
everything will be fine, just don't get upset.” I used to tell her as well, 
“Mom, we will do everything you tell us.” She guided us very well, and 
fortunately, we all prospered, we all got married well.

At that time, we didn't have cars to travel back and forth to Selac, we had 
only horses. There was no way to get groceries; in those times we didn't 
need much because we had our milk, cheese, and everything else. There 
was a shop in Bare, in Shale of Bajgora. We used to go there by horse and 
get what we needed and turn back because the road was bad. Our village 
was very good.

After the war ended, we went to Kroni i Vitakut – my brother lived there. 
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He doesn't live there anymore, now he lives in Sweden. His house is still 
back there. My mother, two brothers, and four sisters lived there. My 
second sister and I got married. After that house got burned, they came 
again to Tunel, and they stayed in an apartment. But, my mother was 
very upset about my brother, because he went abroad when he was very 
young.

I got married in village Kutllovc. I got married in '87 when I was 20 years 
old. When I got married it was very difficult for my mother because I was 
the eldest daughter and I was always by her side. After I got married, she 
would ask me, “Ajete, please come to visit me at least once every two or 
three months.” Thank goodness, even though she lived far away I had the 
possibility to visit her quite often. I did it for her sake. And then my 
sisters and brothers grew up. But the sadness for losing our father never 
went away.

Dad always loved working in the field. We were always nearby him, at 
the wheat or in the cornfield, we were always there. Father loved his 
daughters more than the boys. And my mother loved the boys more. Dad 
looked after us a lot, we respected him, we were ashamed to say 
something in front of him. I loved my mother more. I don't know why. 
Maybe because I was the eldest daughter and I could see my mother 
working hard. That women's work was never done, and that's why I loved 
my mother very much.

Now I feel sorry for my mother because she lives alone in an apartment. 
She has four sons, and all of them live abroad with their families. Only my 
nephew lives here. He is 19 years old and he lives in Mitrovica. Thank 
God, he is doing fine. They take him abroad, he goes and stays for five or 
six months, sometimes a year. Then he comes back and after a while, he 
goes again. He doesn't like living abroad. But thank God he is doing well 
now because in the past he suffered a lot. Life was very difficult.

I got married when I was 20 years old. My husband is nine years older 
than me. I remember the wedding day. It was September 23rd and it was 
a very nice and sunny day. It was far away to travel from village Kutllovc 
to Selac, it took three hours on foot or one and a half hour by carriage. 
But there were not many carriages at that time. They were horse-drawn 
carriages. So, four such carriages came and took me. There were many 
men and family members. There were plenty of people.
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When I came here to my husband's place, there were around 30 
household members. We got married as they used to in the past. My 
cousin and my brother-in-law worked together as school handymen. He 
spoke of his brother and my cousin talked about me. Then my cousin met 
my brother and told him, “They are asking for Ajeta's hand in Kutllovc”. I 
told my mother, “Mom, don't do this to me, I am still young. I still want to 
stay with you, I am the eldest” She was all alone and someone had to help 
her. My mom said, “My dear, nobody wants to marry an old woman. You 
are almost 20 years old.” And then I said, “Okay, as you wish.”

That was my fate. Three weeks later he came again and I got engaged. We 
were engaged for six months and then we got married. I got married on 
September 23rd and on January 20th I celebrated my 20th birthday.

When I went to my husband's house, I couldn't find peace because I left 
my mother. I never believed that someone could replace me and do the 
work I did for my mother. But all of my sisters replaced me, one by one. 
Because all of them got married as I did, with the consent of our mother 
and brothers.

When I came to live here, my husband was unemployed and only his 
brother was employed at the school. The other brother-in-law who lived 
with us used to be a teacher in village Rahova but the Serbs fired him. A 
year after I got married all of the brothers-in-law went separate ways in 
their own houses. After Jeton was born all of the brothers went separate 
ways.

Jeton was born on August 6th, 1988, in a hospital in Mitrovica. The day I 
went to give birth, the situation was not good. But when you become a 
mother for the first time, you are very happy. He was a good and 
intelligent child. When Jeton turned seven years old, he was crazy after 
his father. He went and collected wood, planted wheat, collected hay, he 
went after the cows and sheep. On top of that, he went to school and he 
never stopped. When he attended the first grade, he said, “I will study 
hard and I will become a Kosovo soldier.” He heard this from his father. 
Whenever our family gathered, we talked about Kosovo, we said that it's 
good to give your life for the homeland, and my son heard this. My son 
never went to school without hugging his father and me.

He attended the first and the second grade in a house; they were teaching 
the children from the first until the fifth grade in some house so they 
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wouldn't come to Tunel. He was a good pupil, but he didn't live long 
enough to finish school.

Two years after Jeton, our daughter Fitore was born. By that time Shefqet 
and his brothers parted ways but we lived in the same yard. Our children 
had a great time with the other children. We enrolled Fitore in school 
when she was six years old so she would go together with Jeton. He was 
attending the second grade and she was in the first. She was more 
energetic than him but they had a very good relationship with each other. 
Then Liridon was born two years after Fitore. Liridon didn't attend the 
school there, he just attended school in Tunel, because that school in 
Kutllovc was closed.
Four or five years later, Dafina was born. Dafina was born in '97. Dafina 
was two and a half years old during the war. We got Dafina five years 
after Liridon. When she was born, the situation was very bad. She was 
born in Mitrovica, on the north side, in a hospital in Mitrovica. Then after 
the war ended, we got Valentina and Jeton. They have a year and a half in 
between.

Children have very good relations with each other and they help each 
other. We were always a quiet family; we always paved the way for how 
to behave well. And thank goodness they learned our lessons.

Also, their father has always told them how to be better and better. He 
talked to them about family values. When he went to become a soldier, he 
told them, “Look, I am going to be a soldier...”

I never thought that anything will happen to him, I thought to myself – 
he will go and he will come back one day. He left me with my father-in-
law and four children. The brother-in-law took his children and he went 
to Germany, he left just before the war started. We were alone there, 
there was no one in that neighborhood, there was just one house a bit 
below our house. My father-in-law was 80 years old.

We had a lot of cattle, and Jeton worked hard. At 11 o'clock, he was 
always running to bring the cows inside. All the jobs that a man would do 
around the house, he has done it. He was just eleven years old and he 
would do everything because my father-in-law couldn't work anymore. 
We were looking after the old man, the children were young, my husband 
went to become a soldier, and there was no one to help me. But, thank 
God, we did well. We had just enough. Thanks to Allah, may He bless us, 
we had just enough.
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When Shefqet went to the KLA, he just got up early one day and said, “I 
am leaving.” He left together with his cousin. Jeton and I were looking out 
from the window and Jeton said, “Dad, where are you going?” He said, “I 
am going to liberate the homeland. Do you remember what I have told 
you earlier?” Jeton said, “Yes, I know.” And then my husband's cousin 
asked me, “Ajete, how is your mood?" I said, “I am okay.” He then asked 
me, “Please go and calm my wife down.” They were living a little further 
down from us.

After they left, I still thought that it's not a big deal. I went to speak to the 
wife of that cousin, and I asked her, “What's wrong with you? Why are 
you crying?” She said, “They are gone, and no one knows whether they 
will return alive or not.” I said, “It's up to God to decide. If it was meant to 
– they will die, if not- they will survive”

After about two or three months, Shefqet returned, but he would go back 
and forth again. He was always insisting that the children must attend 
school. When we came here in Tunel, a neighbor asked Jeton when he 
was at school, “Where is your father?” Jeton said, “He is in Germany.” 
“You are lying, your father is in Albania. We will kill you and your father.” 
I don't know who that person was, but my brother-in-law knew who he 
was because he was their neighbor. That brother-in-law came to Tunel 
before the war started.

We stayed in Tunel for a month and he went to school here. I was very 
scared. One day he said, “Please mom, for God's sake, let's go to live in 
Kutllovc, even if we live under a tree.” I said, “My dear son, we can't live 
in Kutllovc, all the shops are far, everything is far away”, he said, “Let's go 
mom, we will take the children and grandfather and we will go.” The next 
day I took the children, I took the father-in-law and we went to an old 
house.

When Shefqet came from where he was a soldier, we repaired a bit the 
place together with a cousin and I started living there. I was staying there 
together with four children, also the cousin was living in a house close to 
us.

One night, it was snowing, it was very cold and windy, the whole door 
was blocked with snow. We hardly managed to gather the cows. The 
Kutllovci antenna was above us. I was afraid. I remember at one moment I 
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said, “God, help us.” And my son said, “Don't be afraid, dad is a soldier 
and it's shameful to be afraid.” My father-in-law said, “Bravo! That's 
right!” He was not even eleven years old when he said that.

The dog barked that night, we could hear the rifles shooting, and we 
didn't close our eyes that night. After some time, my father-in-law got 
sick, oh my God, he got sick badly. His back was hurting, his stomach 
too… I called my brother-in-law to come and take him to the doctor. Jeton 
was dealing with and feeding the cows all the time. We were doing it 
together.

Two or three days or maybe a week later, we made a tent in the forest. 
We were two families living in it, Shefqet's family and us. The Serbs 
noticed us and they started shooting grenades at us, they were just 
shooting and shooting. There was a boy, cousin's only son, I told him, 
“Isuf, take Jeton with you”. Then they went out, they went to the river 
and they stayed there. When they came back, their faces were all pale 
because of the grenades.

The next day we left for Bare. We went on foot there; we all went there 
together with the children and we walked as much as we could. We spent 
a month in Bare. After some time, we didn't have bread nor flour 
anymore. I got up and I took Jeton, we got on the horse and we went to 
Selac. We loaded the horse with 100 kilos of corn, my uncle helped me 
load them. From Selac we came to Bare on foot together with Jeton. As 
soon as we took the corn to the mill, they told us, “The Serbs surrounded 
us”. We left everything behind. We went from Bare on foot towards 
Kutllovc. And then we didn't get out of the house at all.

The day when Jeton was killed, my sister-in-law was here as well, we 
cooked and we baked bread. It was May 22nd, at 11 o'clock. We saw that 
the Serbs were coming, but we didn't think that they were Serbs, we 
thought that someone came to collect the cabbage from the field. 

My son asked me to put sugar in his glass of milk, and I told him, “My 
son, we don't have any.” I still regret why I didn't have sugar for him. As 
soon as we went out in the yard, the forest was maybe two-three meters 
away, everybody started running and they went to the forest. My sister-
in-law, took my daughter Dafina because she was two and a half years 
old. I told my son, “Jeton go, I will just take a piece of bread for us”. I 
thought to myself, I need it for the children because they will be hungry. 
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He said, “No, I will not go out without you.”.

My father-in-law went to the forest. They all entered the forest. The two 
of us, as soon as we stepped out, he was by my side, God made him 
bigger, he became much bigger than me. As soon as we stepped into the 
forest, he just fell. I just saw that a part of his head went off, and his brain 
fell on the ground.

When I saw him, I screamed, “God we are in your hands, they killed my 
Jeton.” God gave me strength and I grabbed him and I went into the 
forest.

Before taking him up, I tore my shirt and I wrapped it around his head. 
My sister-in-law threw me a sweater, I wrapped him up because I didn't 
want his brain to fall down. But until I reached that place his brain fell on 
the ground. There was nothing left.

I laid him there. The Serbs were coming towards us. When they got close 
to us, they started firing their rifles. In order to reach village Rashan, my 
brother-in-law said, “Ajete let go of Jeton!” But God sent me strength, and 
I couldn't let go of him. He said, “Leave him here.” I told him, “I can't 
leave him here, he is still alive”. I thought that he was still breathing. He 
then told me, “Ajete, no, the boy is not alive.” He said, “The Serbs are 
coming.” There were seven or eight of them, maybe more. He said, “Leave 
the boy here and we will come back for him because I am afraid that they 
will catch us all”. I told him, “I will never leave my son behind for 
anything in this world. Let them catch me, let them kill me.” I told him, 
“You go ahead and go.” He said, “I will not leave you alone.”

Dafina, my youngest daughter, stayed without food and water until 2 
o'clock after midnight. She stayed together with us, close to Jeton's body.

And then a couple of soldiers, at around 2 o'clock, started burning the 
houses. Not only that they killed my Jeton, but for two days I couldn't find 
my other son, Liridon. When they started shooting, Liridon started 
running towards the forest, and he ran to village Zasella. I said to myself, 
“Oh God, I will lose my mind, this child has gone, Allah has written it that 
way, but where is my other son?” Two days later my brother-in-law called 
me and said, “We found Liridon in village Zasella”.

The men came and they buried my son. I went and I collected parts of his 
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brain and I told them, “Take this, it's my son's brain”. I buried him near 
the forest. Also, his brain is buried with him. He lost all of his brains, he 
shed all of his blood. His eyes dried out, his body completely shrunk, 
because half of his head was shot.

No one heard me cry, and no one has seen me cry. Why? Because Shefqet 
has spoken to us as if we were children, he told us, “If the war starts, 
whatever happens, must be faced, we must stay strong”. I always thought 
of his words. My husband didn't know at all that his son died. He found 
out when the war ended. They all knew what happened and when my 
husband came, he saw the grave and he asked a relative, “Who is buried 
in that grave?” and the relative told him, “Your son was killed.”
When they killed our son, we went to Reshan that night. I couldn't find 
my other son. Two days later we found out that he is in village Zasella, 
and we went there and we stayed there for three nights. We stayed with 
my brother-in-law's relatives. They took us to Montenegro. I remember 
screaming, “I don't want to go, my son was killed. I have nothing left!” 
and my father-in-law was insisting, “You have to leave, you must." And 
so, we left.

The police stopped the bus and they pulled out my brother-in-law and 
Shefqet's father. I had no documents, no ID card, nothing. They came in 
and they started asking. My father-in-law was crying, “I don't care for us 
but Ajete has no documents”. I told him, “Don't worry, nothing will 
happen. There is no point to live anymore because Jeton is gone.” “No, 
don't say that. Don't forget about the other children?” and I said, “These 
three are my children too, but…”

But thank goodness, they didn't stop us and they didn't ask me for 
documents. My brother-in-law and Shefqet's father returned to the bus, 
they were asked for documents.

We spent three weeks in Ulqin in Montenegro. They made some tents for 
us and we stayed near the Little beach. Some people were crying for their 
property and those that lost their loved ones didn't care for the property. I 
didn't care about the property we lost because my son was killed. And 
many of them were crying, when we were in Montenegro, “Our house 
was burned, we had this, we had that…” I was not interested in listening 
to them. Because I had my heart crying for my son that was killed. No one 
can replace him but God blessed me with another son.
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When we came back from Montenegro, we came directly here. My 
brother-in-law bought this place before the war. Shefqet stayed here since 
there was no other place for him to stay because everything was burned. 
So, we stayed there for three weeks and then we came here. We found 
Shefqet here. We lived in that place for five years without buying it, and 
after five years we finally bought it. We bought this apartment, and then 
he bought the one on the other side and so the entire family came 
together.

When the first Eid celebration came, it was very hard for me. In the past, 
we were all happy to come together for Eid, because we were a happy 
family. We hardly managed to go through the first day of Eid without our 
Jeton. My mother came to visit us and that day and she said, “You can't 
behave like that, you have other children as well”. She said, “Think about 
how I felt when I was left with ten children and being the head of the 
house, what was I supposed to do?” She said, “I faced my problems, and 
God rewarded me for my suffering. Also, you have to find peace.” My 
mother's words calmed us down a bit. And thanks to God, we found 
peace.

Immediately after the war ended, my brother-in-law was thinking of 
organizing a wedding for his two sons – and they didn't want to 
celebrate. But I was the first one who went and turned on the music. I did 
the same for his second son as well. I don't want to affect anyone's 
happiness because of me. The living needs to stay with the living, and the 
dead with the dead. I always said that, and even today I still say it. 
Everybody felt sorry for what happened but all the people that died had a 
mother somewhere. Everyone suffers the most for their own child.

Even today they ask me, “How can you cope, why did you play the 
music?”. I did it because I didn't want others to suffer because of me and 
say, “Just because of Ajete, I couldn't play music at the wedding, or, I 
didn't enjoy the wedding …”.

I am very happy with my children; I hope that whoever has children 
cherishes them. Very often I get very sad. But I always relied on God, and I 
am thankful to him, I am not the only person that experienced this.

It was war time, and I understand that people die but he was just a child, 
he never did anything wrong to anyone. I guess God wrote it.
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When I was 35 years old, I got pregnant. My daughter Valentina was 
born. I never said, “Why God did you give me a daughter?” I love my 
daughters. She is a very beautiful girl, a very good person. And then I got 
pregnant immediately. When my son was born, I was in dilemma: should 
I renew the name or not? Someone said, “No, it's not good to renew the 
names.” But I made the choice. I decided together with my husband. It 
wasn't a matter should we renew his name or not, for us it was important 
to start calling the name Jeton again in our house. And thank God, they 
even look alike. Whenever we go to the graveyard to commemorate, we 
all go together and young Jeton never cries when we are there. “God 
commanded, and we have Jeton here” Yes, we have Jeton, but no one can 
replace the one that passed away.

After the war ended, Shefqet worked for free for a year at the KPC – 
Kosovo Protection Corps. We had a cow, milk, cheese, we had all of it. We 
educated all the children. We also had bees and honey. We still have. All 
the kids managed to attend universities thanks to him. He would sell milk 
and cheese. Most of the school teachers would buy from us because the 
school was nearby.

In the past, when Shefqet was in Kutllovc before the war started, he 
brought milk here. He was unemployed, so he sold milk and cheese as 
much as he could here in Tunel; he carried everything on his shoulders. 
Even the children, after we came here, they carried the milk, just so they 
could earn some money to get educated. They never misused that help, 
and they repaid him by studying hard.

But as a family, we never had money. Our children never asked, “Why 
don't you give us 50 cents, 20 cents, or buy me something.” Never. 
Because they knew that we don't have. Today they earn themselves. My 
daughter got married and she has two children. Liridon graduated from 
university. He studied abroad, he bought a car, and he built a garage. He 
also helped us repair this house. This house was in terrible shape, it was 
impossible to enter and live here. Even the stairs were not safe.

Liridon, thanks to his father with the honey he sold, but also thanks to 
the scholarship, had the money for himself to buy a car and also to send 
some to us. We don't have a lot of wealth, but we are doing fine. The 
greatest wealth is being happy with your children. We have just enough. I 
take a pension because of my son, Shefqeti gets his own pension and also, 
he earns a bit with honey. This year was not good but overall, we are 
doing well. But Liridon gave us wings.
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Fitore is the oldest girl. She graduated law at the university. Fitore was 
always very polite and very smart. Whenever we have an issue, we turn 
to Fitore. Before we take any kind of initiative, first we discuss it with 
Fitore. Fitore is incredibly intelligent, and she is well-spoken.

She completed her master's degree, and then she met a boy. That boy was 
her friend's brother. Fitore opened the office and started practicing law, in 
fact, Liridon helped her open it. She got engaged when she started 
practicing law. After she gave birth to a son, she had to take some time 
off from the office, but then she started working again. Then she had a 
daughter and she still didn't start working.

Dafina is about to graduate from the faculty of education. She has 
prepared her dissertation, she will defend it in September, and get her 
diploma. Also, Dafina received a scholarship. Dafina had all the best 
grades. Also, Liridon and Fitore did. Valentina is attending the faculty for 
Albanian language and she is studying in Prishtina. She is doing very well 
just like all the others. Jeton is in the gymnasium, and he is a straight-A 
student. My dream became a reality since I couldn't go to school myself. I 
still dream of going to school.

In this Jeton whose name I have renewed, I see the old Jeton when I look 
at his eyes and body. I couldn't stand if someone would shout at him. I 
would get upset if he would complain, “It hurts me here” or things like 
that. My heart immediately aches for him. All of them are my children, 
but I couldn't bear listening to him crying. I can't even bear seeing him 
nervous. It just breaks my soul.

Three years ago, he was here and it was very cold, it was wintertime. He 
took a sled and he went down the asphalt, and on the way, there was a 
broken car, and he injured his leg there. A boy from the neighborhood 
said, “Come and take Jeton, because he got injured.” That time was the 
only time I yelled at him. When I saw his leg, he almost tore it to the 
bone. I said to myself, “Oh God, look what happened to him.” We took 
him to the doctor. A total of 17 stitches were needed. But thanks to God, 
he is well, of course he has a scar but he is fine now. What I wanted to 
say is that I can't bear listening to him crying. I can't even see him be 
nervous, because I always fall weak. Whenever I look at him, especially 
when he turns his back on me, he looks just like one that passed away.
In the beginning, after Jeton died, I dreamt of him but now it happens 
very rarely. I don't see him anymore. In the beginning, I dreamt of him 
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In the beginning, after Jeton died, I dreamt of him but now it happens 
very rarely. I don't see him anymore. In the beginning, I dreamt of him 
telling me, “For God's sake, take Liridon and bring him sometimes to 
Kutllovc because you are keeping him inside all the time. It's very 
beautiful weather in the morning, bring him”. We kept him inside, we 
would not let him out. They all would go to a swimming pool there, but 
we didn't allow him. Today he rarely goes out, he even doesn't go out 
during the night. He does his tasks and he doesn't envy going out. The 
little one goes out more often.

When I dreamt of him the second time, he was all grown up, he was an 
adult. He was bald. I asked him, “My son, why did you shave your head?” 
and he said, “Over here where I am, they don't allow hair.” I asked him, 
“Please stay with me a little longer.” And he said, “No, I stayed enough, I 
am leaving, it's much better there.”

I remember these two dreams I've had. Now I don't dream of him so often. 
21 years have passed. On his birthday I wrote one page of text and I sent 
it with Viber to every member of my family. I will always remember him, 
a parent never forgets. Maybe also his siblings will not forget him.

When I go back and start thinking about it, I understand that it was 
wartime. Many people lost their loved ones. We did not see much of what 
they did. We just saw that our son was killed by a bullet. We did not 
experience rape or being beaten up. We didn't see those things. But for 
me, it was enough of war.

All the Serbs that were here, I think that surely one of them has killed my 
son. That day they killed my son and then they went down, they caught 
my uncle's daughter-in-law with family, they beat her up, they did terrible 
things to her. They beat her in the presence of the children, they hurt her. 
Her mother-in-law, brother-in-law, and children were there.

If I knew who killed my son, I don't know what I would tell him. I couldn't 
do anything to him because Allah is the only one who punishes. Whoever 
did this to a child of God, because my son was a child of God, he was only 
eleven years old, I would say, “May Allah punish you. May Allah bring 
upon you what you deserve. Because the child of God didn't do anything 
wrong to you.” But, he was a Serb, he didn't care if it was a child or a 
woman.
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My son loved school very much, he loved reading books, he loved 
studying. A year after he was killed, I went to his school because they 
commemorated him at school. There was a girl and she recited a poem 
about him. No one could stop my tears. They even put flowers at his desk.

It was very hard for me, but some people lost their whole family. If only 
one survives, you must keep on living. I am happy with my children and I 
believe that God will give goodness to all. May God unite us in heaven 
with our loved ones, and I hope I will unite with my son. I hope everyone 
finds happiness with their own loved ones.

Ajete 
Ahmeti
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I looked at Esat's whole body, he was not shot 
anywhere but as a young man, I guess he had a 

heart attack. The bullet didn't catch him at all, and 
my brother Jeton was shot. He had many wounds, I 

approached him and I saw it.

“
”

Accounts of children's 
wartime experiences
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Beqir 
Koci

In March 1999, on the eve of the 
bombing by the NATO Alliance, when 
the inhabitants from village Polac were 
forced to flee to save their lives, the men 
were separated from the women, so 
Beqir Koci, then 18, was separated from 
his mother and grandmother. The group 
in which he was located was attacked by 
Serbian forces, and they killed his minor 
brother. His mentally disabled older 
brother, who was with his mother and 
grandmother, was killed after being 
removed from the column of refugees. 
Beqir speaks about the difficult times 
during the war and right after it when 
he went to search for the corpses of the 
brothers.

Hijacked Childhoods
Accounts of children's wartime experiences
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I recognized him based 
on his clothes and teeth

I was born in Polac. I lived together with my mother, father, grandfather, 
and my grandmother. Before the war, we were five brothers, and only 
three of us survived. I went to school in Polac until the eighth grade, and I 
didn't continue more than that. The same was with my brothers, some 
attended eighth grade, some until ninth but nothing more.

Xhevdet, the eldest brother, was born in '79, I was born in '81, Jeton in 
'85, Nexhmedin in '87, and Driton in '88. My dad was born and grew up 
here in village Polac. He served the army in Slovenia and then continued 
working there. He still lives and works in Slovenia to this day. He comes 
often but now because of this pandemic he didn't come for a while. My 
mother was born in Drenica.

Me and my brothers we grew up playing together. We also went to 
school together. Our life was as you would expect life in the village to be; 

Beqir Koci
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we had cattle, we would herd them, we played all kinds of games. Out of 
all of my brothers, I had the friendliest relationship with Jeton. The eldest 
brother, Xhevdet, had mental disabilities, so he didn't come often to play, 
he stayed more at home. Jeton and me we went out on the field, we 
played with the ball, we played everywhere. We were brothers but we 
were friends as well, we went everywhere together. We even took care of 
the cows together.

My father stayed always abroad; except when he would come for a week 
or two on vacation. And our mother, she was our everything - mother, 
father, everything. Okay, we also had our grandparents, but we were 
more connected to our mother. Every child is connected more to its 
mother.

We always had to take great care of Xhevdet, we always had to stand 
close to him. When he would come out, I always stayed near him, I never 
left him alone, because at any moment he would suddenly get some kind 
of seizures. So, you were never free to play with friends because you had 
to take care of him.

When I started going to school, Xhevdet started coming together with 
me. We went together until the eighth grade, and then he had to stop 
because he was getting those seizures. There were days when nothing 
would happen to him, and then there were days when he would get 
seizures three or four times a day. Sometimes he would get seizures at 
school and then one day the teacher said, “It's better if he stays at home 
because he is bothering you too”.

Jeton got registered at school two or three years after us, so I was in the 
third grade and he was in the first. He was an average student. At first, I 
was doing very well in school, and then later my grades became worse. 
By the fifth grade, I was an excellent student. From fifth grade and on, 
since I was the eldest in the house, and only grandfather was working, I 
started to help him by going out in the fields to work the land, so I didn't 
study as hard as before. As a child, I was always interested in 
construction. In every house that has been built in the village, I always 
spent time with the builders. I always wanted to become an engineer, but 
it didn't happen.

We had good relations with our brothers. They were younger. I, as the 
eldest, took care of them all. I took care of everything. When they started 
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going to school, I was like their parent. I always went to parent meetings 
for them. Whatever was needed at school, I took care of it.

The '90s began with protests and strikes. I remember when they put 
poison in the school. The students got poisoned. I didn't get poisoned, but 
some of my classmates were. We helped them; we gave them water. But I 
didn't get poisoned.

A car would pass by and something like smoke or steam was coming out 
from that car and the students would get poisoned, they would faint and 
fall on the ground. One of my female classmates got poisoned very often. 
As soon as we went on a long break at school, they would be waiting for 
us. There were protests, but I never took part in them.

When the war started, I know that Halil Geci was killed first. Then the war 
started here in Qirez and Likoshan. It was February 28th, we were in the 
yard, and we saw the people, they were saying, “War broke out!”. The 
next day we went to see ourselves, I was there myself and I saw the 
corpses. We all gathered there, there were men and children of my age, 
even younger than me. You could see everything there. It was terrible, 
horrible, a massacre! We got scared a lot when we were there. They killed 
the Ahmeti family on the other side, they killed a pregnant woman and 
many others. We went in every house together with my cousins, and some 
older men were saying, “Don't let these young men enter.” I was 17 years 
old. They were shouting at us, but what we saw was horrifying!

Afterward, on the 5th of March, the fighting started at Adem Jashari. We 
went there to see what happened. I even participated in the burial 
ceremony of the Jashari family. The second day we didn't go anymore. On 
the first day, we looked around, everything was destroyed. We started 
digging graves as much as we could. Then we were ordered to leave from 
there. The Serbs were parked with armored vehicles in front. After we left, 
they buried them. I didn't go there anymore.

On the day when the fighting happened at Adem Jashari, we were at 
home. We escaped and we spent the entire day in the forest. The place in 
the forest was called Lugu i Lajthisë. We stayed there until it got dark, and 
when it got dark we came home. The fighting continued over there, but 
the next day I decided to stay home, I didn't go out at all. Some even went 
to the forest because they didn't dare to stay at home. I wasn't afraid to 
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stay at home, and also my grandmother told me, “Stay here because they 
will not come here, they are fighting over there.” She spoke to us and she 
didn't let us go out.

The Serbs had a checkpoint at a place called Kodra e Zane, they stayed 
there all the time. Somehow, we continued living, but we avoided going 
on the asphalt. We used only dirt roads, we had to continue living more 
or less dealing only with agriculture and dealing with things around the 
house. So, everything was interrupted, we just dealt with village work to 
survive. Our father would send us money from abroad, otherwise, we 
wouldn't have enough to live.

An offensive began in September. They started shooting early in the 
morning. Grandpa stayed up all night guarding us, and then he called us 
and said, “Everybody get up, God help us, but I think that today it's going 
to start here.” The Serbs started shooting and we got on the tractor. I 
took the whole family, and I also took some neighbors because we were 
the only ones that had a tractor, four or five houses near us didn't have a 
tractor.

Our whole family was in the house - my grandmother, my mother, and 
five brothers. My grandpa didn't come, he just went to the forest. A 
woman we call Dada Hafize came with us. Dada Feride also came - her 
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husband was killed, so she and her two daughters came. The neighbors of 
uncle Emin came as well, and a woman with two little daughters and two 
young sons; the older ones didn't come.

We took mattresses, sheets, everything we needed, and we planned to 
stay in the forest. We took as much food as we could carry. But not 
everything we needed, because we left in a hurry. And so we went to 
village Shtutica, through Doshevc and Gradice. The wife of my father's 
cousin is from village Gradice. We spent the night there. She stayed there, 
and the rest of us continued towards village Kushnica because I had two 
aunts who were living there. We stayed there for two or three nights, and 
then we went to Bajr, in Mitrovica. In Bajr there was a person who let us 
stay at his house; to be honest I have forgotten his name. We stayed there 
until the OSCE entered with those orange vehicles.

Then my father came from Slovenia and took us from there and we went 
home to Polac. When we arrived, we saw that the guest room was 
completely burned but not the entire house. We had an old house made 
of stone and there was a corridor between the rooms, so on both sides 
there was a room. Our guest room was one of the first places which were 
burned in Polac. Also, Rizai's house was burned. We had the whole field 
planted with wheat – we had half a hectare of land, and we were just 
waiting to start the harvest, but they burned it completely. So that winter 
we stayed home until March arrived.

It was that time when the mediators started talking. We spent the winter 
watching what is going to happen, we were listening every day to the 
news. Life was hard, we couldn't work and we couldn't live properly. It 
was a warlike situation everywhere.

Dad stayed with us for a while, and he provided some food for us. As soon 
as things calmed a bit down, my dad left. We didn't know how he is going 
to leave, or will he manage to leave, whether they will stop him or not. 
We were very scared for him until he got there.

Until March 21st, 1999 we stayed at home. On March 21st, the Serbian 
police and military began their actions starting from village Prekaz. They 
moved above Radevc, and from Prekaz they started shooting everywhere. 
We immediately got on the tractor, but no one knew what direction to 
go. My mother, grandmother, my four brothers, and I were on the tractor. 
We went to village Rezalla e re, and from there we went to Kllodonice to 
my aunt and uncle. We stayed there until the NATO bombing started. 
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I remember when the bombing started, we were sleeping in the room. 
They shot about 200 meters away from where we were, and then a 
grenade dropped from the direction of Mokne. I don't know how, but they 
were saying that the Serbs were shooting from the direction of Mokne. 
My cousin, who was 20 years old, went up there to see what has 
happened, and when he came back he said, “Some people were killed,” he 
said, “they were killed because the grenade had fallen on a house yard.” 
Then we decided to spend the entire day in the forest. People were saying 
that civilians are gathering in village Tushila, so we decided to go there.

From village Kllodonice we continued by tractor in the direction of 
Tushila. We were two families there, my cousin's family and my uncle's 
family. Xhevat also came there with his tractor. Both families were put on 
the tractors. On the uncle's tractor got my uncle's entire family. Two 
cousins, my aunt, and the wife of my other uncle. My aunt's husband died 
in a traffic accident when he came from Germany, he had left orphans, 
also his sister was there, sister of Xhevat and Esat, they were two 
brothers and one sister.

We went from Kllodonice in the direction of Turiqevc, and we reached 
Tushile. There they said that men should be separated from women 
because the women and the children are not being harassed. People were 
saying, “The men should go and hide in the forest”. Because they were 
killing all the men.

Then we met some of our soldiers, I knew three or four of them. We left 
together with them. My mother, my two younger brothers, and my 
grandmother stayed with my uncle's family, so they got separated. I got 
separated from my brother Jeton, Xhevat, Esat, and my father's cousins. 
We had some relatives that were soldiers. Xhevdet stayed with our 
mother. We started leaving Tushile in order to reach Polac because they 
were saying, “The Serbs are coming this way!” Every time we somehow 
planned to stay behind them during the night, so that we would be 
behind them during the day, we thought that we would be safer like this. 
But in war you are never safe, you are not safe anywhere.

We kept walking for some time until the sun started to rise. When we 
reached some valley, in the hills, they said, “Until it gets dark in the 
evening, we will stay here. When it gets dark again, we will continue.” So 
we spent the day there. And then some people came to that place because 
the Serbs were chasing them. When the Serbs started shooting at us, we 
climbed the hill in order to escape from them. They were shooting and we 
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were running away. We were a large group of people, maybe about 100 
people, maybe more.

While running away, we managed to reach the hill, because we were 
following the forest path. But when we reached that place, the Serbs were 
waiting on the road. My father's cousin, who was four years older than 
me, always used to say, “Don't run away quickly, when they shoot at us 
just lay on the ground”. And at the moment when they started shooting, I 
was about 30-40 meters behind my cousin Esat and my brother. They 
were in front, and we were behind.

Jeton was killed, but I didn't see it with my own eyes until later. Then I 
also saw Esat on the way back. While he was running back, he just fell. I 
ran towards him, grabbed him, and my father's cousin, Bashkim Koci, 
came with me. I put his head on my lap and I started calling him, “Esat, 
Esat”. Bashkim started checking his body, to see where the bullet caught 
him, to see from where he was bleeding, in order to give him first aid. 
And then in those moments, a bullet passed between us, crushed the tree 
and we laid on the ground and didn't move at all. We stayed there for half 
an hour, pretended to be dead until the Serbs left. We didn't move at all.

Esat passed away. And when we started moving, we noticed that two 
other persons were killed a bit further. It was my brother and a person 
from Prekaz. But we didn't know who they were until we came close to 
them. Bashkim stood up and said, “Stay here because I am going to see if 
the Serbs are still here.” I stayed lying on the ground until he came back 
and said, “The Serbs are gone”.

I looked at Esat's whole body, he was not shot anywhere but as a young 
man, I guess he had a heart attack. The bullet didn't catch him at all, and 
my brother Jeton was shot. He had many wounds, I approached him and I 
saw it.

At three o'clock in the afternoon, it started getting darker. Another person 
from Prekaz was killed as well, we knew him as a figure, we knew whose 
brother he was. We were thinking about how to bury them, we were 
planning but we had nothing to do it with because we had no tools. Our 
houses were far away. We had no shovel at hand. So, we had to leave 
them there. There were three of us, Bashkim with his brother and myself, 
we spent that night in the forest. The other group already left. It rained 
all night long, and we had nothing to cover ourselves with.
And Xhevati, my other cousin, in those moments ran away far. He was 
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killed in Llausha while attempting to return to Tushila. He was found 
after 4-5 years.

As soon as it got dark, we decided to stay because we didn't know where 
to go, we couldn't orient ourselves, we were afraid that we might run 
into the Serbs. As we were walking like that, there are some high voltage 
lines, which go through Polac, Llausha, and they go to Montenegro. When 
we saw it, we knew how to position ourselves. We said, “Tonight we are 
staying here, when it gets dark, we will observe the terrain a little, 
looking for a way to exit”. We stayed underneath the lines.

And when suddenly they started to shoot at us, we were completely lost. 
We didn't know where to turn. Three days and three nights we stayed 
hidden in the forest. On the first night, it rained all night long. When it 
dawned, we went a little further up the hill, and we saw the path to 
Skenderaj, there was a valley and we slowly went towards that way. 
There was a person from Llausha, he had some bread with him and he 
gave it to us. He said, “Listen, everybody left, you are the only ones left 
here. As soon as it gets dark, you should leave from here and go this 
way”.

We spent the whole day with him until it got dark, and at around ten we 
continued our way, we went near the town of Skenderaj. We went to the 
neighborhood Tre, and someone gave us some bread there. Then we went 
towards Prekaz, we entered behind Polac, and we spent the night in 
Deshevc. When it started dawning in Deshevc, we saw an uninhabited 
house. It was a building where they leave the animals and the food for 
livestock. The three of us slept there on some hay. From there, as soon as 
it dawned, we went to the top of the forest, and we saw Polac. We went 
there and we saw many of our cousins there. They were asking us, “Did 
every one of you survive?” and we told them what happened. They got 
upset and sad when they heard about the death of my brother, the 
nephew, and others.

Then we spend the whole day there. They had food with them because 
they would go to the house during the night and prepare some food, and 
during the day they would stay in the forest. Then we came down here. 
All the houses were burned. My cousin's house was burned, and he 
repaired his garage so his family could stay in it. We went to his garage. 
We stayed there during the night and we prepared food. My grandmother 
came from Kllodonice, she passed through all the Serbian checkpoints. 
She passed but she was stopped many times. She said, “They would put 
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the knife on my throat.” When she came to the place called Te Betoni, just 
above Hadec, she said, “My sons were killed here”, and she checked 25 
corpses in a row, she looked at them and she asked, “Which one is my son 
because he was killed”. She was convinced that we were killed because 
someone told her so.

When she came here and found me alone, she asked, “Where are the 
others?” We tried not to tell her that they were killed. “They are in the 
forest; don't worry they will come” and we would tell her things like that 
but eventually we told her. She was very upset. She spent a night with us, 
and then she went to stay with her relatives in Drenica. They gathered all 
of them at the school in Tushile. And from there they left for Albania. So, 
from my whole family, these two brothers were killed. Only my 
grandmother and I knew that Xhevdet was killed, he was taken by the 
police. Until the war ended no one knew that they were killed.

Xhevdet was taken by the police when he was in Tushile. They separated 
men from the women, and Xhevdeti remained with our mother in 
Kllodonica. When the Serbs came, they told each and everyone in Tushila, 
“Get out of here.” They started burning the tractors. They burned our 
tractor completely. People started walking in the column. Serbs were on 
both sides. They stopped every male adult they saw. Xhevdet was more 
attached to our grandmother because she didn't bother him due to his 
condition.

Grandmother said, “I was holding him by the arm, and the police took 
him away; I told them, 'Please don't. He is disabled' but they didn't listen 
to me.” They had taken him to the police station in Skenderaj and they 
kept him there all night long. Some people that knew him, told us 
afterward that they tortured them, but the next day they were released 
and they were told, 'Go to your houses because no one will kill you.' But, 
he was disabled and he didn't understand what he was told. As as soon as 
they were let go, all of them went towards Llausha, but he got separated 
and went towards our house in Polac. He went behind the bus station and 
there were some police officers there. My mother's cousin said, “I saw 
with my own eyes when he was killed near the river. The police officers 
went and grabbed him and he pushed one of the police officers to the 
ground. As soon as he pushed the police officer down, the other police 
officer killed him.”

A person from village Vojnik, in the neighborhood Dy, lived just above the 
police station, and his mother died and he couldn't bury her. He was 
afraid to go out, so he had to go to the police station. He went there and 
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he asked them, “Will you give me permission to go and bury my mother, 
and can you help me carry her with something because I have nothing to 
carry her?” They told him, “Yes, we give you permission, but you have to 
take also a person who died at the police station, he started to smell bad”. 
They didn't tell him that they killed him.

They had given him permission, he said, “The Serbs came with an 
armored vehicle”. First, they took his mother and afterward they went to 
that place and they took my brother. They went to the graveyard, they 
opened a grave, and they put him in.

After the war ended, we looked everywhere for him. We asked people 
around. Xhevat's father-in-law was from Llausha and he asked around as 
well. A year and a half or two years after the war, he told us, “Someone 
says that he buried a person, and based on your description of what he 
was wearing, it could be him”.

So, my grandmother, grandfather and I, went to ask that person for more 
details. He told us what he could remember, and based on what he told 
us, it matched. We went to that place, and we started to dig. My cousins 
wouldn't let me dig, ”No, you stay there, stay over there.” When they dug 
his grave, some clothes appeared and they asked my grandmother, “Is it 
him?” My grandmother looked at him and said, “Yes, it's him.” In order to 
be sure, I said, “I want to see myself.” And when I saw him, I said, “Yes, 
it's him”. I recognized him based on the clothes and based on his teeth. 
The body was decomposed, but I could recognize him.

Then my cousin took me away from there, they didn't let me stay any 
longer. They unburied him, covered him and then they buried him. Then 
we held a burial ceremony. People came here to the house to express 
condolences.

We got separated, because the people were saying, “The women and the 
children should stay all together because they won't do anything to 
them”. Then the Serbs came, and they expelled them, they sent them to 
Kllodonica. They entered all the houses and they gathered all the people 
at the school in Kllodonica. They told them, “Now all of you must walk 
towards Albania.” When we knew that the Serbs entered, we were 
leaving Kllodonice, and we asked the grandfather from mother's side, 
“Come in the tractor with us.” He just said, “I was born here, I will die 
here, I will not leave my place, let them come and kill me, but I will not 
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leave my place”. They killed him at the door of the barn, while he was 
feeding the cattle.

The rest of the family left towards Albania and they joined the column of 
refugees. They continued walking through Turiqevc, they went to Buroja 
and then they continued towards Klina, Gjakova, and they reached 
Prizren. From there they went to the other side. Initially, they went to 
Kukës, as they say, there was some kind of a camp there with lots of 
people. My father came from Slovenia. They waited all day long in line to 
speak on the phone and inform my father that they came out. They 
couldn't do it that day, so they had to do it the next day. Many people 
were waiting to inform their relatives abroad. Finally, they managed to 
inform him that they are in Albania.

My father went from Slovenia to Albania, he found them there and he 
took them from Kukës to Durrës in a village called Shijak. He settled them 
in a house, and he also paid for the rent. My grandmother was also there, 
and even though she knew who died, she didn't tell anyone, she just kept 
it to herself.

During all this time I stayed here in Polac for about two-three weeks. 
When we went to see the cousins who live nearby, their house was 
burned but they had a garage. We went to that garage and we made 
some bread and some cousins said, “We will not leave at all.” My cousin 
had a basement in front of the house which was a hole the size 60 by 60. 
There was no other entrance to it, and before it dawned seven of us 
entered inside it. We pulled a burned stove, and we put it over the 
entrance hole. At around 11:00 hrs in the afternoon, the Serbs came to the 
yard. There were seven of us inside. The Serbs stayed all day long there. 
The Serbs were above and we were under.

There were three houses in a row, two were burned and the third one 
was not. They were stationed there, we heard them speaking in Serbian. I 
didn't understand Serbian, but some of us knew it, and they were saying 
that the Serbs were planning where to put the guards. When it got dark, 
at exactly 11 o'clock we all went out and we went up in the forest.

In the forest, there were some people from the Ali Uka neighborhood, 
they told us that seven people had been killed that day. We found them in 
the evening burying them after it got dark. From there we continued in 
the direction of Mikushnica, and from Luzhnica we went to Lubavec and 
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then to Kuqica. My father's cousins had their relatives there. I stayed with 
them for about three weeks there. Then we returned to Polac from 
Kuqice, and I stayed for a week in Polac. Then I went to Kushnica where 
for three weeks I stayed at my aunt's place. My aunt was already in 
Albania and only her son-in-law was there and I stayed with him.

Village Kushnica didn't have a valley or a forest, so the Serbs didn't go 
very often there and so we stayed in the village houses. They were all 
burned, but we repaired them a bit, we would put a cover over just so we 
would stay there. There were some cows, we had milk and flour, and so 
we continued living there.

As soon as the war was over, from Luzhnica I returned to Polac and I 
stayed with my cousins, in the valley of Lajthia. During the day we 
prepared food and during the night we stayed there. We made a plastic 
cover, when it rained, we would go under it, and when the sun would 
shine, we would sit under the shade.

We would listen to the news with a transistor and we didn't even have 
batteries. We charged the batteries with a tractor battery just enough to 
listen to the news, to know what was going on. We were in the 
mountains when the Voice of America said that NATO is entering Kosovo. 
We were very happy. When the Serbs started to gather their forces in 
order to withdraw, we came out from the forest, and before they left, we 
went to our houses and I stayed with my father's cousins.

Here at my house, everything was destroyed. There was nothing, we had 
no chickens and cows. The grass grew and it was all a mess. That day we 
stayed at the house and the next morning, I said, “I want to go find the 
bodies and bury them.” The others said, “Yes, we will come with you.” 
Also, Bashkim Koci came with me. We followed the high voltage lines to 
Montenegro. We knew where we left the bodies and we got oriented 
through the high voltage lines that go to Montenegro. We found the path, 
and we continued to follow that path even though it had changed a lot. It 
was foggy and in March there was no fog. NATO still didn't enter 
Skenderaj, they just came to Drenas.

We found the bodies. First, we found Esat, and then Jeton. There were 
three of them in that place. When we found them, it was late in the 
evening, so we weren't able to take them. We decided tomorrow to go 
take them and bury them. The next day my cousin came with a tractor.
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My cousins noticed that I was getting very upset. They told me, “You stay 
here, tell these people where to open the grave and we will go and bring 
the body”. They went there and they were very late. They took their 
nephew to Kllodonica and buried him. Some of their uncle's neighbors 
came and buried him and then they brought my brother here. I asked 
them, “Why did you take him there without me?” I asked because I 
wanted to participate in the ceremony but it was over.

My grandfather had a brother, who lived at a place called Belincë which 
was in the forest. It was located closer to the Serbs and he lived there 
before the war started. My grandfather stayed all the time with him, I 
never knew where grandfather was. He stayed all the time there and he 
had no idea that our family members were killed. Only when he found 
me, he found out about the ones that were killed. Then he got very sad. 
People started coming to see us, to express their condolences and we had 
no place where to receive them, there was no place. Some of them stayed 
under the shade and they comforted us.

When we buried Jeton all my cousins and my father's cousins were 
present. We went and we opened the grave. I took some bad boards 
because we didn't have better ones, I placed them, and we buried him.

I don't know who killed him, because I didn't see it. It would have been 
good if the case would be solved, if someone would get convicted for 
these crimes, not only for my brother but for every crime in Kosovo.

Two or three weeks after the funeral, my mother came from Albania. 
When they came, only me and my grandfather were here. We had 
nowhere to sleep, there was no house, we were staying in my father's 
cousin's basement because also their house was burned. We stayed in the 
basement until they gave us a tent. Then we stayed in the tent in the 
yard. The house that got burned was quite old, it was made with stones, 
and it collapsed. Only the guest room was not old because it was built 
later, it had some walls, and then we bought tiles, we covered it 
somehow and we continued living there. For three years we stayed in 
that room. Just a corridor and one room.

When mother came and found only me, she understood what had 
happened, and she got very upset, but then grandmother told her slowly 
about everything.
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The cold weather started in September. We were fixing the room up until 
autumn. We covered it, we paid a person for two days to fix our roof. A 
cousin works with electrical installations, and we called him to install 
electricity. He didn't take any money from us. I fixed a part of the house 
with cement. We made some wood plank walls, and we also made a 
ceiling so we can pass the winter. It was warm enough, but it was a small 
place for all of us.

We started to repair the house in 2001. They gave us some building 
material as aid. I wanted to have a two-story house, but we didn't have 
money to pay the builders, so I built this house myself. I was about 20 
years old and the boys also helped me a bit. I made the foundations 
myself, I filled them, but I also asked people to help me. I made the walls, 
tiles, I did everything up to the roof. I did all by myself because I was the 
eldest in the family. My grandfather was old, he couldn't work because he 
was 75-76 years old.

Until 2004 we stayed in the guest room, and then the house was finished. 
My father was in Slovenia, but he had a very small salary, just enough for 
food, so he couldn't send us money for building the house.

I worked for my relative, he was selling construction material and things 
like that, and I took material to build the guest room and then I repaid my 
debt by working for him. I washed the roof, I worked here and there, I 
was trying to make some money, to have something. When I was building 
the second floor, my father came from Slovenia and he bought some 
blocks, and then little by little, we built the house until 2004 when we 
entered it. At the moment in this house lives Driton, my brother, his wife, 
my mother, my wife, my grandmother, and my father when he comes 
from abroad. Nexhmedin bought an apartment in Skenderaj.

Nowadays I work with water and heating installations. Now I have built a 
house for myself, and this one now belongs to Driton, and our mother 
and grandmother will stay with him. I have worked for different people 
since 2006, and four years ago I opened my own firm, and I am doing a 
little better. I work together with Driton, my younger brother and I have 
one employee.

I got married in 2008. My wife's name is Valmira. We got together with a 
wedding arranger. I got engaged in 2007. I was 27 years old, and the 
whole family wanted me to marry because I was the eldest, but I was 
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saying, “No, not now because it's not the right time”, because our living 
conditions before and after the war were very difficult. We were a poor 
family because we had no income. And now our life is better. And my 
grandmother, mother, and aunts were always saying “We hardly wait for 
you to get married”. One day my father's cousin came and my 
grandmother told him, “We must find a wife for this boy because I want 
to see him get married before I die”. And she lived long enough to see all 
three of us get married.

We got married in a traditional way: we invited all the relatives, cousins, 
and friends. We went to take the bride with many cars. I didn't go, I got 
married according to the tradition we have in these parts. But, about 
three months before I got married, my grandfather died. Just before he 
died, he fell ill for a couple of months. His daughters came often to see 
him. We had already decided when I will get married, and I remember 
him saying, “My will is that you don't stop the wedding, even if I die, the 
wedding must go on and the drums must be heard”. And my aunt paid for 
the drummers. And so, we had a wedding, some 100 men went in 25 cars, 
and they brought the bride.

We got married on August 10th, 2008, and our daughter was born on 
August 7th, so she was born three days before our first anniversary. 
When the baby was born, of course I was a little emotional, as parents are 
for the first time. You are happy and all that, but it's an additional 
obligation, things get different then.

Then two years later Jetlira was born, in August 2011. Our third child is 
Jeton, I gave him my brother's name. He was born in December 2014, and 
this year he will be six years old. I renewed the name; I wanted to have a 
son and give him my brother's name. When he was born, I told my 
mother what I want to do. Everyone wanted that, they were happy.

At first, I could hardly call him by his name. But here in Drenica many 
people renewed the names of their loved ones. People used to tell me, “It 
is better to start calling him by his name, and later it will not be difficult 
for you.” And now when I call him by his name it relieves my pain a bit.

My son knows where he got his name from. Usually, on the night of Eid 
when we visit the graveyard, I always go to clean the graves. My son was 
three years old when I went to the graves, and my second daughter and 
my son said, “We want to come with you”. My grandmother came as well. 
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When I go to the graveyard, I always clean his picture. My son was three 
years old when I took him there. He just stood at the photo and he would 
clean it. Now he knows he had an uncle.

The other brother, Nexhmedin, has a son, Elion. Dritoni got married this 
year. But because of the pandemic, he didn't make a wedding. He got 
engaged and we had a small engagement party. We wanted to make a 
wedding for him, but the pandemic complicated things and so he took his 
bride without a wedding. He is now married; he is living well and he is 
staying at my place.

For the people who read this book, my message would be that the past 
should not be forgotten, we shouldn't forget the war, we shouldn't forget 
what happened, the blood of our martyrs, the blood of the killed civilians, 
we shouldn't forget the suffering of all the persons that lived in this 
country, everybody should work for this country a little better and try 
harder.
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I can't say that I mourn my child more than a 
Muslim or Croatian woman or more than someone 
else who mourns their child. Mother is a mother; 

pain is pain and misfortune is a misfortune.
“
”

Accounts of children's 
wartime experiences
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Dragica 
Majstorović

"Killer, you will be forgiven", says 
the poem of mother Dragica who 
lost her teenage son a few months 
after the end of the war and who 
still "had neither known true love 
nor had a chance to buy a razor and 
have his first shave". Her family of 
four had decided to stay in Pristina 
after the war, believing that they 
would not suffer any harm since 
they didn't harm anyone.

As soon as she realizes that inter-
ethnic coexistence had become 
impossible, she is forced to relocate 
and work in Leskovac, Serbia, until 

the day came to take her whole 
family there. And as September and 
the new school year approached, 
she enrolled her young son in a 
high school there.

Today, 21 years after the 
disappearance of her son on that 
August day, the disappearance of 
her son who was coming to join his 
mother, after a series of 
superhuman and desperate efforts 
to find out about his fate, Dragica 
doesn't seek justice anymore. She 
has only one last wish.

Hijacked Childhoods
Accounts of children's wartime experiences
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I want to find the truth, 
in order to find peace
Dragica Majstorović
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When I went to visit for the first time the children's 
graves, I went together with all the members of my 

husband's family. We go there every year and I 
change the flag, I put a new one.
“
”

Accounts of children's 
wartime experiences
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Hanumshahe 
Gaxhiqi

When the Serb paramilitaries arrived for 
the first time at the Hanumshahe's 
family in 1998, they fled and took refuge 
in the forest, where they had previously 
brought items necessary for survival. 
After a week they went back to the 
village, and they found the house burned 
down by the Serbs. They lived for six 
months in the basement of the house, 
without water or electricity, until the 
NATO bombing began, and then they 
were forced to go to the forest again.

Hanumshahe at that time had two sons 
and two daughters; the youngest was 
eight months old and still in the cradle. 
One day, while sheltering in the 
mountains, Serbian forces fired at them 
with mortars. The grenade fell quite 
close to the place where Hanumshahe's 
children were playing.

Hijacked Childhoods
Accounts of children's wartime experiences
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I was holding them in 
my hands, but I couldn't 
tell if they were my children

My name is Hanumshahe Gaxhiqi and I am from Klina. I was born in 1973 
in Dollovo. I was married and we lived in village Murg, but after the war 
we came to live here in Klina. I live with my mother-in-law and two sons. 
My daughter is married, her name is Ardiana. My sons are called Armend 
and Ardian and my mother-in-law is called Zade Gaxhiqi.

I had a good childhood. My mother took good care of us, she educated us. 
My dad passed away when I was in third grade. Also, my father took good 
care of us. We had a particularly good relationship, and our father liked 
us daughters more than he did the boys. We were four brothers and three 
sisters: Bajram, Ahmet, Arif, and Mehmet Hoti and Zoja, Mane and me, 
Hanumshahe. We, the siblings, had a good relationship with each other. 
We never had any problems. Our mother was very careful and she 
supervised us. I was very close to my mother; she gave me the right 
education. I had her support, more than anyone else.

Hanumshahe Gaxhiqi
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Three of my brothers live in Germany, my eldest brother lives here, also 
my older sister lives in Kosovo.

At school, in Grabanica, from the third grade up to the eighth grade, 
children from two villages went all together, boys and girls. We were so 
good, kids from both neighborhoods went together, they never went 
without each other. We all went together, and we finished school 
together without ever parting from each other. People would envy us. We 
went together for eight years. There were about ten or twelve of us in 
total. We went together to school, and we came back together. We 
always stayed together.

We had a good relationship with both the young and elderly. For many 
years they used to say about me, "How did this tragedy happen to her, 
she was the one that kept us together” We were all close to each other as 
sisters. I still have a great relationship with my first cousins. They respect 
us as if we were their sisters. Our uncles and cousins still come to visit us. 
Our mother taught us a lesson that we have to be led by goodness. “Even 
if you see something bad,” she told us, “you shouldn't talk about it!” I still 
live by that rule. I do not want to grow negative feelings, I don't want to 
do a bad thing.

All four of my brothers attended high school. We, the sisters, did not 
attend high school. I didn't even finish the eighth grade. I attended only 
three months of the eighth grade because I got married when I was 16 
years old. I wanted to get married at a later stage of my life because I 
didn't want to leave school. I was a little embarrassed when I would see 
my friends going to school and I was a bride. But then, I got used to it, 
there was nothing I could do.

Yes, I got married with the help of a wedding arranger. My uncle's wife 
had family relations with my husband. I was engaged for three or four 
months, and then I got married. In my husband's family, he was the 
eldest, and they wanted things to happen in that way.

I never met my husband before the wedding day. When I was engaged to 
him, I was 15 and a half years old. It was 1988. We had kind of an 
exchange with their family. They have given a daughter for my brother, 
and I got married to their son.

My sister and I got married on the same day. It was wintertime, snow 
was everywhere, two weeks before the new year. I went to live in village 
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Murg which was farther from my family, but I was close to my sister. On 
our wedding day, I woke up early in the morning because we had to fix 
our hair and make-up since at that time there were no hairdressers in the 
village. My uncle's wife did our hair and make-up at our house. While she 
was doing my sister's hair, I cleaned the guest room for the groom's 
family which was expected to come. As soon as my sister was done, it 
was my turn.

They came with many cars to pick me up. When I woke up the next day, I 
didn't know where I was or if I got lost… but, all in all, I had a good time 
with his family. It was not a big family and I lived only with my in-laws 
and their children. They had four sons and three daughters.

So, I stayed for 16 years in my family. I have been living with my 
husband's family for 19 years now, and my husband died 12 years ago.

A year after we got married, our child Ardian was born in Drenas. So, I 
was 17 years old when I gave birth to him. Two years after Ardian, I gave 
birth to baby girl Ardiana. Then I had Gentiana, and I was very happy 
when I gave birth to her. If I had to compare, I was much happier when I 
gave birth to my daughters than sons. After Gentiana, so during the war 
in '98, three weeks after Prekaz was in flames, I gave birth to Armend. He 
was only eight months old when we escaped to the forest. After the war, 
Ardian was born, so I renewed the name of my eldest son.

When the war started, I was seven months pregnant with Armend, and 
he was the fourth child I had before the war. My family was very afraid, 
they heard that pregnant women are being killed, and they were 
concerned about where and how I will give birth. They were telling me 
that the situation is becoming risky and they told me it's better if I go to 
my family. My mother came to pick me up and she took me home to take 
care of me.

I spent two or three nights there, but I got scared because the Serbs were 
staying near that place. Only a road separated us. So, I woke up in the 
morning, and I told my mother, “I swear to God, I am afraid that the Serbs 
will sooner get here rather than in village Murg” and she said,” Why are 
you saying that?” I said, “I think I'd rather go to my home.” And she told 
me, “No, it's much more dangerous in Drenica”. I said, “No, no, whatever 
happens, it's better if I stay with my husband's family and my children”.

She agreed and took me back there. Three weeks later, just as I thought, 
the village of Dollova where my family was living was in flames. The first 
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village set on fire after Prekaz was village Dollova. Exactly where I was 
staying. I escaped from there because I could see the Serbs moving 
around and people started talking about them. The Serbs burned my 
family's property in the village but luckily we didn't lose any family 
members.

Afterwards, the Serbs came to my husband's village, and they started 
setting the houses on fire. As soon as they started setting the houses on 
fire the entire family escaped. We prepared our belongings such as 
clothes and flour and we went to the forest. I was giving a bath to 
Armend in the morning when the Serbs came. As soon as I saw them 
coming, they were just a few meters away, I quickly gathered all the 
children and we escaped to the forest. We rushed in a hurry and we left 
behind the food on the table. If they would have caught us there, they 
would have killed us all. This time the Serbs set our houses on fire. We 
went to the forest, we stayed for a week there, and then we came back 
and all the houses were burned.

We stayed in the basement. We had no place to sleep, there was no 
water, no electricity, everything was burned. We lived like this for six 
months. As soon as NATO's first bomb dropped, the next morning we 
escaped again to the forest. We stayed for a month in the forest. There we 
ate, we drank, we cooked, we did everything there.

While we were in the forest, they shot at us with mortars. Two of my 
daughters and my eldest son were playing in the river. They shot at them 
with mortars. It happened just as I turned my back because I wanted to 
go to Armend. He was in the cradle; he was just eight months old. It was 
as if I had a premonition that something bad was going to happen. They 
shot from all sides. The mortar fell straight into the river where the 
children were playing. All the people were there, but the mortar fell 
exactly where my children were playing. There was also a young woman 
holding her baby daughter in her arms. The baby survived, but her 
mother died. Both my son and my daughters were wounded.
When the mortar fell, no one knew where to go or what to do. I had a bad 
feeling, I said to myself, “Oh my God, my children were shot.” When this 
happened to me, I couldn't see anything clearly anymore. I ran towards 
them, first I grabbed my eldest son, he was in the third grade. I grabbed 
him and I took him to my mother-in-law.

Then I ran towards my daughters. The eldest daughter was badly 
wounded. But the youngest daughter was in the worst condition. I 
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remember giving my children to my in-laws, I gave them and at that 
moment I didn't know anymore where I was. So, God has given me just 
enough strength to go take them and leave them in the hands of my in-
laws. I became numb, I didn't know anymore where I am, nor what was 
going on. I was holding my children in my arms, but I couldn't tell if they 
were my children.

For a night we kept them close to us because the police were coming 
shooting at us, they were insulting us, harassing us, they did everything 
to us. That night we stayed in the forest, and I kept the children like that. 
Some of my cousins said, “Let's protect them.” My son and my daughter 
died. We took them with us to the forest, we were holding them in our 
hands. The Serbs came to us again and they took us away from there. We 
were all women there, there were no men.

They took my two children and they buried them somewhere in the 
forest. Also, that woman was buried together with them. Early next 
morning, they removed us from there and we walked to village 
Shtrubullove. We walked all day long. I was barefooted, I didn't know 
anything. My daughter was wounded, and I gave her to my mother-in-
law, and I went back. They were looking for gold jewelry, I was afraid 
that they will kill my other two children. I put my daughter and my 
mother-in-law on the tractor. A woman was driving the tractor. Those 
Serbs were shouting at that woman, they were insulting and beating her. 
They were shouting, “Drive away with that tractor!” She couldn't drive 
because she was a woman, and she didn't know how to. She said, “We 
need to remove somehow the wounded people from here!”

Those paramilitaries were the same as the ones who abused us in the 
forest, we had so much pressure from them. They were ripping the 
jewelry off from our bodies. They were insulting us and calling us names. 
No one dared to say anything. I took off my jewelry and I gave it to my 
mother-in-law, I was afraid that they will kill my daughter, so I thought 
that this jewelry might save her.

And I returned through the flames because I had to put bandages on my 
daughter's wounds, on my daughter that survived, I had to clean her 
wounds. They would tell me, “Don't go back, they will kill you.” I said, 
“Even if they kill me, I have to bring my daughter something to drink." So, 
I went back, I took diapers, water, milk, and bandages to cover her 
wounds because she was bleeding, her calf was ripped off, she was 
covered in blood on the head, face, and hands.
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They took us to Shtrubullove, and they placed us in some barracks. When 
we were there, they said, “Stay here, we will see what Milos tells us, to 
kill you or slay you.” They left us there for half a day, without water, 
without anything. I didn't even know where I was, I was just thinking of 
my children. We didn't know what they will do to us. They took us and 
they left us for a month in Shtrubullove.

We spent the night in the yard of one family. An old man and woman 
came out from the house and, God save them, they said, “Come inside the 
house and bring your daughter in, don't stay in the yard”. Outside was 
raining and snowing, it was cold.

We went there, and they took care of us for a month. I stayed there 
together with my in-laws, sister-in-law, my daughter, five members of the 
family and we all shared just one piece of bread, we didn't have more 
than that. We couldn't find corn, or wheat, nothing. We lived like that for 
a month.

Then I met a family that was living nearby, there was a girl who finished 
medical school. She said, “Yes, of course, I will come and clean your 
daughter's wounds”. We didn't have iodine, I didn't know where to find 
some, and then she said, “Don't worry, I will find some, just enough to 
clean her wounds.” She helped me to cleanse her wounds the whole 
month because maggots would form from the wounds.

Every morning the police came to check on us. We had to hide the iodine 
from them, so they would not find it. Every morning they were telling us, 
“Get out of here and go to the meadow.” They wrote our names on some 
cards, it was a list of people that will be killed. We were on that list, we 
had the cards. They were telling us that these cards are used just for 
information on how many members we are.

The mother of that young woman who died together with my children 
saved my daughter because for a month she brought milk for my 
daughter. I couldn't give her anything in return. She took the cow with 
her, and I fed my daughter for a month with that milk. For a month, she 
boiled the milk and brought it for my daughter. She would say, “Let her 
drink, let her survive.”

And so, as soon as they left a month later, we came back. We walked from 
Drenas to Murg. We walked back, some were crying, and others were 
happy. But I made peace with myself because at least two of my children 
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survived. One month later, we re-buried the children from the forest to 
the village graves. They are now buried in the village graveyard.

After the war, we left immediately, my brother-in-law brought us here. 
He brought us here because we lived very close to the graveyard, and I 
couldn't bear the pressure. After the war, I suffered a lot of pain. After my 
children died, I had a terrible headache. I was under their supervision, 
and they took care of me, I would like to thank them because they 
supported me, because I remained alone, and it was very hard.

At that time all the men went to the forest. My husband would come back 
during the night after it would get dark. He was kind to me, he tried to 
calm me down. There was a female doctor there, she gave me an 
injection, a sedative because I didn't know how to calm down. My 
husband would say, “I'm fine, just look after my wife because she is not.”

Then, after the war, I took Ardiana to the doctors, because she had 
shrapnel in her leg. We took her for an operation and they removed it 
away. With the help of an association, we took her to Austria, because the 
shrapnel was touching a nerve. They removed that piece of the grenade. I 
used to have that piece of the grenade but my children threw it away. It 
was a sharp piece of metal.

Now Ardiana lives well, she is married here in Klina and she has a two-
year-old son now. I suffered more with the children that survived than 
with the ones that passed away.

When I went to visit for the first time the children's graves, I went 
together with all the members of my husband's family. We go there every 
year and I change the flag, I put a new one.

Both of my children were very capable. My husband's family worked a lot 
with them. The eldest child, the one that died, was in love with studying. 
He was a straight-A pupil until the third grade, he was very smart. He 
never went out to play if he didn't finish his homework. As soon as he 
would come home from school, at the doorstep, he would say, “Mom, I 
have homework, I have to learn a poem.” I used to help him learn the 
poems, I used to help him with homework, and after he would finish the 
homework, he would go out to play.

And my daughter was four years old, but she was smart as a ten-year-old 
child. My children were very capable, everyone would envy them. Now 
also the other children study a lot.
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My youngest son was born shortly after the war ended, in 2001. I had so 
much pressure during pregnancy, I was full of sadness and anger. I had a 
lot of problems because of sadness.

We named the baby after the eldest son that passed away, Ardian. I 
wanted to do it. They used to renew the names at that time. But we still 
don't call him by his name. When he was just a baby, we started calling 
him Lum, and now we still call him Lum, we couldn't call him by his 
name. Even my mother told me at that time when she was alive, she said, 
“My dear, you are renewing the name, but you will not be able to call him 
with that name.” She used to say to me, “Call him Lum”, just before 
giving birth to him she would tell me, “Give him a different name, 
because you won't be able to call him by the name of the boy”.

His friends call him Ardian. And we call him Lum, except for the father-in-
law who calls him Ardian. When you have a child, you have a strong will, 
and that will carry you through life.

We lived together with the in-laws there in Murg and after a year we 
came here to Klina. My father-in-law died two or three years ago. Now I 
only have my mother-in-law. Now we are in the brother-in-law's house. 
We couldn't stay there anymore; we couldn't experience again those 
pains.

Then in 2008, my husband died in an accident. Sometimes when you 
think about it, the parent always thinks about the children, God save 
them, a parent wants to see them prosper. It is what it is. I must 
overcome the suffering for sake of the children. I never speak about this 
in front of the children, because then they get sad. They are young, they 
have their lives ahead of them. I don't want to burden them.

Armendi is finishing school for craftsmanship, he is trying hard, Ardiani is 
now finishing high school. Now he is about to continue school in 
Prishtina as well, but he doesn't know what to register. He is capable of 
anything, he understands everything.

I never dream of the ones that have died, because when you are full of 
sorrow you can't dream of them. Once, after the war ended, I saw both of 
them in the middle of the meadow. There was a lot of light around them. 
Since they passed away, they appeared to me only once. They were 
laughing, on this side, in the middle of the meadow which was full of 
flowers, light, and they said, “Mommy, we didn't die, can't you see us in 
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Hanumshahe 
Gaxhiqi

the middle of the flowers”. The light was everywhere, flowers 
everywhere, meadow, they were laughing and running around.

When I woke up, I felt as if I was with them as if I was close to them, I 
said to myself they are fine. That was the last time I saw them, never 
again.

Today we live well. A normal life. I receive a little help, a little bit from my 
brothers, or my brothers-in-law. Now everyone has their own pains. I 
have mine. But everyone has their own pain.
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We were young when our father disappeared, I was 
13 and he was 15 years old. Our mother lived with 
us. Then our mother suffered a lot and she got sick. 

We took her to the doctors, but we couldn't save 
her. After some time, she got very tired. When our 

mother died, our uncle took care of us.

“
”

Accounts of children's 
wartime experiences
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Homez 
Kpuzi

The real saga of the Kpuzi family begins 
right after the war, when their father is 
kidnapped, and they never find him 
again. The father of this family was a 
man with a disability, as he could barely 
stutter anything. He worked in front of 
the Pashtrik Hotel in Gjakova as a shoe 
polisher.

His son, Homez, with a few additions 
from his brother, recounts the day of his 
father's disappearance few days after the 
end of the war, he also speaks about the 
deaf mother, and their hard life in 
poverty. Shortly afterwards, while 
searching for his father, he himself falls 
hostage to a group of people who 
wanted to kill him.

Hijacked Childhoods
Accounts of children's wartime experiences
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Why did they take 
my father?

I am Homez Kpuzi. We are three brothers and two sisters. We suffered a 
lot as children. My father's name was Ismet Kpuzi. Immediately after the 
liberation, we learned that he disappeared. I thought to myself, “Why did 
they take my father? My father didn't even know how to speak.” He 
drank, he used to drink alcohol, but he never did anything wrong to 
anyone. They took him immediately after the liberation. I never saw him 
again.

My mother died in 2004. I have never heard anything about my father to 
this day. Our uncle took care of us, I am thankful to him. Also, his sons 
took care of us. He really looked after us. Also, he looked for my father, 
but we didn't manage to find him, we don't know where he is or what 
happened to him.

Now I live with the children, with four orphaned children. My sisters are 
married in Peja. They can't talk, also my father was unable to speak. 

Homez Kpuzi
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Father could speak a bit, but he stuttered. And we spoke to our sisters 
with fingers. My mother was also unable to speak.

I went to school, but I was not interested in it. Because I was sick as a 
child. Azyl Kpuzi gave me blood and I was not feeling well, I was always 
thin and weak, I was not feeling well. I was telling my family this, and 
they would tell me, “You better go and study”. I would complain and they 
would tell me, “Okay stay home and we will tell the teacher that you are 
sick”, and so I didn't attend school and I lost many lessons. 

I was enrolled in school, and I started attending the first grade, but I was 
not good at it, I didn't go regularly, and I would escape from classes 
because I didn't like it at all. Now I have children, three daughters and a 
son. My eldest daughter Sagita attended eight grades. She was doing well 
at the school, but I had to take her out from the school because there was 
no one who could take care of those three children. We were at work. 
Emra Kpuzi is the name of the second daughter and she has three twins. 
Then is the third and youngest child, Elmedina. 

My children are orphaned because I got separated from my wife, I didn't 
have a good relationship with her. My youngest daughter was three years 
old, and now she is almost eight. I raised four children myself. Also, I 
raised them with the help of the people from the neighborhood, because 
they helped me – they brought me food for the children. They helped by 
bringing clothes, sneakers, socks, and slippers for the children. Most of 
the people from the neighborhood helped me. They knew that we have 
bad living conditions, that we were poor. They helped the children get 
clothes when they go to school. I had to wash the children, put clothes on 
them, prepare them and send them to school. I raised the children myself. 
I would put water on a cup, sweeten it and give it to my youngest 
daughter. 

When I had money, I would buy milk and I would give them milk to drink. 
This is how they lived. Like orphans. But now, they go to school and they 
are no different from other children. I made a request to give them same 
homework as for the other children. I complained, and I got no response! 
Now we are waiting. So, they can study. To study so they can continue 
going to school. I would like my children to continue studying, and not 
live like I have lived. I didn't go to school; I cannot leave my children 
without school! That's why I feel sorry for my eldest daughter, she was 
doing very well at school, but she had to stop attending because of the 
kids.
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My father was a very nice person. He worked at Hotel 'Pashtriku', as a 
shoe polisher. My father was very happy when we got liberated. He went 
out of the house; he was with his friends and they went for a drink. He 
used to drink alcohol. One day he left and then after some time the news 
came to us, “We can't find our father”. We all went out trying to find him, 
my uncle, and my brother and me, but we couldn't find him. We searched 
for him in the hospital, in the headquarters which were created after we 
got liberated. The Commanders headquarters, because there were no 
police then.

We informed the commander, it was a person called Besim Vokshi, he 
was responsible for Gjakova. We went there and met them, because they 
knew my father. He would polish their shoes; they would give him money 
and help him. They said, “No, he is not here. We have people who will 
find him. He's a good man”, they praised our father.

My father went out, and he also took his toolbox. He took his brushes, his 
things, and the cart. He went to polish shoes in front of the hotel. From 
there, he went to the street, near the Halil Hoda's bakery. Just before 
reaching there, they took my father, his cart and stuff and they put him in 
the trunk of the truck, and they drove away. A friend of my father saw 
everything, and he immediately came to tell us. My father was drunk but 
he was muscular.

My father was very happy when we got liberated, because we suffered a 
lot because of the Serbs. I remember once when I was a child, I saw my 
father getting slapped and I never forgot how I felt. He went and he saw 
his friends, he was so happy he cried. His friends told us. My father also 
worked as a cleaner of the toilets, he used to hang around with some 
older people from the hotel.

When my father went out of the house, we were at home. That morning 
only me and my father, and mother were home. Mom was making coffee 
for Dad. He had his coffee, smoked two cigarettes, took his things and he 
left. I asked him, “Where are you going?” He said, “I'm going to work. 
When I come back home, I will give you some money or I will buy 
something for you in town.”

As far as I remember it was the uncle that saw him. My uncle passed 
away; he was very old. He saw him near Halil Hoda's bakery and he 
wanted to take the cart away from his hands. He said, “Not the cart, I will 
not give the cart to anyone.” He didn't like anyone taking his stuff. Not 
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even with us, for example, he wouldn't give the cart to us to bring it 
home, he hated it. When my uncle came, he told us, “Go and get your 
father”, he said, “because he got badly drunk at Halil Hoda's bakery”. 

We went over there, but we didn't see anyone there. We asked the people 
from the bakery, they said, “He took some bread, he put it in the cart and 
then he left for home.” Then they told us that someone put him inside a 
car, but they didn't tell us what happened correctly. In the truck. Car or 
truck, they didn't know.

When we came home, we told our cousin. We told him, “We can't find our 
father anywhere.” “How come you can't find him anywhere?" Then my 
cousin went out and started to search for him around. 

He went everywhere, but he couldn't find him. He didn't come home all 
night long. Also, my uncle went out and looked for him, he went to the 
hospital and in the headquarters. We couldn't find him anywhere, we also 
reported to the KFOR. There were cameras at KFOR. The Italians were 
stationed here then. We also requested help from the Germans in Prizren. 
They also searched for him. Hazyri went to the Italian KFOR, and I went to 
the Germans in Prizren. There was a translator, I was talking to him, and 
the German was just taking notes.

My brother was a translator. Ermin. Yes, he used to live here and he was 
not married. He spoke Italian language, he learned it together with them 
and after the liberation they wanted to hire him. But my brother escaped, 
he went to live abroad and now he is currently in Italy. He left because he 
was afraid that he might get killed. We were also afraid for him. Because 
someone burned mu uncle's house and since my brother was working 
with the Italians, he told them everything. He told them who burned the 
house, he told them that they burned the house on purpose. As soon as 
my uncle managed to finish that house, they burned it. My brother told 
the Italians who burned it and for this reason he escaped. “Brother, it's 
better if you go away, otherwise they will kill you. They took our father, 
what's the point if they take you or me or the others.” So, in 2000, or 2001 
he left, he went abroad.

We were young when our father disappeared, I was 13 and he was 15 
years old. Our mother lived with us. Then our mother suffered a lot and 
she got sick. We took her to the doctors, but we couldn't save her. After 
some time, she got very tired. When our mother died, our uncle took care 
of us. Then, when our uncle also died, our cousin took care of us and gave 
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us food, water, he got us dressed, he washed us, everything. He took care 
of us. Uncle Haziri's son raised us, he gave us food and water. He didn't 
leave us in the street.

Even when our mother was alive, he took care of us. We lived together, 
we slept home, we were all family members, we all ate and drank there. 
My cousin made this house for us. We have two rooms, a bathroom and a 
corridor. He did not leave us in the streets, and he wasn't doing well 
himself either. But the most important thing is that took care of us. He 
never left us to suffer.

Now, we are doing fine, thanks to him. I have no problems with my 
cousins, they are trying to help me with the orphans. They help us during 
Ramadan, Eid or a holiday.

Hazyri suffered a lot together with us, and with our mother when she 
was alive. Hazyri took our mother all the time in hospitals, they visited 
different doctors, he provided for the needles, he has done everything he 
could. He tried hard to help her; he loved our mother very much. He has 
not separated us from his own children, he had seven children, and plus 
we were five. We all stayed together. He worked in Qabrat with garbage. 
He took care of us, he provided food and water for us. I am thankful to 
him.

Then I got married. I was young, I rushed a bit and I left them. I was 
staying in a rented house and the conditions were very bad. Sometimes I 
did not pay for the rent, and they would kick me out of the houses, and 
then I would go to another place and another place, and that's how I 
lived. My cousin helped us get married. Now I don't know what will 
happen, maybe God will open the way for us, to make a house, do 
something.

When my mother died, I felt very bad. She had a heart attack. I slapped 
her four, five times so that she wouldn't die, to return her soul. I was 
crying but nothing happened. My cousin Hazyri went together with my 
brother, and they took her to the hospital, where she passed away. Don't 
cry brother, things will get better. She had a heart attack at the hospital. I 
was with Hazyri's wife, her name is Valbona. They didn't tell me 
anything, I just remember when the doctors came near me. They put a 
needle in my arm to calm me down. Then, after some time I see that 
Hazyri is not feeling well, he came out crying. I asked him, “What's up? Is 
mother better?” He said, “Yes, she is better” and my mother had passed 
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away. He cried a lot when we were in the hospital. I started crying as 
well.

I didn't see our father when he left the house. He would leave the house 
early in the morning.

When we went out to look for my father, some people here from Gjakova 
caught me too. They were from Qabrat, I remember it very well. They 
took me to a big house, but I can't remember which house it was. They 
locked me in. They kept me locked for 24 hours. They were asking me, 
“tell us what have you done during the war. Did you kill anyone?” I told 
him, “I don't know anything. I'm a young boy.” They put in front of me 
some sticks, pistols and rifles.

I didn't know who they were, and I still don't know. They beat me up a 
lot. I was completely broken. They cut my hair, they kicked and punched 
me. After some time, they untied my hands. I asked help from Allah, and 
thanks to him, he gave me great strength and I escaped, I jumped from 
the third floor. It was an old house. I remember while I was escaping from 
Qabrat, an old man came to me, I don't know his name. He saw me 
covered in blood, and I fell to the ground, I couldn't stand anymore. The 
old man grabbed me, brought me inside, gave me water, took care of me, 
he was asking me questions and I didn't know what to say. I was scared. 
Then, Hazyri went out to search for me. I told that old man, “I want to go 
home.” I didn't even know how to explain that old man where I live 
because I was beaten up badly. I managed to come here to the house. 
When they saw me, I was all covered blood.

I didn't go to the hospital, and they wanted to take me there. They took 
me to the headquarters. I didn't know who those guys were, and I 
couldn't remember the house where they took me. They would ask me, 
“Do you know who those people were?”, I said, “No, I don't”. Then they 
said, “No, you know them, but you are afraid to tell.” and I said, “Why 
should I lie to you? An old man took me to his house when I ran away 
from them.” I know they took me to Qabrat.

I still don't know where they took me. I don't know because I was 
unconscious, I was in a very bad shape. I was trying to save myself, to 
escape from them so they wouldn't kill me and that's why I didn't 
remember anything. I remember when I was running that I was in 
Qabrat. I don't even remember the old man. He mentioned his name, but I 
was all beaten up: my face, all over my body. 
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They beat me with sticks, they threw me around, they beat me, they cut 
me. I was beaten very badly, very, very badly. I was unconscious. Plus, 
they cut my hair, they kicked me, they were even pissing on me. To be 
honest with you they did terrible things.

That old man kept me at his house for three hours, and I just wanted to 
leave. I was so much afraid that I thought that also the old man wants to 
kill me. His family members were wiping my blood. I was afraid of them. I 
was telling them, “Just let me go home.” They gave me a hood and a t-
shirt and said, “Let's take you home”. I didn't know where my house was 
and I escaped also from the old man.

I ran away and I came running home. Hazyri was at home, he asked, 
“What happened to you?” I told him what happened. It was a Monday 
when they took me. Hazyri took me immediately to the headquarter. He 
told them what happened, but I didn't know the place, and I didn't 
remember where it was.

It took him ten to fifteen days to get well again. I was in a very, very bad 
shape. His hands, body, legs, and face were all black from the beatings. 
We hardly managed to heal him.

They locked me in a very small room, not even two by three meters. There 
was nothing there and I was handcuffed. I was handcuffed with police 
handcuffs on the back and they tied my legs. I couldn't see who was 
coming in because it was dark, the lights were switched off, but I could 
hear when they came in. They were watching me.

If our father was alive at that time, he would come for you. He would 
have reported, he would have done something to come to me. I think that 
they killed him, I don't know. Those were dangerous times. Immediately 
after the liberation, it was a big mess. There was still no proper freedom. 
Now we go out, we walk, we work, we live. During those times it was not 
like now.

I would like to thank you very much for coming here. More or less, you 
have given us a good thing. I would like to find my father, dead or alive. 
At least his bones, so we would know that he died, and we would bury 
him. That's how I would know that I found him, to have something from 
him.
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I used to dream about him, but now I haven't 
dreamt of him for a long time. The last time I 

dreamt of him was after I put on the hijab this 
year. He appeared in front of me exactly how I see 

him in the photo. I saw him, I was in the room 
myself, he came and he hugged me so much that it 
seemed to me as if he was hugging me for real… I 

said, “Dad, can I hug you just one more time?”

“
”

Accounts of children's 
wartime experiences
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Marigona 
Preteni

Born in 1998, Marigona was just a baby 
the day paramilitary forces killed her 
uncle and took her father in an unknown 
direction. Everything she knows about 
him today, she has learned from her 
mother, her aunts, and her uncle. 
Already grown up and at the end of her 
studies, she recalls how she grew up all 
her life waiting for some news about her 
father's fate.
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Can I hug you just 
one more time?

I am Marigona Preteni. I live together with my mother Sheribane, my 
brother Fatos, his wife Qendresa, and my nephew Ferit. I was born in 
1998, in Mitrovica, on the north side of the city. Of course, it was not easy 
for my mother, especially because in the north more doctors were Serbs.
 
I grew up in Mitrovica. I don't remember the war; I only know what my 
uncle and what my mother told me. They told me stories about my father 
and what kind of person he was. My memories of him are only from the 
pictures.

My father named name and I was told that he was very excited to give me 
this name because Adem Jashari's family also had a daughter called 
Marigona. My parents thought of other names as well but my dad insisted 
to name me Marigona. After I was born, he visited me from the mountain. 
We lived for a short time in a neighborhood nearby where we live now.

Marigona Preteni
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I finished elementary school here. The school is called "Bedri Gjinaj". As a 
child, it was very difficult for me to adapt to new friends in elementary 
school because I was very sensitive. Especially when we would talk about 
my father.
 
I don't remember clearly the beginning of school, I only know that I went 
there together with my mother and they asked us about our parent's 
names, they asked us about our family members, nothing special. In the 
beginning, I didn't have many friends, because I was not a very sociable 
type of person, I stayed alone. I used to get hurt with whatever they 
would say, even if they wouldn't mean harm. Then, as I grew up and 
when our teacher was changed, I started understanding more and I kept 
more to myself.
 
My younger uncle often came to the school. Up until the fifth or sixth 
grade, they thought that he was my father because he took great care of 
us. My uncle lived with us until three years ago, so he stayed with us for 
18-19 years. He took care of us and he made sure we never miss any 
school classes. When we had parent meetings at school, my uncle would 
attend those meetings very often. He would come every two weeks and 
express his interest. My uncle worked as a teacher. Once he worked in 
village Bistrica, he taught mathematics, and for a year he worked in 
village Maxher as a teacher. Now he is unemployed. He lives together 
with his wife and he has a one-year-old daughter.
 
I finished the gymnasium in Mitrovica, in "Frank Bardhi". At the 
gymnasium, I had lots of friends, and most of them understood my 
situation. Most of the class also knew about my case. I had a good 
relationship with everybody, but I was closest with two friends. I am still 
in contact with these two friends. I am a little closer with one of them 
because he knows more about my life and my family. He came and 
socialized with my family. Nowadays we don't see each other often, since 
both of us are now busy with our own studies and work, but we still have 
a good relation. With the other friend, I still communicate through social 
networks. Sometimes I go out with her. Maybe I went out with her three 
or four times since we finished high school.
 
I am now in my second year of studying the English language at AAB. I 
don't have many friends. I socialize more with my family members. I 
spend more time with them. I always liked the English language and I 
learned it better since I am attending the faculty. I think that I will have 
more advantages by studying English. Both at work and in life. Maybe 
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after my studies, I will find a job at the government. Having a steady job 
gives you some safety.
 
My mother was always both our mother and father. She took good care of 
us during these 21 years. She suffered many difficulties because we didn't 
live in our house. We stayed in a house without an owner. We searched a 
lot, but we couldn't find any information about it. My mother tried hard, 
and she went to different associations, as much as she could. Other 
people helped us a lot, up until my brother grew up. Now he is working 
hard for us.
 
My brother, unlike me who would always cry whenever I got upset, he 
always kept his emotions to himself. He is a calm and wise person. He 
also finished the gymnasium but he didn't go to the university, because 
he wanted to work, to help his mother. For a year now he is in KSF. He 
lives with me, my mother, my sister-in-law, and my nephew. His wife is a 
very calm person and we have a great relationship, I think of her as my 
sister. My nephew is named after my father, and now I have the feeling as 
if I am growing up together with him. He is very smart, hyperactive, he 
never sits down.
 
I don't remember my older uncle so much, because seven or eight years 
have passed since he died. He was also a soldier and he was killed on the 
same day when my father disappeared. My second uncle lives in village 
Melenica.

My three aunts are still alive. I have very good relations with my aunts. 
Especially with the one that lives in Podujeva. She and my father had only 
two years difference in their age, and when I go to visit her, she tells me 
many things about my father. She talks about him non-stop. I have 
learned a lot about my father from her because my family, knowing how 
sensitive I am, didn't talk so much about him. I am very open with her 
and every time I go to visit her she tells me something new about my 
father.
 
I am very close with my mother's family, probably because we grew up in 
the same circle. Our uncles always took care of us, the aunts as well. I 
have an aunt in Germany, and she, whenever she had the opportunity, 
helped us a lot.

I usually do seasonal work during the summer, if I can find any. These last 
two years I worked, and with the salary I received, I paid for my 
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university. Two years ago I worked at the ETC market as a sales agent, 
but that didn't last long, maybe a month and a half. Last summer I 
worked as a cashier at an Aquapark which has opened by the lake. This 
year I also worked at the cashier, selling tickets. At the moment I am not 
working anywhere, so usually I work only during the season.
 
My father was born in village Melenica. He dealt with cattle and 
agriculture. During the war, we stayed in the mountains as well and I was 
told that he came to visit us from time to time. Whenever it was possible 
for him.

Until recently I thought that he was still alive and I waited for him. Now I 
don't know what to think. Sometimes I think that he is still alive, I still 
have hope. But if not, my greatest wish would be to find his bones and 
that would be enough for me.
 
As far as I know, my uncle was killed by paramilitary forces in the Tavnik 
neighborhood of Mitrovica, and my father was also abducted there. I 
don't know more than that, I don't have any specific information. I know 
only what my mother told me. Usually, my mother tells me more about 
the life they had and how happy they were with each other. They were 
like friends. I also know that, as they used to do it before the war, they 
got married with msit (wedding arranger). So, they didn't know each 
other up until the moment they got married.

I know that when I was in the fifth grade, I understood the fact that he is 
not among the living. I often read about missing persons and I listen to 
the news. I always hope that he will be found somewhere, either alive or 
dead.
 
I get sad very often for no reason. I find peace when I write. There are 
letters that I wrote which I have lost. I had many letters. Now I have just 
a few. I usually post them for anniversaries. During anniversaries, the 
whole family gathers and we first go to the memorial plaque where my 
uncle was killed, then we go to the cemetery in village Shipol, to the 
uncle's grave. After performing the cemetery ceremonies, we go to the 
village. We gather and socialize with all the aunts and my uncle.
 
I had an article I wrote last year when President Hashim Thaçi declared 
my father Hero of Kosovo:

"Hero of our hearts, even though I was six months old and I could not say 
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the prayer, God bless you. Today I extend my hands and heart to God, so 
that wherever you are, peace may be with you. I hug your photos and all 
the love accumulated all these years is hidden in my eyes. I don't consider 
myself to be alone, because you are the hero of my life. I thank God for 
the memories which exist, I am thankful for my mother which keeps fresh 
the memory of you. Today, you were declared a hero of Kosovo, and 
before that, in my cradle, where my mother shook me, you were always 
my hero". This is just a short piece I made. I have many other writings, 
which I can't find at the moment.
 
It's very difficult not knowing anything about your own father. When we 
go to visit my uncle's grave, I wish I knew at least where is my father's 
grave, where are his bones.

I used to dream about him, but now I haven't dreamt of him for a long 
time. The last time I dreamt of him was after I put on the hijab this year. 
He appeared in front of me exactly how I see him in the photo. I saw him, 
I was in the room myself, he came and he hugged me so much that it 
seemed to me as if he was hugging me for real. He told me, "I'm back, 
Marigona." He said, "You grew up." He said, "When I left, you were little." 
He said, “I am so proud of you, I'm proud of what kind of a girl you 
became. Even if I was around, I couldn't have educated you better” and I 
said, “Dad, can I hug you just one more time?”

But I couldn't do it. I don't remember anything else. I just know that it 
seemed so real to me.

Usually, in my dreams I see both my father and my uncle together. And 
when I wake up, I spend the entire day thinking, and then for another 
two or three days I think that everything will be fine, I think that one day 
we will find out about his fate. But no, every day continues the same.
I put on a hijab a year ago. I believe that everyone has the freedom to do 
whatever they want. And I feel free like this. I feel like myself, and I am 
happy to fulfill my obligation towards God.

I like to read a lot, usually novels. But the last book I read is not a novel. 
It's about Aisha, Radi Allahu Anhu. She tells stories about her life. It is 
very important for women to read that book.

I also like painting. It's not that I am good at it, I just relax when I paint. I 
paint whatever I feel like, I have no preferences. I also like to walk in the 
morning.
I always think that if I had a dad, I would feel safer. It's not that I am not 
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safe, but I would have stronger support. And Fatos always dreamt of 
becoming like him. Maybe now he managed to realize that dream. It 
would have been much easier for Fatos, for our mother, for all of us, if we 
had our father here beside us. If he would be here, first I would hug him a 
lot and then I would tell him about my life and the shortcomings I had 
while he was not here. I would tell him everything.

In the end, I don't have anything specific to say but I can just say that the 
state didn't support us much as a family of a martyr that we are. Almost 
nothing. So, our message to them is that they should do as much as 
possible for the families of the missing, and they should try harder to find 
out about the fate of the missing persons.
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… I remember it clearly; paramilitary forces came 
and they were wearing scarves and they had their 
faces painted. They hit my husband's uncle with a 

machine gun and also my son. My son lost his 
consciousness. I held my son in my hands. When 

the other van came, they took my son.

“
”

Accounts of children's 
wartime experiences
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Mursel and 
Shehrije
Veliu

Mursel and Shehrije got married in 1988. A 
year later they got married, and they got a 
son. Ironically, the firstborn child of Veliu 
family was named Gëzim, which means 
happiness in Albanian language, but he 
caused them so much sadness and grief.

In 1999, while the family was in a column 
of refugees leaving for Albania a Serb 
paramilitary hit him hard on the head with 
a rifle. The nine-year-old boy lost his 
consciousness.

Serbian soldiers wanted to put him in the 
van and take him for medical treatment. At 
that time, his father was in Slovenia where 
he worked in order to support his family. 
The boy's mother had three other children 
with her in the column of refugees. So, the 
boy's aunt went together with him to the 
van. After much trouble, Gëzim and his 
aunt finally arrived in the hospital of 
Prishtina.

Hijacked Childhoods
Accounts of children's wartime experiences
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When I woke up, 
the boy was not there 

My name is Mursel and I was born on May 1st, 1964, and I am a 
mechanical engineer by profession. I was born in village Polac, to father 
Hazir and mother Shehide. I have four children, with Gëzim there were 
five. I don't have a brother but I have four sisters, and they are all 
married.

We had average living conditions, more or less like everyone else at the 
time. We grew up together, in a not-so-good economic situation. I 
finished primary school in village Polac, high school in Skenderaj and then 
I attended my studies in Mitrovica. All of my sisters finished secondary 
school except for my eldest sister, she finished only primary school.

My father was a manual worker in a brick and block factory in Skenderaj. 
My mother was a housewife, she has helped us, raised us and prepared us 
for life. Our family relationships were very good, they took good care of 
us and they always helped us.

Mursel Veliu
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When we were younger, we would usually go to school in the morning or 
in the afternoon. As children, we took care of the cattle in the morning, 
and in the afternoon, we went to school. When I was a child, I really liked 
to work the land. However, when I grew up, I changed my interests and I 
oriented myself towards technical high school.

I went to high school in Skenderaj by bus, but very often I went there by 
walking. Such were the circumstances then; we would walk all the way 
and then we would come back together with my friends. Afterwards I 
enrolled in the Higher Technical School, Machinery Management in 
Mitrovica, in '85 / '86. I finished it on time, and I immediately got a job. As 
a student, I lived in Mitrovica for a while, because I had to cooperate with 
my fellow university colleagues, so we lived there.

In those years, as I was growing up, I started understanding more about 
the political situation. The situation was not good. We had many 
obstacles; it was difficult for us to work or attend studies. My father 
helped me with my education, but he couldn't do much so we both had to 
work in order for me to get educated.

I got engaged to my wife according to old traditions with a msit (wedding 
arranger). I got married on October 9th, 1988, one year after I graduated 
from university. We got married in the traditional way, as people did at 
that time, lots of family members with cars going to pick up the bride. At 
that time the wedding ceremonies were simple and good.

Gëzim was born on September 26th 1989 in the hospital of Skenderaj. We 
were very happy; it was our first child. Gëzim was a very good child, he 
was very smart. He was in the fourth grade at that time. He was nine and 
a half years old when he was killed. He was an excellent student. Every 
time he went out of the house during the war, he carried his school bag 
in his arm. He was a very talented pupil. 

Two years after Gëzim, Edona was born. She was a very capable girl; she 
was a very good pupil as well. They had a great relationship with Gëzim. 
They played together and they went to school together. Two years after 
Edona we got Qendrim.

Qendrim studied physical education at university but then he changed his 
mind and started learning about electric installations. He considered that 
there is no perspective with that university degree. At the employment 
center people with Master's degrees were waiting for seven or eight years 
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for a job and so he decided to leave the university even though he was a 
very good student. Now he works with electric installations.

Two years after Qendrim, in 1995, Mërgim was born. Mërgim works with 
water installations. He has completed a course for that profession. Our 
youngest child is Bleona, who was born in 2000. She is very talented. She 
is a good student. From first grade until high school, she never had a bad 
grade. Now she is attending the third year at university and her average 
grade is 9.7. So, she has only one or two 9s.

War started early for us. The situation before the war was almost more 
difficult than the war with our enemy. We have experienced many serious 
things, people were fired from their jobs, people were getting killed here 
and there. So, in '97 I was forced to leave and go to Slovenia. My wife and 
children experienced the war more than I did. Up until 1997 I can tell you 
about demonstrations and people being expelled from their jobs and also 
on March 5-7 of 1998, when the attacks against the Jasharis took place, I 
was here and I experienced it myself. However, my wife and children 
experienced the war and they experienced being expelled from our house.

When the Jashari family was attacked, we were in the houses and we 
could hear some movements, we could hear that we were being 
surrounded, that we were under surveillance. They mostly examined the 
part where the highest resistance was coming from, at Jashari's place. 
They were the main focus, the Jasharaj neighborhood and Prekaz in 
general. We lived close to them. It was a very difficult moment; it was a 
state of war. Everyone knows what kind of resistance they have put up.

When the following attacks took place, I was no longer there. For 
economic reasons, I had to return to work in Ljubljana in order to take 
care of my family. Therefore, my family, parents, sisters and children have 
experienced the war much more than I did. They were expelled from their 
houses.

When they started entering our neighborhood, my family got separated 
once or twice. Once my father and mother went to Drenas, and the 
children stayed here in Mitrovica. In the beginning, when they left the 
house, they went to Vushtrri and they stayed there for three weeks. 
Actually, they stayed in Vushtrri after Gëzim was killed.

When they were expelled, the children together with my wife and sister 
went to Mitrovica and they stayed at my uncle's place. Then, they were 
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forced to leave again and many residents from Mitrovica were kicked out 
in the streets and they were ordered to go to Albania. For two days and 
two nights they travelled with a little rest. My wife with children, my 
sister, and my uncle with his family were all going towards village 
Gremnik. They spent one night in Gremnik, and the next day they 
continued going towards Albania. Then suddenly a van full of Serbian 
paramilitaries stopped in front of them and didn't let them continue but 
they ordered them to return to the crowd.

My uncle was walking in front and my wife and children were walking in 
the crowd of people. When they stopped at a police cordon, a police 
officer tried to hit my uncle with a rifle buttstick. However, my uncle 
moved away and the police officer hit my son who was behind my uncle. 
My son was hit with a rifle behind his ear, and he immediately fell down 
on the ground. My son lost his consciousness, he was laying there and the 
other people continued walking. My wife, my sister and the children 
stayed behind with my son.

Those paramilitaries left and then another van came with some other 
Serbian paramilitaries. This is what my sister and my wife have told me. 
When the other van came, they said, “If you tell anybody what happened 
here, we will slay all of you. You have to say that you don't know what 
happened here. You can't tell anybody who hit the kid.” and then they 
took my son away. The biggest problem was that somebody had to go 
with them. My wife had three other children with her, Qëndrimi, Edona 
and Mërgim. So, my sister went with Gëzim.

From there they took him to Klina e Begut to see a doctor. The boy was 
unconscious almost all the time. My sister told me that she was left in the 
corridor with a soldier or two, and the child was sent inside the room. 
Then they took an ambulance and took them to Peja. The driver of the 
ambulance was a Serbian civilian. They kept him in Peja for an hour and 
then they said they wanted to take him to Prishtina. When they came to 
Prishtina, my sister didn't even know which department they took them 
to. "He was unconscious all the time", she told me.   
   
My son lived only three more days. There were very few patients at the 
hospital, but the same case happened to another child who was of a 
similar age. There was a woman with that child. They stayed together 
with them. "On the third day," said my sister, "it seemed to me that 
Gezim was opening his eyes." There were not many doctor visits. They 
didn't check him much. They just stayed there.
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My sister says, "He was opening his eyes, I think he was getting better. I 
was happy. Sometime at around half past nine in the evening I fell asleep. 
I don't know how much I slept, maybe about twenty minutes or half an 
hour. But when I woke up, the boy was not there." she said. "I went out 
screaming, 'Where is he?' They were saying, 'We don't know'. The 
corridors were full of soldiers. Some were saying 'He is dead'. 'How come? 
He was fine, he was opening his eyes." My sister told me, “He died and I 
didn't see him dying. Before I fell asleep, he would open up his eyes'' she 
said. "I don't know where they've taken him" she says.

Also, the other child which was in the hospital died. My sister was forced 
to put on hospital pajamas, because it was dangerous. She had to dress 
up as a patient in the hospital together with the other woman during 
those nights while she stayed in the hospital. The other woman stayed 
alone. It was dangerous for both of them.

My sister then left Pristina by bus and she went to Vushtrri. There were 
very few people, only the army and police were moving around. "I went 
from Vushtrri", she said, "by another bus, to Mitrovica. I was sitting on 
the bus, when the police took me off the bus." She went to the bus station 
and they didn't harass her anymore, she said. Then from the bus station 
she went to our uncle's place who lived on the road to Vakanica.

I returned from Slovenia in 2002. We didn't know where to look for our 
son. There were no records in the hospital. UNMIK came in 2004 and they 
took our DNA; they took DNA samples from the children, my wife, me and 
then some people from UNMIK in Pristina called us and informed us that 
they found Gezim's remains. I couldn't go. I had no heart. So, my father 
went to Rahovec where they were located in a morgue. "It was like a 
tent," my father told me, “There were several corpses there." Our 
municipality provided a vehicle and they went there.

 I think that in the Drenica district, the third or the fourth body which 
was found was Gezim's body. Many people participated in the ceremony 
when we buried him.

They gave us some papers but there was no information in those papers. 
For four years we didn't even know where Gezim was buried. I found out 
all this after four months, they didn't tell me anything at that time. We 
don't even know who were those people who killed my son. Maybe 
someone in that crowd of people knew them, but the case was never 
investigated. There was no attempt by the state or UNMIK, EULEX or 
KFOR to identify those persons.
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It was very difficult. I wish someone would do something about this 
issue. Maybe they would find out who were the people who did this. Who 
were the ones that killed children? Maybe someone would recognize 
them. But they had their faces painted. I don't know what else to say.
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I will not 
leave him alone

I am Shehrie Veliu, I was born in 1973 in the village Rezalla. My maiden 
name is Zabeli. My father worked in a factory; he was a simple worker. My 
mother was a housewife. We were six brothers and three sisters. I have a 
sister who is married and she lives in Slovenia, the second sister is in 
Prishtina and she works as a hairdresser. One of my brothers is in Austria, 
one is in Sweden, and one is in Germany, and three other brothers are 
here; one works in Prishtina, one in Skenderaj. I attended primary school 
until the fifth grade. I got married when I was 15 years old, because the 
times were different then.

My first child was Gëzim, and then we had Edona, Qëndrim, Mërgim and 
Bleona. I remember very well when the war started at Jashari's place. We 
were at home eating breakfast, when someone said, "They came now also 
in these parts" and we decided to escape. We had no idea where we were 
going. Some of my children were at the place where the war started in the 

Shehrije Veliu
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Jashari neighborhood. The other children were here, I myself was 
elsewhere with my in-laws. Then two days later we all gathered in 
Vushtrri.

Except for my husband who was in Slovenia and one sister-in-law the 
whole family gathered at that place. Gëzim came and they told him at 
school, "Their forces came at the factory, war will start tomorrow" and he 
started crying. I told him, "Come on, eat something." He said, "No, I don't 
want anything, because the war is about to start." When my father-in-law 
came, he said, "We have to remove the children, we have to save them." 
My younger sister-in-law and I went to my husband's uncle in Mitrovica. 
My son was very upset. They told him on the bus, "They will take your 
mother, they will take everyone who doesn't have an ID card".

We left from the uncle's house and we went to village Shipol where we 
stayed at my cousin's house. But then the column of people was formed 
and we were forced out from there. We started walking towards Albania, 
and just before we reached Gjakova they told us that we have to go to 
Igremnik, some village there. We walked for four days and four nights. 
My sister-in-law and my husband's uncles were with me. Also, my 
children: Gezim, Edona, Qendrim and Mergim.

While we were walking, they would come out from their vehicles and 
with machine guns and by waving knives they would say, "We are going 
to chop your heads off". We walked until village Vojtesh which was on 
the half of the road. We spent the night there and then we left for Runik 
and Gjurakovc. It took us four days and four nights. There they took our 
jewelry. Then they returned us on this side but one day before leaving, I 
remember it clearly, paramilitary forces came and they were wearing 
scarves and they had their faces painted. They hit my husband's uncle 
with a machine gun and also my son. My son lost his consciousness. I 
held my son in my hands. When the other van came, they took my son. 
My sisters-in-law went with them. She said, "I will not leave him alone." I 
stayed with the other children.

They took them to Klina, Peja, and then to Prishtina in the hospital. We 
went to our house, first here and then to Mitrovica. We stayed there for a 
night or two, and then they forced us out from Prekaz again. My children 
were crying, all three of them, I didn't know what to do with them. The 
grenades flew over our heads, we were thinking that it's just a matter of 
time when we will be hit. We finally came to Prekaz. We stayed there for 
a week or more than a week.
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I didn't know anything about Gëzim until my sister-in-law arrived in 
Prekaz after a week. She just said that my son has died, nothing else. Now 
after many years she tells me bits and pieces because then I was in a very 
bad condition.

After a week we went to Klina, we stayed there for another week or two 
and then they sent us back to Skenderaj. They didn't let us go out in 
Albania.

After everything ended, we started looking for the boy. In Prishtina they 
were telling us, "He is not here". My father-in-law searched for him the 
most. My husband didn't know anything about him for four months 
because we didn't tell him. Then, in October, four or five months later 
they called us and they took our DNA, including the children's. The 
children were afraid when they came to get our DNA. When they called 
me, I was in a very bad condition. We were waiting all the time for some 
news, and I thought to myself, "I will lose my mind." I only prayed to God, 
because I couldn't do anything else.

Then in 2004 the people from UNMIK called us. They called me. We were 
in Mitrovica after the war, we stayed in the house of a gypsy because we 
had nowhere else to go. "We found the body", they told me. My husband 
couldn't go, so my father-in-law went. They gave us some papers. The 
bones were in a bag. We buried him at the graveyard. We didn't look at 
the bones because five years have passed. This was in 2004.
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Mursel and 
Shehrije Veliu  
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Hijacked
Childhoods

Accounts of children’s
wartime experiences
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When your mother and father die, it's great pain, 
but in time the wound heals itself. And, when your 

child dies, maybe at the moment it is a small 
wound, but it keeps on growing all your life. You 
see their friends growing up and it's very hard. 

Some of her friends graduated from the university 
and became professors…

“
”

Accounts of children's 
wartime experiences
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Mursel 
and 
Bahrie 
Gashi

Mursel Gashi, a former KLA soldier, and 
his wife Bahria complement each other 
in the story they tell about the murder of 
their minor daughter, Vlora, who was 
murdered together with her 
grandmother while they were running 
away from home in a tractor-trailer 
during wartime. "When my mother and 
father died, it felt a great pain, but in 
time the wound healed by itself. But 
when my child died, the wound grew 
bigger and bigger", says Mursel. My 
wound grows when I see her friends as 
they grow up, as they get employed, 
create families, adds Bahria, and 
especially when I see them on the street, 
they cry and run towards me and they 
hug me with both hands.
 

Hijacked Childhoods
Accounts of children's wartime experiences
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Let them kill me, 
I want to be a martyr 

Bahrie: My name is Bahrie Gashi and I was born in Suhareka. Besides my 
father and mother, in my family we are four brothers and four sisters. I 
went to primary school until the third grade, and then I stopped going to 
school. My father was a farmer. Some of my siblings continued attending 
school, and others went to work. Some have gone to work in foreign 
countries. Life is like that. I got married here in the village Reshtan to 
Mursel Gashi. It used to be very good here, he had a big family, but the 
war left us completely burned, completely broken. 
 
Mursel: I am Mursel Gashi, from village Reshtan, and I was born on 
September 8th, 1956, in a family with a father, mother, and eight 
brothers. My parents didn't have a daughter. We were a poor family. I 
finished primary school in Suhareka and high school in electrical 
engineering in Prizren. In '74, as an 18-year-old, I got employed in the 

Mursel and Bahrie Gashi
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"Balkan" factory in Suhareka. They had good salaries. I worked until the 
'90s when the occupier fired all the Albanians. Up until '99, I was 
unemployed and I stayed at home. After the war, I continued working 
there for six years. We were a big family. There were eight sisters-in-law 
and many children in our family. We were 50 family members in total. 
 
After we started working, we helped our father financially because he 
only had a pension. My father was old. My brother went to Germany in 
the '70s, but he returned in '74. In '80 he went to work in Switzerland. 
Then we started doing very well. We lived in a house in the lower part of 
the village. We bought this piece of land, and we built eight houses for 
eight brothers. We always had a good relationship among us. My eldest 
brother, who was in Switzerland, has now died. The second brother was 
killed during the war, one day before my daughter was killed. I am the 
third brother. The fourth brother died from a heart attack, the fifth and 
the sixth brother are living in Switzerland. The seventh brother is living 
here and the eighth brother is a police officer in Suhareka. 
 
As for school, I finished elementary school here in the '70s. In '71 I went 
to Prizren to school and at that time my brother had already gone to 
Germany, but the salaries in Germany were small so we didn't have 
enough money. It happened often that the bus conductor would kick me 
and my brother off the bus, because we didn't have tickets, and then we 
had to walk back home on foot. 
 
After I finished high school, I enrolled in university and after some time I 
was contacted by people from the "Balkans" factory and I immediately 
started working. I received a good salary, and I was able to support my 
family. 

Before we got married my wife used to live near our house, she lived 
maybe a kilometer away from me. Their fields were close to the Suhareka 
graveyard. She traveled every day together with her father and they 
passed nearby our house. My eldest brother once told me, "Let's send a 
msit (wedding arranger) for you. She seems to be a good girl, she is 
helping her father." They worked as farmers at that time. 
 
The wedding arranger was my wife's cousin who went there to talk to 
them on our behalf and they told him, "We agree with the proposal 
because he seems to be a good boy, and we also heard that he started 
working in the 'Balkans'". At that time 'Balkans' factory had a very good 
reputation. At that time if you were a teacher or if you worked for 
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“Balkans” you had no problems getting married.  
Two special scarves were brought to me that day, one from Suzum and 
the other from Suhareka. They told me, "You have to choose one." I said, "I 
will choose the one that arrived first," They said, "The one from Suhareka 
arrived first" and I said, "I pick that one". 
 
I got married in '79. It was a very big wedding. My family members 
walked on foot from our house until her house because it wasn't far. 
There was also a horse-drawn carriage for us. 
The entire village attended the wedding because at that time our village 
was small. It was really good then; I think it was better than now. 
 
I have four children now. They are excellent, they are good children. My 
son works as a manager in a company, my daughter is in Germany, the 
other daughter works in the Municipal Assembly, she has completed the 
faculty of law. My other son has a degree in economics. Also, my 
daughter-in-law is educated. My son went to Germany for about three 
years as a student, and his work manager asked him, "When you finish 
the university, will you come back?" My son said, "Well, I will try to come 
back." And now he is living here. He also brought his wife here, she is 
German, she has now given birth to a daughter. 
 
When my wife gave birth to our first child, the child lived for only two 
weeks, and then she died. She was a girl. A year later, in 1981, Leonora 
was born in Germany. She was treated like a princess, not only by us but 
by everybody. Wherever I went, I carried her in my hands. The whole 
village knew her. They still ask us about her. 

At that time, we didn't have modernized toys, but there were some 
children's toys that were made by the carpenter. In village Samadrexhë, I 
made her a single wheel toy and she played with it all day long on the 
village road. 
 
Our second child was Liridon who was born in '84. The third child was 
Liridon because the baby that died was our first child. After two 
daughters, we got a son and it was an indescribable joy. After Liridon, 
Albulena was born. To be honest with you, when she was born I was not 
even at home. I went to buy a truck in Serbia, and I stayed there for two 
or three nights because at that time we had a lot of money. He bought it 
brand new from the factory. Then I went together with my friend Gafurr 
to exchange francs in Serbia. When I came back home, they told me, "You 
have a daughter." And to tell you the truth I was happy but at the same 
time I was not happy. He was happier for the truck. 
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Even my daughter says, "Dad, you were not happy when I was born." She 
went to school, she finished school and she is now a very capable woman. 

After Albulena, Vlora was born. Vlora was born in 89'. At that time we 
and the miners from the "Balkans" were on strike. For seven days I didn't 
come home at all. When my older brother took my wife to Prizren to give 
birth, he called me from the hospital, I remember telling him "I hope that 
she will give birth and that they will be fine, but I can't get out from 
here". 

He couldn't get out from the protest. This is the fate of Kosovo. This was 
our fate. 
 
Vlora was a very smart child, and when I enrolled her in the first grade … 
she was six years old … I went to school, and teacher Sadiku told me, 
"Vlora is very intelligent, I am surprised by her every question". The 
teacher asked her, "What will you become when you grow up?" She said, 
"I will be a Doctor because when my father and mother grow old, I will 
take care of them." That was two or three days after she started going to 
school. 
 
What is more interesting, when the war broke out, from March and 
onwards, I went through Drenica to see how things are going. On the 8th 
of June, we came here to the village, right here at the guest room where 
the house was burned. I left Vlora with her uncle, and she started 
learning the Serbian language by watching television. When I came back 
after about three months, she told me, "Dad, I learned the Serbian 
language from TV. If the police ask me at school, 'Who is your father?' I 
will say that I am the daughter of Xhevdet Kuci – my uncle's daughter – 
because if I say that I am the daughter of Mursel Gashi they will kill me”. 
Her uncle was in Germany, and she thought that they won't do anything 
to her. Because she was coming from Suhareka to school. She would read 
every day the newspaper, and then she would go to school. Sometimes 
she would stay until two in the morning watching TV. Whatever she 
didn't understand, she would write it down. 
 
Bahrie: Children still have a good relationship among themselves. 
Whenever the boys get together they immediately call the sisters. They 
contact them all the time. They all loved Vlora. 

My mother-in-law took Vlora, and it was their fate to get killed together, 
because she could have taken the eldest daughter, or she could have 
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taken the daughter of her sons, and not my daughter. But she didn't go 
anywhere without Vlora. "I want to take Vlora with me," she said. I asked, 
"Why Vlora" and I started crying. I told the girl, "Go with your 
grandmother because I feel sorry for her." My mother was 60-years-old 
but she was a lady. I put a dress on my daughter, I hugged her and I told 
her goodbye. When they left, on the way they met her teacher on the 
road and her teacher told her, "Vlora you should stay, don't go!" and Vlora 
started crying because her teacher loved her very much. She wrote many 
poems, she loved writing, all by herself. 
 
My sister-in-law from Peja told me, "She is so smart” Also her son was an 
excellent pupil but she was saying, "Your daughter is much smarter than 
my son." My daughter sometimes spoke like an adult. Such is life. 

She would always draw, and study, she stayed all the time in the room, 
she didn't play much with the other children. 
 
Mursel: Sketch at the school… We have recorded the sketch at school, 
where she acted like an old woman, but we never watch it. We rarely 
watch it. We have all the tapes. We even took a tape when we were in 
Germany. We couldn't watch anymore the first sketch she made at school.  
Her teacher brings flowers to her grave every year.  

During the war, I stayed at my family's house, while my husband was in 
the mountains, and my daughter was saying, "Mom, I want to go to 
school" and I told her, "No my dear, Dad is at war, there will be enough 
time for school if things get better." And two of my daughters went to 
school, Vlora and Albulena, they enrolled themselves in school. They were 
surprised at how smart they were. 
 
Her teacher asked her, "Who was your teacher?". She said, "Teacher Sadik 
from Suhareka." And when that teacher met Sadik, he said, "I am a very 
old teacher and I have had many pupils, but I have never seen such a 
smart pupil." and Sadik replied, "Aaa, Vlora is my deputy".  

Then sometimes he would come to see my daughter and he would say, 
“Don't let her go to Reshtan. The police are at the bridge, don't let her go 
there. If anything happens to her, you will be responsible." 
 
Bahrie: The next day I woke up, I was working with a machine we had 
and I was holding the children's clothes in my hand, and I started crying. 
She was getting ready to go to school and she said, "Mom, I read the 
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newspaper and I am taking it to aunt Vala and then I am going to 
Reshtan". I said, "Daddy told me yesterday, 'Don't let the girl go to school.' 
and she said, "Oh mom, let them kill me. I want to become a martyr” and 
then I started crying even more. She got ready, for days I accompanied 
her, she would come and go, and she would say, "I don't care even if I die. 
Dad is at war and I will not leave my teacher and my school friends, if 
they want to kill me - let them kill me.” So, she stayed with my mother 
and they both got killed. 
 
My mother came back together with my daughter. "Let's go back to the 
house," she said since they were very close, but they couldn't get out 
anymore because of the police and they stayed there. When Gafurr's 
house in Suhareka was set on fire they got scared and they wanted to 
come back. They found the brother there because they thought that he 
died. They all got on the tractor, it was full of clothes, they got on it and 
then in village Peqan they were shot and killed. They were killed in front 
of my uncle's house. As soon as they entered, police were there or special 
forces or whatever they were, and they killed my mother and my 
daughter who were on the tractor. My brother ran away, he jumped off. It 
was nighttime. When this happened he went to the KLA. 
 
Then we left, but we came back again because I didn't want to go to 
Albania either. My youngest son was six years old. I left together with my 
family, and then for three months I didn't know where we were or if 
anyone had survived. I didn't know anything for three months. But I 
thought that my husband would not survive. We knew that he was in 
Pagarusha, but we didn't know if he was alive. Three months later, my 
husband came back, he took us and we came here. Everything was 
burned and our house was destroyed. But we were dealing with what 
happened to our daughter and we didn't think so much about the house 
and other things. There was a mattress in the house and the children 
were sensitive, they were not used to sleep like that. They didn't like 
what the aid organizations were giving and also the clothes that we 
received didn't fit them.  
 
Liridon was caught by the police driving a tractor in a nearby village. 
They asked for money from him and he said: "I don't have any". The 
woman that has given him the tractor, took out 100 marks and tried 
giving it to the police officer. The police officer started cursing at my son, 
“A 100 marks? I want more money!” He said, "But, I don't have any more 
money" and then my son told us, "He insulted me and kicked me, and 
then he pulled out his machine gun to kill me". Then he said, "Someone 
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called him to go somewhere and he threw me in the mud, and he didn't 
take that money at all." 
 
I left with my family members and I left my son and husband here. My 
husband had a ring and he gave it to our son, just in case, because we had 
no money during the war. We were building our house. He was insisting, 
"I want to stay in the war, to fight." 
 
And when we went to Kukës, my son almost went crazy when he saw my 
husband's friends from Prizren, Bexhet, and Miftar, who used to work in 
the municipality. My son asked them, "Where is my father ?!" And they 
said, "We don't know anything about your dad."  
We spent that night in the mosque and my son was scared, he would talk 
while sleeping, "Where is Vlora, where is Vlora?". And I would tell him, 
"We will find her now". 
 
Then we went to Vlora in Albania, where we stayed for three months 
there together with the children. My brother-in-law went to Germany, 
and he was telling me, "Come to Germany". Some of my family members 
were in Switzerland. I said, "I will not leave my husband behind, my 
daughter died there, I want to return to Kosovo, even if I get killed I will 
not go abroad without my husband and my daughter". I thought that I 
would find my daughter when we get back. 
 
My eldest daughter is very sensitive. She finished high school, but we 
couldn't afford to send her to university. She used to say, "Mom, I hope 
that she died because if she survived then she must have gone crazy, it's 
not worth living like that because she is very sensitive." I said, "No, I want 
to see her", but I never saw her again. At the house only one carpet was 
left there, the washing machine and other things were stolen. 
 
I used to wake up during the night. My husband was not only a friend but 
much more than a friend. I would wake up at night, and I was looking for 
my daughter, I got used to having her close to me. 
 
One day, my son Ilir woke up and went to search for Vlora to find where 
she is. He was 16 years old. When we got up in the morning, the boy was 
not there. We were looking at the nearby houses, they were all burned 
down. We went to the graveyard, but he was not there. It was already 
eleven o'clock. I was upset that we couldn't find the boy, I was afraid that 
I would lose another child. When it was noon, or maybe one o'clock, he 
came back. He was crying and he said, "I went to the house of your uncle 
in village Peqan, mother Ije and Vlora were killed there". 
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My daughter was found about a month after we returned. They found her 
after the burial ceremony for Mursel's brother. Many people attended that 
ceremony. They found my daughter at Suhareka graveyard. They were 
killed in Peqan and they were buried there. They found her together with 
my mother's body. 
 
Mursel: My brother, who was killed on the 25th, and my daughter who 
was killed on the 26th, were together. They knew that she was my 
daughter, the Serbs from the village knew her. They knew them. I don't 
know who killed them, it was nighttime. They dug up the graves of my 
mother and my daughter in Peqan and the graves stayed open until late. 
 
After the war, there was a Gorani who lived here and he knew everyone 
who was killed and he knew who killed them. We asked him, and he told 
me, "Your brother and your daughter are in this place." I saw the graves, 
but I didn't go there, on June 12, the next day I went to the graves. But I 
didn't tell my family anything. 
 
Bahrie: He didn't tell us anything. We were going to Suhareka, he didn't 
take me there but he took me on this side. I said, "Why aren't we going 
this way, towards the basement?" Because I didn't want to look in that 
way. He said, "No, it's better if we use this shortcut." Afterward, I told 
him, "So, you have known all along where the bodies are", "Yes," he said, 
"I knew". 
 
Mursel: On June 8th, the army entered our village and I was the chairman 
of the Democratic League, the Suhareka, and Reshtan branch. I said to 
myself, the party is down. We went to the mountains, we stayed here 
until August 23rd when the first offensive in Reshtan started. He didn't 
take them to his brother's house, but they were stationed at our house. 
 
Three martyrs died, right here was the station, the sniper, a soldier, was 
in this house, and behind the houses, we had our trench. The one who 
ran away went out from the window, but they killed him. On the 23rd of 
August, three martyrs died here, we left and on the 24th we came back 
for the bodies and we didn't come here anymore up until June 12th. 
 
I found out about my daughter immediately that night. On August 26th, 
at two o'clock, we were in Semeti, because on the 24th NATO bombarded. 
On the 25th my brother was killed, and on the 26th my brother-in-law 
came, my wife's brother, and he told us that the Serbs are in Peqan and 
we were in Semeti, so we were very close to each other. The Serbs were 
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maybe 500 meters away from us, also additional 100 meters because of 
the terrain. While we were there I heard someone shout, "I am Muhamet 
from Suhareka!" He was shouting so we wouldn't kill him. He came and 
said, "They killed my mother and Vlora." He said, “I was coming with a 
tractor, together with my mother and Vlora. I hope that we will survive, 
but they were killed, that is what happened". 
 
On the 27th I wanted to go there. The police were there, I wanted to take 
three or four soldiers and to go and look, but my friends didn't let me. On 
28-29 we left for Drenica, because our position was breached. Malisheva 
station fell, and the Semetisht line didn't fall but they came from behind 
and we were forced to leave completely. We went to Drenica, stayed 
there for five or six days, and then we returned to Semetisht. Then I went 
and saw that place where they were killed. I saw a commotion. It was a 
terrible sight. The tractor was covered in blood, and all the clothes were 
taken by the people who returned. 
 
We were in Semetisht and my brother-in-law told me what happened that 
night, "They were shooting at the tractor, they didn't know who was 
there". He jumped from the tractor because the tractor was shot. The 
tractor and the trailer were full of bullet holes. They shot as much as they 
could. My son went there and he saw the tractor and he got very upset. 
He saw it after the war, and I saw the tractor during the war. It was full 
of bullets. There were some clothes on the ground, some pictures. They 
took the bodies immediately, after they killed them, they wanted to bury 
them in Peqan but someone told them, "Don't bury them here, because 
they will be recognized." My mother was recognized. And so, they buried 
them in Suhareka. As soon as I came to the graveyard, he immediately 
told me… He told them with numbers. I went there and I saw the graves. 
When we removed them, KFOR took them out, I was present, they invited 
me to go there. My brother's body was taken out and his body was 
preserved, he looked almost as if he was sleeping. He was there for two-
three months. They pulled out my daughter and she was wearing her 
clothes. 
 
Bahrie: He didn't tell me anything at all, but I could see it in my dreams. I 
said, "I saw Vlora, I spoke to Vlora". That day when they pulled them out 
from the graves, I saw a dream. I dreamt of pulling water from a well 
during the war. I was pulling with a bucket, not with a hydrophore. My 
daughter was telling me, "Mom, grab the bucket because the police are 
here, grab it before I let it go." I woke up. Then I cried all day long. 
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And my husband went there, they called him to go there but he didn't tell 
me. To be honest with you I wanted to see her. In the afternoon a 
neighbor from the village arrived and he told my husband. My husband 
went and saw them. When I heard about this I asked my husband, "Why 
didn't you call me, why didn't you let me see my daughter once more?". 
He didn't tell me anything, he never tells what he saw and what he heard, 
nothing.  
 
I saw her but it would have been better not to have seen her at all. My 
body trembles when I think about it. 
 
Sometimes when I see Vlora in my dreams I get very happy. Sometimes it 
seems to me like she is real. But I do not see her very often. Once I saw a 
dream of her, we were in Prishtina, at a market and she asked me, "Mom, 
I want some bread" and I was looking around and I couldn't find bread to 
give her. When I got up in the morning, I said to myself, I left my 
daughter without bread, and I cried and I cried. All day long I was sick. 
The next day my son said, "Let's go to Prizren, or Prishtina for a walk 
because I want to go together with you". And all the time I could neither 
eat nor drink because I was thinking of her. And then everyone got sad 
and they all started crying. "Until when," asked my son, "are we going to 
keep doing this?" I said to him, “What can I do, she came in my dreams. 
Maybe I was spending good times with you and she is not well.”  
 
I haven't seen her anymore but I would like to see her. Last winter, after 
the New Year I saw her. I saw her this year as well, but now I'm 
forgetting. We were somewhere together, but she disappeared, she was 
gone. Yes, I rarely see her, and I get upset when I see her and maybe 
that's why I don't see her anymore. If I would see her again, I would be 
very happy. 
 
Mursel: I sometimes dream of her but ... 

Bahrie: What do you see? Say something. He never tells me anything… 

Mursel: In '90, we had two classes at school, and at the initiative of my 
older brother, we decided to enlarge the school building and to make two 
more classes, and we had a meeting to talk about expanding the school a 
little, because there were many students, and there was not enough space 
anymore. In the beginning, nobody was giving money and my brother 
said to me, “You start first! Someone will give money, others will not but 
we will finish the school." We made two additional classes, and when the 
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village noticed that we were serious they helped us. In '94 we built a two-
story school, and in '95 my daughter went to the first grade. Sometimes I 
dream of her telling the other children, "My dad has built this school". I 
have this dream because I heard her with my ears saying this to the other 
children. 
 
Bahrie: Thank God the grave is far in the village because if it was close, I 
would uncover her just so I could see her. It's good that she is far. 
 
Mursel: Also, my mother-in-law was there in another grave. She was 
reburied later. KFOR pulled out my daughter and my brother, and we 
buried them here in the village. My family members wanted to keep her 
there with my mother, but my husband didn't allow it. Here are 28 
victims. We have fixed the graves for the victims. We also have the 
martyr's memorial. 

Bahrie: My mother was buried in Suhareka. In a family graveyard. My 
family members said, “We can fix the graves of our mother and your 
daughter”. But my husband didn't allow it. My mother was taken out of 
her grave twice, after my family members buried her, the commission 
took her out for examination. They took her out and they sent her to 
Rahovec. My brother came from Germany and he went to see her. I asked 
him, "Why didn't you take me too?" He said, “I can take you, but it's 
difficult to see her like that. It's better not to see her like that", and so I 
decided not to go and see her. 
 
I have not seen Vlora since that night. It's very hard for me, but I have to 
get over it. Many times, I got so upset I would get sick, and when I would 
get better, I would say to myself, "I'm not going to worry anymore, what 
did I gain from all that worrying? Nothing at all." And now there are 
children in our family and we have daughters-in-law and we are having a 
good time. 
 
When your mother and father die, it's great pain, but in time the wound 
heals itself. And, when your child dies, maybe at the moment it is a small 
wound, but it keeps on growing all your life. You see their friends 
growing up and it's very hard. Some of her friends graduated from the 
university and became professors. They became someone. 
 
War got her. When we went on that side, she said, "I want to pour some 
water". Whenever I would pour water they wouldn't shoot, and when she 
would go out herself, they would shoot. When she came inside she said, 
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"Mom they shot at me." When I went out, they would stop shooting, 
maybe it was our fate from God. I always wondered, "Why aren't they 
shooting at me?" Snipers! 
 
When the reburial took place, there was organization. There are tapes 
and everything was recorded. We have the tape, the road was full of 
people until the graves. People came from other villages, and everybody 
from our village was there, also the pupils attended. The line of people 
was from here, everybody from the school attended. The children recited, 
and there were many wreaths. The son of my brother-in-law recorded 
everything, we have the tapes. 
 
During the war, we stayed with my mother for two weeks at my uncle's 
house, right where they were killed. My older uncle said, “My, oh my, 
what a great person Vlora was. The pupils were crying and her friends 
were reciting". I said, "Yes, uncle, we didn't know her value". She was very 
smart, they all knew her. He said, "I have never seen a burial ceremony 
like that one." And her friends, as Mursel was saying, some became 
doctors and others are working, they have jobs. It's a pity. When I see 
them on the street, they cry and hug me, they hug me using both hands. 
Some of them I don't even recognize anymore, because they have 
changed. They tell me, "I am Vlora's friend". It was our fate from God to 
lose our daughter by the hand of Serbs. 
 
Even Liridoni was in danger and I thought that we would never see him 
again. Every time my son went to Pagarusha I started crying. I thought to 
myself, “They will kill him”. Luckily we went to Albania because 
otherwise we would have been killed, in an hour they would destroy all of 
us. But some survived, others didn't, there is nothing we can do about it. I 
was sad and upset and some old women would come to see and they 
would tell me, "You have to find forgiveness because it was wartime, 
don't worry so much!" But every child has their place. Sometimes I lose 
my mind. I get upset so much; I get completely blocked. 
 
My husband takes care of me. "Where do you want me to take you, do you 
want to go out?" My husband saved me, otherwise, I would have gone 
crazy. He would call me from Prizren, while at work, "My dear, don't cook 
anything today. Wait for me and I will take you to Prizren for a walk". He 
would take me out, so I wouldn't stay home alone. He took good care of 
me, I will never forget it. We went through our sadness together. Today, 
he is ready to take me anywhere I want but I don't want to spend too 
much money. This year we went twice to the seaside. He says, “We 
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should go again!” and I tell him, "I feel sorry for you and the car," I told 
him, "We went twice this year and we stayed for 16 days, we don't need 
more than that". We have a great time, he understands me and knows my 
pain. I know his pain. I see and I appreciate what he does for me. 
 
Mursel: When the war ended, we had a tent which we received as aid. As 
an organizer, I gave it to my younger brother, who has now died. The 
tent was large, and when I entered the yard …

Bahrie: People started coming into the tent to express their condolences. 

Mursel: We mounted the tent. People started coming and expressing 
condolences for my brother and also for my daughter. And in this tent, 
people smoked a lot of cigarettes, and my son Liridon took the ashtray to 
throw it in the trash, and one cigarette was still lit, and in three seconds 
the whole tent burned down. People barely managed to get away. Some 
of them got burned a little. We stayed in the meadow. My brother came 
from Switzerland, and he brought me some money because when the war 
started, my brothers and I separated from each other. We decided to build 
houses for every brother. We managed to build the houses and I was 
about to enter my new house to live together with my family but 
unfortunately, the war started. Everything was destroyed, the upper floor 
collapsed, the flames have burned the stairs and the house. We didn't 
have any clothes. 
 
They took everything, there were no windows, nothing, we stayed in the 
burned house for several months. When my brother came from 
Switzerland, he gave us some money, I fixed a room a bit and we spent a 
year, or two in that room. Then we started to work a bit. Just enough to 
put some food on the table. 
 
We had a car dealership in Prizren. The dealership was under my name, 
and after the war ended some KLA soldiers were stealing cars from me, I 
didn't dare say, "Don't take my cars!". My friends were the real owners - 
Kastrat, Fadil and the ones from Dushanova. Islam and Kastrat from 
Dushanovo, Bexheti, and some friends. They were the owners of the car 
dealership. I spent almost my whole life in Prizren, I have been there for 
50 years, and I go there every day. My friends said, "We are going to put 
the car dealership under your name” They did it because you were in the 
KLA. I received a good salary while I was there. Even my son worked in 
the dealership, and after the war ended many people from Peja came and 
bought many cars. So I made some money and I started to slowly repair 
my house. Now the boys are doing well. They all got married. 
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Fortunately, we don't know who killed them. Because if I knew, I would 
take his soul. It would have been good if we knew, but there is no way to 
find out. They started shooting in Peqan at 22:00 and we were nearby. We 
got tired all day long, it was a tough offensive. We laid down in Peqan. 
That day at 20:00 the shooting ended, and for two hours and twenty 
minutes nothing happened. When they started shooting at 22:20, I said to 
myself, "This shot burned something in my soul." I felt it somehow 
because we were very close. And when my brother-in-law came, I asked 
him, "Did they shoot at you at 22:20?" He said, "Yes, they did." My brother 
barely managed to escape that night. 
 
Bahrie: Our mother called and she said, "We are leaving from here and we 
are going to KLA, because Gafurr's house is in flames, and we can hear the 
police screaming". She said, "We are going to escape towards Peqan, and 
then through village Semetisht, we will go to Pagarusha." Those were her 
last words. I thought to myself, "Oh my God will I get to see Vlora again?” 
 
My eldest daughter wanted to go after them, she said “I will try to protect 
Vlora. Vlora will get killed; she will get killed!”. And so it happened, they 
were gone, we never saw them and we never heard anything from them. 
They never came back. I'm happy with my sons and with my daughters-
in-law. We are very close to each other. They look after us, they love us, 
they respect us and we let them do what they want. They have their 
freedom. Now we go to Germany only by plane, because my husband 
can't travel through Serbia. 
 
Mursel: They found some pictures then. This is where they found them. 
They took our camera and they developed the pictures. My young son, 
three years ago when he went ...They stopped him in Merdare, or 
Subotica, I forgot where. My son is now in Germany. He was a student 
then. They said, "This is Mursel's son." They kept him for some time and 
they told the police commander there, "We have the son of a terrorist 
here." When that police commander went there, he looked at the 
passport, my son was born in '93 and the war happened in '98 -99, my son 
was five years old then. He told those officers, “What was the fault of a 
five-year-old boy in the war? Let him go." 
 
One of those police officers knew everyone from here, he knew even Qaza 
who was killed. He said, "I had an apartment in the basement, I know all 
of them by names." Those were Serbs from this area. They are the worst. 
If they would have told my son, "Bring your father here", it would be over 
for my husband because he would immediately go after his son. But, 
luckily that commander saved him and since then my husband doesn't go 
through Serbia. 
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Mursel and 
Bahrie Gashi

 They say that there are 1333 children killed in Kosovo. It would be good 
if they would make a big memorial and write all those 1333 names, 
possibly divide them into municipalities, for example, children from 
Suhareka, children from the municipality of Prizren, and so on. It would 
be good if they would make such a memorial. I'm not saying to invest a 
lot, that's not the point. There is no war without blood, and freedom heals 
everything. Freedom is more valuable than anything.
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It was in a black bag. My wife told me, as people 
started running away, you could see people's 

fingers in the wires. It was a big bomb. Elizabeta 
was on the ground, and the bomb ripped the flesh 

from Elvira's legs.
“
”

Accounts of children's 
wartime experiences
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Rrahim 
Hasani

In March 1999, a bomb exploded in the 
Mitrovica marketplace. Rrahim Hasani's 
five-year-old daughter Elizabeta dies on 
the spot. The other seven-year-old 
daughter, Elvira, got wounded on both of 
her legs. 
 
Rrahim, now living in Podgorica, 
remembers the times when he lived and 
worked happily throughout Kosovo. He 
is happy that on the memorial plaque of 
the victims of that day, placed by the 
municipality of Mitrovica, the name of 
his daughter was finally added. Her 
name was initially not there. As Rrahim 
approaches the age of 70, widowed, half-
paralyzed from the legs down, with no 
regular income, alone between four 
walls, he has one last wish. 

Hijacked Childhoods
Accounts of children's wartime experiences
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I know who 
dropped the bomb 
Rrahim Hasani
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Rrahim
Hasani
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I dream of Albulena. There was a store nearby our 
house and she would tell me, "Dad, I bought 

cigarettes for you because I see that you need one." 
She was fast like a butterfly; she would go fast and 
return even faster. Without lighting the cigarette, 

without ending the cigarette, she would come.

“
”

Accounts of children's 
wartime experiences
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Sabri 
Kelmendi

Born into a poor family with eleven 
siblings, going abroad, and working hard 
as a teenager, Sabri, now 61 years old, 
has experienced a lot in his life.

Also, during the war, Sabri had terrible 
experiences. Sabri joined the KLA and he 
exchanged fire with the Serbian army 
while transporting the family on a 
tractor trailer while going towards the 
border; he saw his own daughter die 
from a shot on her forehead; he 
sheltered his wounded mother, wife, and 
other family members who were injured 
by a mortar. He went to look for help, 
but when he returned, he never found 
them again; he was caught as a prisoner 
of war; he was held in prison and 
tortured; he returned only to find his 
house completely destroyed and the 
surviving children sick.

Today, while coping with heart 
problems, he tries to support the family 
members of his three brothers and his 
cousin, who are no longer alive.

Hijacked Childhoods
Accounts of children's wartime experiences
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My daughter's 
name is Albulena
Sabri Kelmendi
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Sabri
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I see them very often in my dreams. I see them 
coming and hugging me. When I was about to give 
birth to the second Adem, the first Adem came to 

me and hugged me, "Mom, I came. I will come 
again to this world, and you are upset, you are 
crying too much. Why are you crying? Adem is 

coming again to you." 

“
”

Accounts of children's 
wartime experiences
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Zojë 
Gashi

After they burned the village where Zoja 
lived with her husband, two daughters, 
and two sons, the whole family, after 
many vicissitudes, finally managed to 
move to Germany. With the decision of 
her husband, they returned after the war 
ended in order to rebuild their burned 
house and to start their life in Kosovo. 
 
They lived a happy life until July 10th, 
2005, when a landmine exploded on a 
mountain slope in front of their village. 
Three children were killed immediately 
on the spot. Zoja's son was one of them. 
The other son was seriously injured. He 
died a few days later in the hospital of 
Prishtina, right after his mother gave 
him the last hug. 
 
Today, despite all the years that have 
passed, Zoja and her husband still suffer 
the trauma of losing both of their sons. 
Although they have returned to everyday 
life, and even though their family 
increased with two other boys, the pain 
of losing their children is something that 
even time is not healing. 

Hijacked Childhoods
Accounts of children's wartime experiences
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It will not go away 
until I join them  

My name is Zojë Gashi, Hoti was my maiden name. I come from village 
Dollova, I am 52 years old and I am married here in village Gremnik. I 
grew up in Dollovo, together with my father, mother, and siblings. I have 
four brothers and three sisters. In the past, we lived the same as everyone 
else did. Our father passed away early, so he left us when we were very 
young, we grew up with my mother taking care of us. Our living 
conditions were not bad. When my brothers grew up, some of them went 
to work abroad. 

When I was 20 years old, I got engaged here in village Gremnik to Afrim 
Gashi. His village was not that far from mine, not even three kilometers. 
First, I met his sister and then later we got married. 
 
We had a large family in village Dollova and everyone was very good. The 
majority of the people living in Dollovo village belong to the Hoti family. I 
grew up together with my uncle's family and my cousins. 30-40 years ago, 

Zojë Gashi
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our living conditions were much different than now but still, we lived 
well. 
 
I went to school for eight years in village Grabanica. Everybody from 
village Dollova went to the school in Grabanica village because we didn't 
have a school in our village. We went to the school on foot and we came 
back on foot, the distance was about five kilometers. For eight years we 
always went on foot. We didn't have buses or cars. For eight years I went 
to school and I had a lot of friends from the village. We went to school 
together and we had a good time at school. 

 
My father was 40-45 years old when he married our mother. My father 
was an older person. He dealt with agriculture and he worked the land. In 
the past they planted tobacco. We used to help our father by sowing the 
land. He has educated us to the best of his ability. My sisters and I 
attended eight years of primary school and our brothers attended also the 
four years of high school. This is how it happened in the past; they didn't 
allow the girls to be educated. Only the primary school. I wanted to go to 
school because I was good at it. But my father was old and our living 
conditions were not so good. How was I supposed to travel to Klina?  It 
was quite far from Dollova. 
 
If I had been educated more, today I would have worked only in charity. I 
would help people in Kosovo. I always wanted to help people and do good 
deeds. Kosovo needs good things. Maybe I would have finished school for 
charity or something similar. But our living conditions were not good at 
the time. 
 
My uncles were wealthier. So, in a way, our uncles raised us by helping 
our mother. One of the uncles went earlier to Germany and he helped us 
more. Because at the time it was hard for my mother with all the 
children, working the land and other things. But we grew up fine and we 
never had any problems with anyone. 
 
My mother was a hardworking person. She comes from village Ceskova 
which is close to our Dollova. She got married to our father, God has 
given her children and they worked in the field until we grew up. We 
were closer to our mother, because when my father died when we were 
all very young. I was in the seventh grade. As a child, I was more attached 
to my father. My father loved me a lot, more than the boys because I was 
the first daughter after the boys. He always fulfilled all of my wishes. I 
would say to my mother, "Oh mother, I miss dad so much." After my 
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father died, we all became more attached to our mother. She worked hard 
and to the best of her ability she educated us and we didn't suffer for 
anything. 
 
I had two uncles and an aunt. My aunt died very early. Our uncles did 
very well. I had an uncle in Germany and one here. At that time, they had 
lots of livestock so they were rich. I went very often to my uncle's place. 
My aunt lived nearby them and they took care of her. 
 
After my father died my oldest brother took over and worked a lot. We 
had a tractor and he would sell gravel. We used to have an excavator and 
my brothers would transport with tractors gravel and sell it. They used it 
only for trade. After he finished with the army, the second brother went 
to Germany, because the eldest brother was also in Germany. After the 
war ended my mother was all alone so my brother Bajram returned from 
Germany. My sister, Mana, was in Kosovo after the war and she took care 
of our mother but then got married and she went to live in Germany, so 
my brother Bajram returned to take care of the mother. 
 
All the other siblings went to Germany before the war. Only Mehmet, the 
younger brother, went after the war. The younger brother was supposed 
to get married in 2005, but when my children died, he didn't have a 
wedding at all. All my other brothers are abroad and even my older sister 
is living abroad. 
 
My mother died eight years ago. It was hard for me. We were close to 
each other. She suffered a lot; she had many worries throughout her life. 
Our sister, Hanumshah lived in Klina and lost two children during the 
war. My mother and I grieved a lot. My mother and siblings cried a lot for 
our sister because her children were killed in the war. I never thought 
that I will lose my children too after the war. 
 
My mother used to say, "This experience with your children has 
shortened my life for ten years." I lost both sons to landmines. My mother 
got so much worried that she suffered a heart attack. She was saying, "My 
heart is completely broken!" I guess this was our fate from God. 
Afterward, my mother died and Bajram remained all alone. He went to 
Peja and he lives and works there. Other brothers are living in Germany 
and they help us, they take care of us and they talk to us. Sometimes they 
even take us on vacation. I visited Germany two or three times, even 
Hanumshah did. We stayed there for five or six weeks. They took us there 
to forget about our worries a bit. I went there together with my 
daughters and they even took care of my younger daughter. 
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 I met Afrim through a msit (wedding arranger). Afrim's sister saw me in 
village Dollova and she liked me. She told Afrim about me and then they 
arranged a meeting where she came together with Afrim and I came with 
my brother and sister. We all met in Klina. We met there and we liked 
each other. There and then we decided to get together and continue our 
life together. 
 
My engagement day was very nice. I got engaged in village Dollove. My 
father-in-law came with his brother to take me and my brothers 
congratulated me. I got engaged in June and then unfortunately Afrim's 
father died in August. I got married on December 17th without a 
ceremony. They just came and took me. There was no wedding ceremony 
at all. They came in two cars, took me and I got married. My brothers 
said, "You're getting married". We were all very sad. Because my 
husband's father died at a young age, he was only 41-years-old. 
 
When they came to pick me up, I cried all the way. I entered their car 
crying and I came out of the car crying. They wanted to make a big 
wedding, but God had different plans. 
 
In December will be 31 years since we got married. Before we got 
married, we didn't meet each other. So, from that day when I met him for 
the first time until I got married, we didn't see each other. Times were 
such, they just wouldn't let us. They were saying it's shameful. But I never 
had any problems with Afrim. He is my friend, my husband, my 
everything. He understood me, we understood each other. We shared our 
sadness. He was the oldest child in his house, he lived there with his 
mother and brothers. His mother was young because Afrim was 22 years 
old when he got married. I got married in December, and in February I 
turned 21 years old. So, we were both young, but at that time everyone 
got married at a young age. 
 
My eldest daughter, Merita, was born a year after we got married. She 
was the first joy in our family. They wanted the baby to be a boy because 
of their father. They were happy, but they were saying, "We wanted the 
baby to be a boy and give him our father's name". But God gave me a 
daughter. The child was healthy and everybody loved her and played with 
her. The baby helped them be cheerful again. 
 
After a year and three months, I gave birth to my second daughter, 
Dafina. 
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After she was born, we went to Germany. Afrim's second brother from 
Germany said to my husband, "Take your wife, come here and stay for 
some years." We stayed there for two and a half years, a little less than 
three years. God gave me a boy in Germany. We named him Adem, the 
same as Afrim's father. 
 
We had a good time in Germany. My husband didn't work too much. Their 
social assistance was very good. We had our apartment. But after their 
father died, two years have passed and Afrim as the oldest brother 
wanted to come back. And so, we did. After we came back, I got pregnant 
again and I had Ardit. Ardit was born '96. He was a good and healthy 
child. We were a very happy family; we didn't have any problems in our 
lives. I had good living conditions; I was the first bride in that house. 
 
We had two boys and two girls and we were a happy family. The children 
grew up and all four of them were attending the school in Gremnik. They 
were good pupils, they all had good grades. They were smart children. 
They were very well educated. Adem was about to get in the seventh 
grade and Ardit in the fourth. 
 
They didn't wait to learn their lessons at school, but they would learn the 
lessons before. They were very smart, the teachers were surprised, they 
would say, "These children are very intelligent." They were the first 
children in my husband's family and everyone worked with them a lot. 
We loved them, we had a good approach, we taught them, and we were 
dedicated. There were school programs that my children led at school. My 
sons went and performed a recital. 
 
After Ardit was born in '96, we didn't have other children. The war started 
and the children grew up. We suffered a lot during the war. We heard 
that village Prekaz was on fire and also the village where I grew up, 
Dollova, was on fire. We went up the slope, and we could see how the 
houses were burning. My mother, sister, and my little brother Mehmet, 
who was a KLA soldier in village Këpuz, crossed the Drini River and they 
all came to my place. They came here to Gremnik, because there was 
nothing left to go to in Dollova. They burned everything there, even the 
cows, the houses, everything was destroyed. 
 
My mother was sometimes in Klina, sometimes in Peja, she was staying at 
the relatives. We escaped and the war started. We managed to stay for a 
month in the village, continuously hiding. The KLA started fighting with 
the Serbs. They were near us, at the turn to Gjakova, at a slope. From 
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there they could see all of us crystal clear. The fight started and then they 
told us, "If you don't leave the village in an hour or two, we will destroy 
the village." 
 
We left our houses carrying the cribs and children's clothes at 4:30 in the 
morning, as soon as the dawn started. My brother-in-law, father-in-law, 
and my husband grabbed everything they could and we left. We 
immediately left going through the forest and fields trying to reach 
village Sfërkë. 
 
We have spent a week or maybe ten days in village Sfërkë. Some family 
members would go during the night to get flour or children's clothes 
because the second floor of the house was completely burned. But then it 
was already impossible to return anymore because everything turned to 
ashes. Both houses, garages, everything we had were completely burned.  
 
In village Sfërkë we had our cousins and we stayed at their place. Then 
the shooting started there as well. We could hear the grenades in village 
Gremnik. We had to run away from there as well. We went to village 
Panovc and we slept there for two days together with the children. We 
ate some food and had some water. My brothers and brothers-in-law in 
Germany were telling us, "Get out from there for the sake of the children. 
Don't stay there anymore." 
 
We went from village Panovc to Drenovc, which is located in the 
Malisheva municipality. We stayed there for a week or ten days. From 
Drenovc we found the road which goes to Prishtina, and we went to 
Komoran. At that time the Serbian police occupied Komoran so we went 
to some village called Negovc. We went there during the night, walking 
slowly on the asphalt. From Prishtina we went to Albania. We passed car 
after car and together with our four children we went to Vlora, where we 
stayed for a week. After a week we left Vlora, we risked and we went to 
Italy. Together with our four children during the night, we boarded a 
motorboat with 60 people in it. We traveled all night long and we arrived 
in Italy at 6 or 7 in the morning. 
 
The Italian police stopped us, we showed them our IDs and they didn't 
cause us any problems. They said, "Okay, you may pass." They knew that 
we are escaping from war, we told them how much we have suffered. 
Afrim's brother sent us some money. From Italy, we found the train 
connection to France. I had some cousins in France, and from there they 
took us to Germany. 
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 We stayed for more than a year in Germany. I had three brothers living 
in Germany, near the border with France. And my cousins were living at 
the border between France and Germany. My cousins took me straight to 
my brothers. We slept there, and then we applied for asylum. They took 
us to that place where we were for the first time, before the war, in 
Ravensburg, at the border with Konstanz, Switzerland. They found us on 
the computer and they said, "You were here before, you should go there." 
We stayed there together with our four children. We didn't suffer, the 
German state helped us with everything. 
 
But such was our fate and my husband returned to Kosovo. People started 
going back after the war ended. My husband said, "I am the eldest, I must 
go, my young brothers will not come." My husband came here three 
months before the rest of us, because he said, "I need to repair our place" 
because everything was burned. As they say, we started everything from 
scratch, we didn't have anything. 
 
My mother-in-law stays in a tent in the yard until my husband came back. 
My husband repaired the first floor, he covered it with some plastic cover 
so that snow wouldn't enter. I came three months later in the middle of 
the winter. After the war we received aid. That first year was a disaster. 
My sons and the husband were working all the time and they were 
repairing one room at a time. 
 
I spoke to my second sister, Hanumshah, who lost two children, who 
were killed by a grenade in village Obri. I met my sister at my mother's 
house in village Dollove, she came from Obria to Klina. We all cried and 
wept. My sister's condition was miserable. We couldn't talk for an hour or 
two, so we wept with each other. She was grieving, she lost two children, 
our mother was worried sick, also I was when I was in Germany. We 
wept and cried but there was nothing we could do. You have to continue 
with your life. There is nothing harder in life. After some time, my sister 
started living in a house nearby. We visited each other, we talked and 
talked. I always cried because of my sister's fate. 
 
My children immediately started attending the school in Gremnik. 
Everything went well. My daughters finished the eighth grade and then 
they enrolled in a high school in Klina. The boys were here in Gremnik, 
the school was nearby, they were well educated. 
 
After the war ended, KFOR would come and check the yard, they were 
saying "You can enter the school without any problems". Because the 
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school in Gremnik was not set on fire. It was an old school but after the 
war, a new school was built. Then the children got educated there. 
 
Immediately after the war, Afrim bought a bus. He worked in the past in 
Klina, in Sfërkë, and we survived thanks to the bus. Also, my brothers 
worked a little, they worked in their garden. In the past, we planted 
cherries and watermelons and we would sell them in the city, village, in 
Malisheva, in Klina, in Peja, we would take them everywhere and sell 
them. We didn't suffer much, our children had decent living conditions. 
 
We had a field near the house, a bit like a slope. The children would herd 
cows every day. In 2005, one morning, my husband's cousin came. He was 
14-years-old. He woke up my two sons who were still asleep. I will never 
forget that day. Both of them went out of the room, they went straight to 
the yard. They washed their faces, they put some clothes on and they ate 
boiled eggs. "Come on faster," said my husband's cousin, "because the 
cows are free! Let's go play together!" 
 
Afrim, my mother-in-law, and I were there. Our daughters were asleep. 
We were sitting at a table outside. The boys told me, "Hurry up mother, 
we will let the cows out because we want to go play with the children." 
That second son, Ardit, rarely went to herd the cows. Always the eldest 
son did that. But God took him there. Afrim was fixing the bus, he was 
about to leave because in the past they were carrying passengers going to 
Albania. But he didn't go that day, his brother went. Afrim said, "I am 
staying here because the bus is not in a good condition." 
 
My youngest son hugged and kissed me on both cheeks. "Okay," he said, 
"Make us some food. As soon as you finish", he said, "I will wave at you, 
and I will take Adem" and I told him, "Bring back the cows at around 11-
12 o'clock because it's too hot. When you bring them the food will be 
ready." 
 
The children went to play, and like every morning I was doing some work 
around the house. They went up there, and I don't know what happened 
but a loud explosion was heard and it was so strong that the windows all 
over the village were shaking. The black smoke went up and the whole 
village was terrified. Everyone was shouting, "What happened?" 
 
When I saw the smoke coming out, I went out into the yard, I saw the 
uncles and everybody from the village was running up there. I started 
running. They screamed, "The children have fallen into the landmines." 
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They were saying, "All the children have died." 
"Oh my God!" I said. I was running towards the slope, where the children 
were located. My brothers-in-law and uncles stopped me and said, "No, 
you shall not see them!" 
 
Oh," I said, "I want to see them, I want to see my children! You can't stop 
me!” When I went there, I saw the eldest son bleeding. The second son 
was lying face down close to him. I started screamed and I fainted, I 
didn't know anything anymore. The same happened to my husband, he 
was completely lost. Our neighborhoods, the in-laws, and the whole 
village dealt with the children because we were completely lost. 
 
They called the helicopter and KFOR came, many people came from Klina 
as well because five children fell on landmines. Afrim's cousin, Shqipdon, 
found the toy which looked like a pencil. They were eating berries, and 
while playing with a ball, he found it and said, "I found something!" The 
children went to look at what he found. He removed it from the place and 
it exploded immediately and wounded all of them. 
  
The landmine pieces wounded the face of the boy that found the device. 
My two sons and the other cousin were together. The landmine knocked 
them to the ground. The 14 years old cousin died at the spot. Also, the 
boy who found it, the landmine wounded his face. 
 
The KFOR helicopter came and took all of them, the place was full of army 
soldiers, police officers, I didn't know what was going on. Some doctors 
came and gave an injection here at home. I said, “Oh, I want to see them! 
Why do you want me to lose my consciousness?” And again, I fainted and 
they administered me with an injection. I went up there with my uncle's 
wife and my cousin, I said, "I want to go where my children are, I want to 
know what happened to them." 
 
While I was here, they were telling me, "The children didn't die, they are 
just wounded." But I knew what happened because they told me that 
Adem died immediately. Afrim came and told me, "Oh woman, Adem died 
immediately and Ardit", he said, "he is alive, and they are taking him to 
Prishtina". I said, "This is the fate that God destined for us. We fled during 
the war, but this was the fate of our boys". 
 
On the 11th we buried Adem. There were many people at the ceremony. I 
almost lost my mind because of everything. That happened on July 10, 
and the next day Adem and his cousin were buried. All of Kosovo came, 
they saw this place, many people were coming and going, and I was lost. 
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 Afterward, they dealt with my other son, my brothers-in-law and my 
husband were going to Prishtina. When I went to Prishtina to see my son, 
there was nothing to be seen. He was all covered in bandages. The doctor 
said, "Talk to him because even though he can't talk, he will hear your 
voice." I spoke to him, I said, “Mom is here, talk to mom. They have 
covered you with bandages. Can you see your mom?” I spoke to him as 
much as I could. I was worried sick and spoke to him about everything. 
 
He did not react at all, at all, at all. His head was all covered in bandages, 
his eyes were covered, I couldn't see his face, I could see only his body. I 
touched his legs, hands, and neck. His skin had yellow color because he 
was wounded, he was connected to devices. I stayed there for about half 
an hour, I spoke to him, I cried all the time until the doctor came and said 
to me, "Did you tell him everything that you intended to tell him?" I stood 
up and I went to the door and then I turned back once more and I hugged 
him. 
 
As I was leaving the hospital, the doctor informed me that Ardit had died. 
The doctor said, "It seems that your son wanted to get permission from 
you before he leaves us." He died at the hospital on July 15. 
 
Ardit used to be attached to me. He never went to school without seeing 
me escort him to the front door. He wouldn't go to school without 
hugging me first. The first son loved me very much, but he was more 
attached to his father. And Ardit couldn't stay a single day away from me. 
 
On the 16th we buried Ardit as well. I don't know how we managed to 
live through it, I was worried sick, I was trying to comfort my husband 
because he was in a worse condition comparing to me. He was 
unconscious, he couldn't stay in the room when people came to express 
their condolence, doctors were taking care of him, he was in a terrible 
condition. I was administered injections, I was completely lost, 
sometimes I wouldn't even know where I was, I was crying all the time. 
 
And so, the days went by, full of sadness. For two years I visited many 
doctors and I was treated with medicaments. It was terrible. Also, my 
daughters were very upset. They were already grown up. When they 
would see us, they would get even more upset and they would weep and 
cry. They would go to school crying and they would come back crying. My 
second daughter, Dafina, skipped one school year when we were in 
Germany. So, when we came back to Kosovo, she went to the same class 
as Adem. Because of us, our daughters were never happy when they 
would go to school. Since then, we never celebrated anything. 
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 But because of the children life must go on. My husband was saying, 
“How will we continue living? I want to kill myself; my sons are gone." 
And even though my heart was broken too, I would tell my husband "My 
dear, this is our fate from God, there is nothing we can do about it. We 
escaped to Germany in order to save them. We came back, and they died." 
I told him, "There are many families that have completely disappeared, 
and what can we do? This was our fate." 
 
We were depressed for almost a year; we were both in a very bad 
condition. My husband couldn't work anymore. His brothers were 
working and taking care of us. My husband went to visit a doctor called 
Agron Zajmi from Gjakova, he was checking my husband's head. My 
mother-in-law, our brothers, and the people around us were all 
supporting and they were encouraging us. My mother-in-law told us, "Life 
goes on, you must keep on living, you can still have more children. It was 
God's will for the ones that left us". She would say, "You can still make 
children". They were giving us a will to live. My husband's entire family 
helped us a lot. My mother-in-law, my mother, brothers, our people, they 
would all talk to us, they would come every night and every day. We also 
went to different doctors. 
 
Two years later, I got pregnant and God blessed us with baby Adem. I 
named him after my firstborn. We were so happy that we cried all day 
long when he was born. My brothers, Afrim's brothers, all the family 
members, our close family, and friends that were in Gjakova the day 
when Adem was born were all very happy, we all cried a lot. My 
daughters were so happy, the whole family rejoiced. 
 
And then after a year and three months, God blessed us with another 
baby boy which I named after my second son Ardit. I would like to thank 
the doctors from Gjakova because they have known our situation and 
they helped us a lot. I will never forget them. With their help, I got 
pregnant again because I had a problem getting pregnant again after a 
break of ten years, but then God blessed me with baby Adem. 
 
Even when Ardit was born, we were full of sadness. Full of joy, but also 
sadness. We were happy when the first Adem was born, but we were 
happier when we renewed their names. They all used to tell us, "It's not 
good to renew the names of children." But I insisted, and also my 
husband said, "They will have their names, they will not be called by any 
other name. I will never forget them." Even though they cannot take the 
places of those who left us, it's enough for me that I call their names 
every day. 
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 Now even the children know what happened, we told them everything. 
We told them last year in 2019. After the children started attending the 
school, somebody told them, "You used to have two brothers, their names 
were Adem and Ardit". And when they came from school they asked us, 
"Mom, dad, some pupils at school are saying that there was a boy called 
Adem who was 12 years old and a boy called Ardit and that they stepped 
on the landmines that the Serbs put here". My husband said, "My dear, it's 
better if we tell the children." So, we brought the children to the living 
room and we told them everything that happened. 
 
And then we drove the children by car to the graveyard. When we were 
at the graveyard both of them were just staring at us. "Hey mom, why are 
you crying? You see that I am here" said Arditi. Adem said, “Mom, you 
have us now. We will grow up” They were joking, "If they had not gone, 
would you have made us?". They were teasing us when we went to the 
graveyard. But then they got sad too, and both of them started crying. 
The older son was hugging my husband and the young one was hugging 
me. But God has blessed us with them, thanks to the Almighty, it's as if 
they are alive once again. They even have the same faces, both of them. 
God has given me the same children. 
 
I suffered a lot in this life, I don't know if there is anything harder. It was 
very hard to go through all this, very hard. But I don't know, God gives 
you strength and courage. Our loved ones, family and friends, helped us 
to start living again because it was very hard for us. 
 
As for the landmine, they were saying that the Serbs put it there, because 
they informed us before, we asked them, "Have you checked this area?". 
KFOR said, "Yes, we checked it." Because the Serbian army stayed in 
Gremnica, right there on the slope. There were many trenches up there. 
They said that the Serbs made them. 
 
This boy who found that device, when we asked him, he would tell us, “I 
found it and it looked like a pencil. When I opened it, it exploded." The 
people responsible for landmines came and they searched the place but 
they couldn't find anything. It was mounted there, and it exploded there. 
The explosion was so loud that everybody in the village stood up, many 
windows got broken. Everybody said, "What was that noise?" 
 
Many people came here to take photographs, to record, they were saying, 
“These are the consequences of the war. The Serbs left it here. This is part 
of the war. This was the children's fate. The whole of Kosovo is full of 
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landmines." They used to say, "The landmines are hidden because the 
Serbs placed them. We have searched this entire place. We checked all the 
places." 
 
Maybe there are still other landmines, we can't know for sure, we are not 
free to wander around, there were many Serbs here. Throughout the war, 
the Serbs were positioned there, at that slope. Most of the time they 
spent there, because the entire plains, all this valley, Klina and everything 
else, can be seen from that slope. 
 
After the war, the foreigners were coming to the school, explaining with 
translators. We used to talk to the children, together with my husband 
and our brothers-in-law, we would tell them, “As soon as you find 
something, don't touch it because they are landmines. As soon as you see 
something unusual, let us know. We will inform the police, or KFOR and 
they will come to remove it". 
 
Also, the children were always afraid of the landmines. They received a 
lot of information at school about these landmines. 

But, unfortunately, that one exploded and it killed the children. The 
feeling of sorrow never goes away. Now I came to a certain age and I am 
experiencing it even harder. I see their friends, they are getting married, 
they are having children, and it's very hard for me. It's very hard for me as 
their mother. My husband gets out a little, but for me as their mother it's 
difficult. 
 
Both of my daughters got married. Both, Merita and Dafina, were very sad 
when all this happened. Now they have two young brothers, and no sister 
in the world cares more than they do. They raised them themselves, I just 
gave birth to these two boys, but my daughters took care of them, they 
changed their clothes, they gave them food. My daughters took great care 
of their brothers. 
 
My eldest daughter went last year to Belgium. She raised my sons when 
she was here. She worked here as a teacher, she has a degree in pedagogy 
and also a master's degree. She turns 30 now on October 10th. My 
daughters were very sad when everything happened. Now when they 
come, they look after me, they love me. When they see that I am sad, they 
try to cheer me up, they take me out, for a walk, they take me 
everywhere, they do everything to please me, me and my husband. But, 
sadness doesn't go away. 
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 I regret that I didn't manage to see their faces. I saw a little bit the eldest 
one but then they didn't allow me to see him anymore on the day when 
they buried him. I couldn't see the second one either because he was 
covered with bandages. I couldn't see anything at all. After that morning 
when they left, I saw nothing. They were just gone. 
 
I see them very often in my dreams. I see them coming and hugging me. 
When I was about to give birth to the second Adem, the first Adem came 
to me and hugged me, "Mom, I came. I will come again to this world, and 
you are upset, you are crying too much. Why are you crying? Adem is 
coming again to you." 
  
I see my second son more often in my dreams. Every time I see him in my 
dreams, the next day I go to his grave. I go often there; I will also go these 
days because they have their birthdays these days. When July 10 comes, 
the day when they stepped on the landmine, I go up the slope there and I 
cry there. 
 
Until recently, my husband couldn't come to the children's graves. He just 
couldn't. I always went there with my mother-in-law. Then when my 
daughters grew up, I went there together with my daughters, my mother-
in-law but my husband could never come with us.  
 
My husband doesn't let me put pictures of them in the living room. I 
would like to see their photos, but he has a very weak heart, and he 
immediately faints, then he just cries and he cries. "I can't," he says, "I 
can't see their pictures." Now he started coming to their graves because 
he couldn't come for a long time. He never took part in the burials in the 
village. The whole village knew how hard it is for him. He would go two 
or three days later to express his condolences, but he never participated 
in the burial ceremony. Even when we had deaths in our family, he 
couldn't go to the burial ceremony because he could not bear it. 
 
It's good that God has given us these two boys. Our hearts are broken and 
forever wounded. They will never be forgotten until we join them. 
Sadness never goes away, it just increases. Now our children are taking 
the sadness away, we are happy with them, they love us and we love 
them. We see them both go to school; we take them there. They study, we 
are happy with them. But our hearts are broken. God has blessed us 
again, and he has softened our hearts and the hearts of the whole family. 
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I was happy for my daughters; they are not as sad as they used to be. The 
sisters grieved for their brothers almost the same as I did. Now things 
have changed, the children grew up. The eldest son turned 13 this April. 
The youngest turned 12 on August 19th. They are growing up; we are 
having a good time with them at home. 
 
It's hard for a mother, for the family, for the parents, there is nothing 
more difficult in this world than to bury your children. For me, this was 
the hardest thing in this world, which I will never forget until I join them. 
 
But life goes on, there is no other way. Because of my husband, because of 
the daughters, because of all the loved ones, I had to keep on living even 
though it was very hard. There was nothing harder. But God gave us 
children, God saw us, and thanks to him we are overcoming. 

Zojë
Gashi
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Today I want nothing more than to know the truth. 
That would be the greatest justice for me. Only the 

truth and nothing else! Because that child didn't 
know anything, he didn't hurt anyone, neither he, 

nor I, nor my husband.

“
”

Accounts of children's 
wartime experiences
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Zorica 
Blagojević

Zorica says that Serbs have lived well in 
the village mixed with Albanians. Up 
until 1998. At that time, she recalls, the 
Serbian regime uniformed the skilled 
Serbs in the villages as military 
reservists. This act frightened a lot the 
Albanian neighbors. The two village 
communities, which had once wished 
each other well for the feasts, which 
drank water from the same well, and 
shared the blessings of the land, 
suddenly wanted to "rip each other's 
heads off".
  
Now, after being away for more than 
two decades in Serbia with her family, 
she recalls all the unusual circumstances 
of her family's everyday life on that day 
in September 1998. Although that day 
started with the same routine of her son 
going to the school in the morning, 
many things happened in the meantime, 
and today it seems to her that it was 
fated, and it all ended in the evening 
when her son never came back home.

Hijacked Childhoods
Accounts of children's wartime experiences
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He went with his uncle 
and he died too
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